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In order to formalize certain relationships between lexical
items within generative granunar, the necessity is found for the
existence of a grammatical level generatively prior to the
manifestation of phonological forms. The prelexical level re-
presents the full set of possible sentence patterns for a
subgrammar of English. Particular sentences are ,considered
translations from the prelexical level via the mapping of lexical
items onto the prelexical string. The grammatical process of
incorporation is intrqduced to explairi certain cases of transi.ity
of verbs, and certain relations among them.
The prelexical level is shown to represent a 'level at which
certain syntactic and semantic properties of sentences merge. This
merging is reflected by the manner in which the lexical entries
are specified for their encirbnments in the prelexical string.
Sente"nce patterns on the prelexical level are discussed and
formalized with emphasis on the role of prepositional phrases on
this level. Verbs whose subjects are Agents are discussed. The
Agentive verb is·seen to be representable by formatives on the
prelexical level.
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I. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Relevance to Linguistic Theory, Intention and S"cope
In generative grammarlthe- connection between ~emantics and syn-
tax has always been a difficult problem to elucidate clearly. The"
theory of Katz and Fodo~posits for the semantic component of a
grammar rules which utilize the constituent structure of the sentence,
building up an interpretation of the sentence from the parts to the
whole. These rules are called projection rules. The authors state:
"The semantic int"erpretations assigned by the projection rules
operating on ~he grammatical and dictionary information must account
in the following ways for the speaker's ability to understand sen-
tences: they must mark each semantic ambiguity a speaker can detect;
they must expain the source of the speaker's intuitions of anomaly
when a sentence evokes them; they must suitably relate sentences
speakers know to be paraphrases of each other,,"
In this thesis we will propose a ,system which comes close to
what"might be called, a derivaf~onal semantic theory, as opposed to
an interpretive one. We would acknowledge the necessity for interpre-
tive semantics and would cont~nd that the theory of Katz and Fodor
does satisfy the claims for a semantic theory stated above. However,
our purpose will be to show that these functions for a semantic
theory do not complete the picture and that explanations of other
phenomen~ related to semantics' can be effected from a d;ifferent point
of view. Essentially we will be concerned with handling some of the
more consistent £acts about the relationships between the semantics
of the kernel "sentence and i ts syntax. We intend to show an under-
lying consistency in the constructions studied which can best be
handled by derivational means. For example, we will discuss the
2fact that the subject of the sentence if animate may be a willful
agent of the action described. Also, we will show various consis~
tently recurrent .semantic relationships among parts of the sentence
and among different sentences, which can best be explained by the.
existence of some underlying pattern of whichtthe syntactic structure
is a particular manifestation.
Evidence will be given for the existence of a system which
forms the basis for both semantic and syntactic interpretation.
In other words, we will discuss the possibility for a ·derived system
of formatives which themselves constitute structures that are to be·
semantically interpreted, but which also underlie the final syntactic
form. We m~y then refer to a syntactic interpretation of this
underlying structure.
A level at which semantic interpretation will be relevant will
therefore be deeper than the level of -deep structure' in syntax3 •
This level will be derivationally prior to the manifesta tioD. of lexi-
cal it~ms in the generated string, the .appearance~o£ which will
cons,ti tute the syntactic interpretation. Thus the underlying struc-
tures generated before eemanti~ and syntactic interpretation we will
term the prelexical structure.
Chomsky has stated: "There is no aspect of linguistic study
more subject to confusion and more in need of clear and "careful
formulation than that which deals with the points of connecti6n
between syntax and semantics. The real question that should be asked
is: 'how are the syntactic devices available in a given language
put. to· work in the actual use of this language.' ,,4 For the constructions
which will be studied in this thesis the relationship between
semantics and sy~tax will be treated. This will be done by means
of relating both to a prelexical structure. The question which we
1,1
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will attempt to answer is somewhat different from that above, however.
Rather it is the quest~on "In what way are the syntactic patterns
in a given language connected to relationships of meaning." We
will conside~ semantics not only the description of the use of words.
We will also concentrate on meaning relationships among the elements
of one sentence and among different sentences, thereby studying the
semantic patterns in sentence structure. These patterns will be
reflected in the patterns of the prelexical structure.
We will also contend that.semantic notions are of a decided
use in syntax. Since our pr,elexical level will be as reI"event to
semantic as to syntactic interpretation, we will have" a formal basis
for establishing the relevance. We wish to show that syntax should
not be considered as a formal system which can be st~died independent-
ly of semantics. Various patterns in a sentence must be considered
of semantic relevance as well as of syntactic. This will be shown,
at least for the limited descriptive field that we w~ll be concerned
with, by demonstrating the existence of a prelex±cal system which
has properties that are basic both to the syntactic form and the
semantic relationships. Syntax and semantics will have the same
representation at the prelexical level.
The prelexical system, along with the interpretive semantic
component and the means by which the syntactic form will become
manifest will elucidate the manner in which form and function are
inter-related in langu~ge. This system need not be specified as
specifically semantic or syntactic. The observation that as syntac-
tic description becomes deeper, semantic phenomena fall increasingly ·
wi thin its scope, always raises the question as 'to where to draw the
line. A prelexical level such: as here proposed, however, will
remove this difficulty somewhat in establishing a neutral basis for
ill
4both of them. We will show inst~nces in which syntactic constraints
which appear also to be semantically explainable informally, can be
explained by constraints on the prelexical system and the rules that
transform this into a syntactic form.
Our approach will be to investigate the nature 0'£ words and
th'eir rela·tionships among each other semantically and syntactically.
It h~s,become apparent that the verb is the principle variable in
sentences upon which the syntactic form of the sentence depends.
Consequently we will investigate the lexical relationships among
verbs. We will limit ourselves to verbs Which refer to relatively
.concrete situations, such. as possession, position, identification,
etc., although at times we will extend the analysis to abstract cases.
It w~ll be by means of specifications in the lexicon that the
syntax of particular verbs will be established. These specifications
will. indicate the environment for a verb in terms of the formatives
generated in the prelexical .structure. Syntactic constraints or
. environmental specifications will then merge with semantic reasons
for the way in which the verb is used. Since. the prelexical structure
i"tself is what becomes semantically interpreted, environmental spe-
cifications of lexical items in terms of them becomes indistinguish-
i·ble from. a specification of ,the meaning of the lexical i tern. We
shall in fac·t assume that much of the meaning of the worK: is speci-
fied in this way.'
It should be noted that the o~tput of the prelexical system
.proposed here is not far from Chomsky's pre-terminal string. 5 The
'e~se~tial difference, however, is that· we shall consider it to be
generated by ~much simpler rewriting system, arid shall also attribute
to ~t greater semantic significance. The manner in which lexical
items :are mapped onto ~he generated string, yet to be described, is
also different.
5Thus every lexical entry will be analogous to a rule by which
,the particular phonological form will be mapped onto the appropriate
string in the prelexical structure. The meaning and/or the environ-
ment specified in terms of formatives of the prel~xical structure
will be completed f'or a given lexical entry by whatever' ideosyncractic
specifications of meaning there are for these words. These will
consist of elements which do not pattern sufficiently to be included
in'the prelexical structure. Such ideosyncratic information will
be added to the generated string at the same time the phonological
form is mapped on. It will of course be a necessary part of the
'semantic interpretation, and consequently it too must enter the
semantic component.
It will be. seen that there are ,transformations which we will
desire to effect before the lexical items are mapped on. The
question as to the place of transformations in this system has not
been t.he principle investigation. We will assume that there are
some which apply before and some which may app-ly after the appearance
of specific lexical items.
The abo~e together with the phonological interpretation whose
output is a representation of the utterence in phonetic features
c.omplete the picture proposed here for the structure of a grammar.
Below is a schematic representation of this:
Fig. 1.1
PRELEXICAL SYSTEM
(
TRANSFORMATIONS ) 1----~sEMANTIc INTERPRETATION
--( --~....,> LEXICON
TRANSFORMATIONS ~~)
PHONOLOGICAL
INTERPRETATION
,
UTTERANCE
6So-called 'deep structure' appears. immediately after the
application of the lexicon in the diagram. Surface structure appears
after the application of all transformations.
The prelexical system, it will be seen, will have the virtue of
consisting of context free constituent structure rules. Structures
will be freely generated here, environmental restrictions and
conditions being stated in the lexicon for each i.tem. The semantic
component may interpret ~ome strings as impossible due to certain
ideosyncratic features of the words in question.
It is likely that that which is generated in the pre lexical
system will have validity beyond the language which is being studied,
i.e., English~ This 1850 because of its depth and the reasons
for its construction -- to go deeper than the syntactic form.
In fact it might be the case that a particular syntacti'c form is
itself merely a reflection of some type of underlying structure •
. The structure of sentences, their syntax, may turn out t·o be an overt
manifestation of such an underlying system.
71.2 Means of Discovering the Prelexical Structure
In this section we will indicate some of the ways in.~hich
evidence will be found for the prelexical structure.
Sentences which paraphrase each other may have the same pre-
lexical structure. It is of course not true to say that all sentences
which paraphrase each other have the same prelexical structure
. ,
since such an identity may be explainable by, some sort of reduction
or interpretation. However, in certain instances interpretive
semantics cannot handle the situation except in' an ad hoc manner.
Chomsky6 discusses cases in which a more, abstract notion of gramma-
'tical function than the one lEpresented in deep structure is needed.
These are such sentences as
ll'John strikes me as pompous - I regard John as pompous.
2) John bought the book from Bill - Bill sold the book to John.
In such cases the clear relationship cannot be described in trans-
formational terms as can
3) John is easy for us to please - It is easy for us to
please John.
In sentences 1) the relation between John and the first person
singular pronoun is the same in each; yet in each their roles as
subject and object are reversed. Similarly in sentences 2) John
and Bill have some similar relationship to each other, yet syntac-
tically on the deep structure level they will be represented ,differ-
e~tly. As Chomsky notes here the contextual features, i.e., the syn-
tactic form, are somewhat independent of semantic properties. We
propose, however, that the interpretation of semantic similarity
between these pairs is due to the recognition of certain identical
features in their prelexical structures by the semantic component.
Also relationships between sets of sentences that are not
paraphrase relationships will be useful, if these relationships can
be attributed to simple variations in the prelexical s·t,ructure.
8In some instances, for example with causative, non-causative pairs,
the same word may be used in either case. Such a situation would
indicate that there is a formal similarity between the causative
and the non-causative on the pre lexical level, since we would want
to say that- the word is the same word,not a homonym. in whichever
situation it is used. That is, we would want to give it the sam~
lexical entry, using appropriate symbolism to represent the options
that account for the variations in use. Such a word as roll would
be of this type:
4) John rolled the ball down the hill. (causative)
5) The ball rolled down the hill. (non-causative)
Sometimes, for this, different words are used, such as raise-rise.
And there are verbs which ~re only causative or non-causative with-
out there being any specific pair: e.g., pull, flow. This indicates
that no 'rule is operating, so that we can be 'justified to use a
lexical approach.
Similar instances to this are cases in which one verb can be
used to cover a certain syntactic domain, whereas another word will
'only cover a 'portion of it. We can study those domains which occur
'for the same word in hopes that its domain may represent some simply
characterizable factor in the p'relexical structure:. Again, if we
have the same word in each case of its use, this would hopefully be
t,he ca·se. For example
6) John forced Bill into the room. - forced Bill to go.
7) John pushed Bill into the room. - *pushed Bill to go.
In one case'we would say the same verbecan be used to cover a more
general ground, which would giv~ a clue' as to the nature of the
prelexical structure.
The set of verbs possible in a given domain:should be representable
as different manifestations of what can be generated in the prelexical
9structure. That is, i'n some sense the to·tal set of possible verbs
of a giyen language should be characterized by th~ prelexical struc-·
ture. In other words, the prelexical structure would expres,s the
total range of possibilities. It would characterize whether or not
a set of verbs is complete with respect to some sub-grammar. By
examining the set of possible verbs witbin a given domain, arbitrary
at first, we can seek to find ·the broadest eircumstancein which
all others are particular instances. The prelexical structure
must be set up to adequately characterize the whole set of verbs
within the domain, the broadest circumstance therefore indicating
the breadth of the prelexical structure. Particular verbs which
have narrower uses will have to be characterizable in succinct terms,
however, according to the formatives of the prelexical structure,
which will give us clues as to its constitution.
The distribution within a sentence of various elements in a
sentence may indicate the possibilities inherent in the prelexical
structure. For example, if a certain element does not occur in a
sentence it may be due to a restriction in the prelexical structure
and the rules for mapping lexical items onto it. It may be that
we do not have grammatical sentence in the string
8) John bought.a book to Alice
because we can have no more than one prepositional phrase with to
in such a sentence, the prelexical structure of-the above having
'to John' in it already.
Similarly we may perceive certain syntactic phenomena that
can be explained by rule only in an ad hoc manner J since it pert.ains
to so few verbs, but can be handled by considering a mapping onto
a prelexical structure in a natural way •. For example, the transi-
tivity of pierce in 'pierce the'paper' may be explainable by the
10
mapping of the lexical· item pierce onto a string which also includes
through, or some prelexical representation of through.
In succeeding chapters we will bring forth sllchevidence as
this, demonstrating the descriptive power of utilizing formatives
in the. prelexical s·tructure to explain the semantics and syntax
of particular words. In later sections we will discuss the prelexical
structure itself, and more explicit formalizations of its natUre.
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2.1 The Manifestation and Fo~malization of Incorporation
Evidence for the presence of some sort of prelexical structure
is giv,en by certain verbs which appear ,to be characterizable in
terms of more elementary units. For example, pierce mayor may
not have the preposition through following it.
1) The pencil pierced the cushion.
2) The pencil pierced through the cushion.
However', note that when ',through does not occur J it is clearly im-
plied. No other preposition is so clearly implied.
The fact that a sentence not containing through 1s not broader
in, meaning than the same sentence without it can be ~een by the
fact that we cannot have the question answer pair:
1) *Did the pencil pierce the cushion? No, but it pierced
through it. '
This is similar 'to the impossibility of
2) *Does John have a coat. N~but he had a red one.
It is possible to have a question answer pair if the correction
is ,a broader statement however.
3) Does John have a red, coat? No J 'but he does have a coat.
To see whether or not the sentence with through is broader than
that 'without it, consider the pair:
4) Did the pencil pierce through the cushion? No, but
it did pierce it to some extent.
,This pair is possible. It may be due to the ambiguity of the word
through, 'which may have the meaning 'all the way througb'~ Since
it is an ambigui,ty, notethat we can contrast the implied 'all the
way' with an overt 'to some extent' directly in:
5) Did the 'pencil pierce through the cushion? No, but it
did pierce through it to some extent.
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These observations clearly show that it is not possible to
think of the word through as being deleted here. (See Section 2.2.)
It should not be-possible to de~rease meaning possibilities by
transformations d Meanings can only increase, by underlying forms
merging at the surface. It is necessary to look toward an underlying
level, at which a preposition, which we will call THROUGH, is
manifest. It will not do to say that a particular morpheme hom6ny-
mous with through is deleted, since this obscures the s~milarity
between the two through's. Rather we should want to say that the
ambiguity of through is not due to ,separate lexical entries, but
due to an optionality in its possible meanings. If this optionality
is e~pressible by optional,underlying formatives which define
through, then the matter will be considerably simplified. We
shall return to' this below. However, note here that we intend for
pierce that the formative which is implied when pierce is used as
a transitive verb is THROUGH and not something like ALL THE WAY
THROUGH, , which~-:we use to represent informally the prelexical
formatives standing for the other use of through.
No other prepositional phrase can stand in the place ofa
. through-phrase, although, if we have a through-phrase, we may have
other phrases ,in addition. 'This is true whether or not the through
is over-tly absent.
6) *The pencil pierced between the pages.
7) The pencil pierced through the book between the pages.
8) The. pencil pierced the book between the pages.
Note that our discussion of through at this point has been
restricted to the prepositional usage of it and has not been
involved with the adverbial usage, without an object. For example,
in th'e sentence
i I
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9) The pencil pierced through.
we have the adverbial usage. 7 This through also cannot merely be
implied but must be present overtly, since we cannot say:
10) Thepenc1l pierced.
In a sentence such as
11) The pencil pierced the book through.
we have the· prepositional phrase followed by the adverb. The
adverb takes the place of a through-phrase and m~y therefore be
considered actually to stand for a prepositional· phrase whose
preposition is THROUGH, or the modification of it discussed above.
Thus the adverb satisfies the necessity to have a through-phrase
in the environment. We have' the sentence:
12) The pencil pier~ed through between the pages.
whereas without the adverb, or a prepositional phrase, we would
have a non-sentence.
Instead of deletion for these phenomena we shall use a process
which we shall call incorporation. This will refer to the replace-
ment of elements in a prelexical string by the phonological form of
lexical items.
Pierce obligatorily h~s a through-prepositional phrase in its
environment immediately after the verb. And the preposition
through is optionally incorporated.
With respect to syntax, pierce (vs. pierce through) behaves
like any other transitive verb (vs. a verb with a prepositional
phrase adjunct.) For example, we can have the passive when through
is incorporated:
13) The paper was pierced by the pencil.
But in
14) The paper was pierced thro~gh by the pencil.
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The through is not the preposition but the adverbial particle as in
15) The pencil pierced the paper through.
To see that we must have the adverbial particle here, note that
with the preposition it is.possible to say
16) The pencil pierced through the cushion but stopped
half way.
but not wi th the ·adverbial particle:
17) *The pencil pierced the cushion through, but stopped
half way.
The adverbial particle, unlike the preposition, must imply 'all the
way through.' if unmodified. The object of the preposition through
cannot become the subject of a passive ordinarily:'
18) *The tunnel was run through by John.
We shall establish the following conventions. Any formative
of the prelexical string will be written entirely in capitals. '
For example, we will write THROUGH for the preposition which becomes
through. Sometimes i t will appear that those e.lements which we had
previously decided were formatives of ~he .pre1:exical structure
could be further a~alysed. Such a discovery will mean that all
previous and subsequent uses of the formative are to be consider~d
in this light. For example THROUGH may in part be .analysedas
FROM ONE, END TO THE OTHER. This notation is not meant· to be an
exact representationaf what we have on the prelexical level. We
assume that it will always be possible to make it precise. For·
abbreviation, we may identify elements of the prelexical structure
by using a less analytic represent~tion, even though a deeper analy-
sis has been discovered.
·A more precise notation will be used to represent a prelexical
formative in terms of semantic features. For example, a simple,
very general verb of motion, such as fly, representing a transition
15
of position, will be written as a set of features as follow~J
omitting ideosyncratic 'information about the kind of ~otion involved:
L-l)
/fly/ in anv
VJ Motional
Positional
The above means that fly ,is-in the environment simultaneously only
with the verbal node o There is no incorporation of p~~verbal
elements.
The phenomenon of' incorporation itself will be rep~esented
'straightforwardly in the lexicoD o We will simply state the event
of incorporation by giving the incorporated ,element as a part of
the simultaneous environment of the lexical item. Thus we may write
for pierce:
L-2
Ipierce/ in env
V, Motional
Positional THROUGH
The above is a part of the lexical entry for. pierce. It is also
a rule which _says that we may map the phonological string /pi'erce/
onto the prelexical structure indicated above the underline, main-
taining its verbal status. The underline 'is the usual notation for
specification of the pO'sition of an element· within its environment.,
If· the above were the only entry for pierce,. i t would be
indicated th~tpierce obligatorily incorporates through. However,
as seen J this is not the case. However, if through is not incorpor-
ated it must be in the environment following the verb. Consequent-
ly we have in addit'ion to the above for pierce:
L-3
/piercel ioanv
V, Motional
Posi t.ional THROUGH
which indicates that through in this case is in the syntactic e.nvi-
ronment following the verb. We can combine thes'e two entries by
using parentheses; we thereby capture the fact that the incorpor~-
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tioD possibilities and the elements in the environment are not
independent conditions. Thus we may write simply
L-4)
/pierce/ in env
V, Motional
Positional (THROUGH)
Note that we have placed the parentheses about the underline, which
formally gives us the desired result. Essentially we state by
this that THROUGH is obligatorily in the environment, which may mean
that it is incorporated (i.e. in the environment simUltaneous with
the lexical item) or that it must follow the lexical item •
. As noted the adverb through satisfies the environmental res-
triction to have some through-prepositional phrase. Thus the
adverb is probably, THROUGH NP, where NP is some undefined noun
phrase and THROUGH is the preposition. The adverb, i.e. the whole
prepositional phrase', cannot be incorporated, only the preposi tion.
We have:
19) The pencil pierced through.
but not
20) *The penc~l pierced.
For through, then, we ,would have either THROUGH or THROUGH NP,
which when abbreviated gives the lexical entry for through:
L-5
/through/ in anv THROUGH{NP)
This specifies that it is either a preposition, by'definition,
before a noun-phrase, or a prepositional phrase incorporating the
noun-phras-e.
We -noted, however, an ambiguity in through, one meaning being
'all the way through',_ or something to the effect. 'All the way'
is essenti~lly a measure phrase that occurs before most prepositions,
such as 'two feet through'. It is natural to distinguish between
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these two uses of through by admitting a single entry into the
lexicon with the option of incorporating whatever prelexical
formatives result in 'all the way'. We shall represent this by
ALL THE· WAY. "These two uses of through must be based on a distinc-
tion between the presence and absence of some formative, and not
merely on interpretation, since through as noted, can be used to
contrast with through to some extent •
• .....-011 l .......~
Thus the lexical entry.for through will be as follows:
L-6)
/through/ in env (ALL THE WAY) THROUGH (Np).
This statement represents the fact that having generated something
like THROUGH or ALL THE WAY THROUGH in the prelexical string, the
phonological form !through/ may be mapped onto ALL THE WAY THROUGH
or just THROUGH. ALL THE WAY" need ne'ver be present. The underline
indicates the pos"i tioD of the lexical item wi th r~ea.t to prelexical
formatives. The fact that the adverb through when unmodified, ut11tke
in two feet through, always means 'all the way through', has not
been treated.
If we consider the statement regarding the environment of the
lexical item, whether simultaneous or peripheral, as also a state~ent
of certain charl\cteristics of the meaning of the word, then we have
united the statement of "incorporation, environment, and meaning
in a n~turalfashion.
The notation we have chosen permits some other possibilities
besides optional incorporation of an element obligatory in the
environment. 'Thus for example we can have no parentheses at a"II",
which indicates that an object is obligatory in the environment, but
obligatorily incorporated. For instance, we have the verb cross,
I I - --tDif!~"'. i:lJi ~ ~
have
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ACROSS NP:
ACROSS
V, Motional
Positional/cross/ in env
L-7)
25) John crossed through the field.
26) John crossed from one side of the country to the other.
24) John crossed;over th~ bridge.
However we can say
22) *John crossed across.
21) *John crossed across the street.
23) John crossed the bridge.
These must be considered· as incorporatioD of t·he adverb across,
Nor can we have the adverb across, which,as above, is probably
which is incorporation of the preposition across. We can also
This implies that across is obliga.torily incorporated in the verb.
Thus we cannot say:
which would have the lexical entry:
i.e., ACROSS NP. Then compatible prepositional phrases may follow
as in the ~ore analytic:·
27) John went across over the bridge.
28) John went across from one side of the country to the other.
Note that pierce doesn't incorporate the adverb through, but does
incorporate the prep9sitioD through. However cross incorporates
both obligatori ly. Thus we can have
29) John is aossing now.·
Thus in addition to the environment above for cross we have
L-8
/cross/ in env
v,. Motional
Positional ACROSS NP
It is now poss~bleto combine these two for the lexical entry. Thus
we have:
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30) The wire crossed the houseD
ACROSS (NP)
V, Motional
Posi tiorlal/cross/ in env
L-9)
that the set.of objects is identical to the set of objects of
across. For example, we may even have
be used since the prepositinn of which it is composed has been
incorporated. In this situation the procedure will block.
We should m~ke here the formal claim that the set of objects
of a verb which incor_porates some prepositionis a subset of the
set of objects which the preposition takes. For cross it seems
Note that according to the above, if i'ncorporatio~ of the prepo-
sition across is the effected option, then the adverb across cannot
just as we have
31) The wire goes across the house.
In the sentence
32) The dog ran across the room.
the meaning is more clearly that the dog kept precisely within
the bound·s of the room, going f~om one side to another, whereas in
33) The dog ran across ·the ·bridge.
the meaning may be that the dog ran across, possibly also running to
some extent on the land prior to and after being on the bridge.
These semantic observations are exactly retained when cross is used.
34) The dog crossed the room
35) . The dog crossed the bridge.
For pierce the set of possible objects is a subset of the set
possible as the object of through. This is due to the character
of the verb pierce which adds the requirement that the motion be
through some continuous object. Hence we can say
36) The arrow pierced the air.·
37) The arrow went through the air.
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But though we can say
38) The train went through the tunnel.
we cannot ·say
39) The train pierced the tunnel 0
However, if the word is an object of pierce it can also be the
object of through.
A third possibility is optional incorporation of an element
that is optional in the environment. Climb is such a verb. Note
that we may h.ve several ty.pes of preposi tional phrases' following
it.
40) John climbed::·down the ladder.
41) John climbed into the tent.
42) John climbed along- the grass.
43) John ·climbed up the mountain.
In general then climb simply indicates a kind of groping motion,
perhaps using the hands, but~~any direction, all prepositional
phrases being possible in the environment. However note that it
can be used transitively:
44) John climbed the ladder o
Here there is only the implication of up. There is no necessary
implication of up in the previous sentences with the preposition.
Even down can be used in the environment.
All this we can take to indicate that if ~ is in the environ-
ment it may be incorporated. Then, if a preposition doesn't appear
before some noun, after the verb, it must be that up was incorporated.
Noo~her preposition will be incorporated. Hence we have 'the
following for the lexical entry for climb:
L-IO)
/clirnb/ in env
V1 Motional
_P_o_S_i_t_i_o_n_a_l (!!p).
-------r---------~-___,:__--..,...........,----~--......... .... ,.... -,.-..... ".
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45) John is climbing down.
46) John is climbing out.·
V, Motional
_P_O_S_i_t_io_n_a_I (UP (NP»/climb/ in env
L-ll)
Without any necessary implication of up. But if we say
47) John. is climbing quickly.
optional sense. Thus we can" say
preposition o We also have adverbial'incorporation in the same
This indicates that we haveopt1onal incorporation of a prepo~ition
which is optional in the environment, abbreviating lexical replace-
ment of only the verbal element, or the verbal element and the
we most likely have an implication of up. Consequently we also
have here an .optional .NP in.corporated. This giv,es us for climb
the modified entry:
We interpret this in the natural way, ,compounding the options.
In a statement such as climb down, the prelexical string upon
which this is mapped is the same as that for go down except for
the ideosyncratic features of the kind of motion involved in
climbing. But the prelexical string upon which climb up and climb
are mapped, the latter without any adverbials or prepositional
phrases following, is. the same for each. It is a prelexical string
which also underlies go up, approximately.
Thus we have seen three types of incorporation. Optional and
obligatory incorporation of elements obligatory in the environment,
and optional incorp~ration of an optional element. A fourth logical
possibility might be the obligatory incorporation of an element
optional in the envilronment. Suppose it were possible to say
'climb the ladder' with the implication of up, and possible to say
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IX/ in env V
However, to say that something is obligatoril~ incorporated is to
say we h"ave
L-13)
Ix/ in env V Prep
This implies that the only preposition which can occur after V ·\8
Prep, which is obligatorily incorporated in X. It is not possible
to combine the above two entries with parentheses and get the
desired result, because, quite obviously, this implies optional
incorporation of an elemeDt optional in the environment. It 1s not
possible "to say something is obligatory simultaneously and optional
in the periphery, because t6 say something is obligatory simultan-
e~usly is meant to exclude its presence in the periphery. However,
exeluding its possibility in the periphery contradicts saying it is
optional in the environment."
This means that in such a case we would be forced to say that
the absence of theexpe6ted element is due not "to incorporation
but to deletion. There was" only one instance found in which we
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might desire the absence of a p~epo~ition to 'be due to incorporation
but which met this difficulty. (See 7.' ) •
----~-------------,.---,...--;'"i-,I------------~-I"'''''''ll'' , •• '!!"'"
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2.2 Incorporation and Deletion Compared
~e can explain the transitivity of pierce, and to' a large
extent the set of objects it takes, by assuming that on some pre-
lexical level we have a similar underlying structure to what we
would have for go through. Here through is the preposition. We
would also have a concise characterization of a significant part
of its meaning.' Also, the generation of a prelexical string stan-
ding for go through. is much simpler and has a much better chance
of falling within a regular system than the generation of a transi-
tive verb such as pierce directly.
Note, however, that through can optionally appear in the
environment of pierce. This would make ·a further complication if
we were to generate the transitive and intransitive pierce by con-
stituent ~tructure rules independently. We might be led to assume
by this that through is deleted after pierce by a transformational
rule.
However, there is some difficulty with the concept of deletion
here. First of all, it seems ad hoc to establish a deletion rule
for this one verb, and so few others, like penetrate. This seems
utterly to contradict the notion of rule itself, which should be
preserved for situations in which a regularity is to be captured.
Th~ absence of through with pierc~ is certainly an ideosyncracy
of th.is word and not a regularity of the language. Naturally
there is some problem concerning how regular and pervasive ~n a
language a phenomenon·should be before it is considered a rule.
However, in this extreme instance it should' be clear that the
notion of grammatical rule woul·d hardly be appl·icable.
We propose therefore that pierce should be considered to be
a lexical item that may be mapped onto a prelexi~al string of
,,~.,.I"!t'ItI¥'!I"""ii, F,-, IT, ., -,-- ------- '"""""'~........_-__.o.~--
formatives which corresponds also to the string of lexical
items go through. The mapping will leave pierce labeled clearly
as a verb rather than a preposition. (See 6.2).
Such a ·circumstance will be satisfactory both semantically
and syntactically. In general, we will not propose any underlying
formatives that do not have definite semantic significance and
cannot be represented on the prelexical level, in which all the
formatives are semantically· significan~. In fact we shall consid~r
much of the 'meaning' of a word characterized by the prelexical
strings which it may be mapped onto.
A prelexical string will be generated, developing the appro-
p~~ate formatives. Lexical items will then be mappable onto this
prelexical string in accordance with their environmental specifi-
cations. These specifications will be in terms of the prelexical
formatives, which have an inunediate semantic interpretation. That
is, the semantic interpretation of groups of them does not involve
an analysis of the structures of the individual~ into a deeper string
of prelexiai formatives. Only amalgamation of these,formatives
is necessary for the interpretation.
It might be argued that incorporation of some particula~
formative is only a notational variation of specifying a particular
deletion rule to apply to the word. in question. However,.1 do not
believe this to be the case. First of all, incorporation implies
the existence of someregul~r prelexical structure, whereas deletion
do~s not necessarily imply the existence of such a structure.
The process of ~ncorporation is specifically combined with a
prelexical' system, and is designed to effect a mapping onto
prelexical strings of lexical items. We wish to show that it is
efficacious to assume the existence of a prelexical system which
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generates freely all possible sentence patterns.. Such a system
will represent the total range of possibilities, and it may be the
case that there are lexical gaps with reference to the possibilities
generated. in the prelexical structure. We contend that a simple
process of mapping involving incorporation can explain a great
number of the semantic and syntactic properties of verbs. Every
verb will represent a special case of the possibilities generated
in the prelexical system.
-Deletion is not to be construed as such a map~ing or to have
any relation to a prelexical system.
It is not sensible to· talk about incorporation of lexical items,
since the lexical items themselves are sp~cified as regards their
meaning and use in terms of the prelexical formatives. It does not
seem at present reasonable that we should allow mapping of.lexical
items onto strings of formatives w~ich have already been selected
from ·the lexicon. There seems to be no reason to assume the
existence of more thari one stage of mapping~ Such a system would
be much more powerful and would amount to transformationally
rewriting phonological matrices. We wish to have an underlying
.prelexical string;~.- on which incorporation can take place in an
unordered fashion. Once incorporation has taken place there is no
longe~ any incorporation with the portion of the prelexical string'
already covered. However, deletion may be followed by further
transformational activity of the same sdrt.
For example, the deletion of who are from the sentence:
1) John gave to the ones who are ppor.
yields
2) John gave to the ones poor.
which is followed by the deletion of. ones, to yield finally
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3) John 'g~ve to the poor.
However, ones cannot be deleted unless who are has been deleted
first.
4) *John gave to the who are poor.
These two deletions are separately motivated and they have an
inter-dependency and a necessary order. No such ordering or inter-
dependency is found for incorporation. For example, there is no
ordering between the incorporation of the preposition across and
the follow~ng noun phrase incross. Whatever inter-relationship
there is between the incorporation of too preposition acros,s and
the adverb, or prepositional phrase, across~can be handled naturally
by blocking. Incorporating one naturally excludes the possibility
of the other.
While deletion may, occur to an element while at a distance
from the element which signals the possibility of its deletion, in-
corporation should necessitate that these two elements be juxta-
posed. Thus we cannot have incbrporation of through when we have
pierce used as a causative, since a noun interpos~s between the
verb and the preposi~ion:
5) *John pierced the pencil the 'paper.
However, the deletion of to be after think,consider, imagine,
believe, regard, and others is made possible by the type of
complementation these words may have, yet the, subject of be
necessarily interposes between the ~erb and to be:
6) I ,thought Bill a fool.
7) I imagined Bill unhappy.
For deletion there is no reason to necessitate the deletable
element being ju~taposed with the elem~nt that ultimately condi-
tions it.
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The p,ossibility of marking a lexical i tern for the occurrence
of some transformation such as deletion is a much more powerful tool
in the grammar than saying that lexical items are mapped onto some
prelexfcal string, since all types .of transformations may just as
well be included as possible~ Incorporation of this type limits
the possibilities to the equivalents of deletion transformations
only. Also, deletion transformations would not themselves reflect
the property that the possibilities for incorporation are intimately
tied up with the meaning of the word. We have set up the marking
of lexical items in such a way as to do just this. That is, the
statement of certain properties of the meaning of the word is
inseparable from the statement of its incorporations and the
statement of certain of the items which must occur "in the environ-
ment, since it is written in terms of prelexical formatives which
have immediate semantic significance.
While incorporation into some element should be reserved for
items which are ideosyncratically absent for that particular
,element, deletion shou1d be regarded as a rule which effects the ab-
sence of some item with considerable regularity depending on
environment. For example, a reasonable case of deletion would be
the deletion of who is in
8) The man on the porch is staripg at me.
which is by a regular rule in English, applying with considerable
generality to relative clauses. Similarly, the deletion of by
someone in passive sentences leaving a string such as the fol19wing
is a regular occurrence.
9) John was killed yesterday.
Incorporation reflects the meaning of the word as well as having
syntactic effects,· since the incorporated elements may themselves
determine much of the meaning of the word.
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The deletion of to be in such words as consider, already noted
,
is "of considerable generality and doesn't reflect any particular
meaning of conside~.
Prepositions "are generally deleted before infinitival comple-
ments. In the sentence
10) John tends to waste time
we really have a preposition followed by a noun Clause. That this
is so can be seen from the possibility of saying
II) What John tends toward is to waste time.
If we had incorporation we should be able to say
12) What John tends is to waste time.
which"is not possible. Obligatory deletion of for occurs before
infinitival complements in
13") John strove to become a doctor.
14) *John strove for to become a doctor.
15) What John strove for was to become ~ doctor.
16) *What John strove was to become a doctor.
17) John worked to improve his skill.
18) *John worked for to improve his skill.
19) What John worked for was to improve his skill.
20) *What John worked was to improve his skill.
Incorporation when it occurs for a verb is relatively independent
of the syntactic construction, in which the incorporating verb
appears.
We have optional incorporation for try.
21) What John tried (for) was to become a doctor.
which is obligatorily deleted bef6re the infinitive complement:
22) *John tried for to become a doctor.
Attempt opligatorily incorporates "for, in contrast to try. We
i I "ii\1l"I;!I'Tt\"'!'""\"""fii",', 11'I",,"i1IT"'7",~'"
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must say
23) What John attempted was to become a doctor.
and not
'24) *What John attempted for was to become a doctor.
We assume for is incorporated in ~~~ to account for the
-- .
semantic similarity between it and try.
Similarly want, need, desire, and expect all obligatorily
incorporate for:
25) *What John wanted for was to become a doctor.
We ·can say for wish
26) What John wished for was to become a doctor.
but not
27) *John wished for to become a doctor.
because of the obligatory deletion but optional incorporation of for.
Naturally, when 'concrete nouns can be used as objects of for,
the for is not deleted but note that the same incorporation ten-
dencies are manifested. Again we point out that incorporation is
relatively independent of the particular synt~actic construction
in which a word is used. It is a property of the word. We have
28) John wants a book.
29) *John wants for a book.
No i'ncorporation, but obligatory in the e.nvironment:
30) *John yearns a book.
3~) John yearns for a book.
Optional incorporation:
32) John wishes a book.
33) John wishes for a book.
Consequently we see that deletion and.incorporation are
distinct processes in grammar. In the above 'we see an interesting
interplay between these processes. We shall. see further examples
of the distinction between deletion and incorporation in the
follbWing text. 1
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2.3 Further Examples of Incorporation of Prepositions
We have seen in the previous section some uses and examples
of prepositional and adverbi~lincorporationfor the verbs pierce,
cross, climb. We will now indicate further ~anifestations of incor-
poration of thi~ type.
Penetrate may be construed the same as pier~, optionally
i'ncorporating through. Pierce may be used in a causative sense:
1) John pierced the pencil through' the paper.
Here it is not possible to incorporate:
2) *John pierced the pencil the paper.
3) *John pierced the paper the pencil.
We may assume that this is prevented by the order of the nouns and
phrases which may not be altered. The through-phrase must follow
the noun pencil, (the thing piercing), and therefore doesn't follow
the verb here' since this noun interposes. This will follow from
the formalization discussed in section ~~.
Sim~lar to cross is the causative verb transport. But while
cLetJ ~pl..,
transport across when no preposition is present, across itself may
,.,.
be present.
4) John transported the car.
5) John transported the car across(the river)
The adverb is only optionally incorporated. We can of course have
other compatible prepositions:
6) Johri transported the car over the ocean
which are as acceptable as
7) John took the car across over the ocean.
Hence we can have for transport~ without regard to its being a
causative.
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L-l)
V, Motional
/transport/ in env Positional (ACROSS NP)
We consider transport to incorporate across optionally as an adverb,'
which is obliga~ory in the enviropment.
Deliver differs from bring in the sens~ that a point of origin
I
and of destination is implie'd as having significance:
8) John delivered the letter.
9) John brought the letter.
Deliver implies that the letter came from someone to another, whereas
this is .not necessarily implied in bring. .Consequently we ·can say
on purely semantic gro.unds that deliver incorporates the adverb
across, which itself. has this idea of tran~ference of position.
This will be incorporation of the adverb, hence the whole pre-
positional phrase. Roughly we would then have:
ACROSS NP
L-2)
V, Motional
/deliver/ in env Positional
-------------
in which across is obligatorily incorporated. Compare this to
transport.
Similar to the above are the words jump, leap, hop. All of
these can be used transitively in a sentence such as
10) The horse jumped the fence.
This sentence implies 'over the fence'. When other prepositions are
used over is not necessarily implied:
11) John leaped through the tunnel
does not mean
12) John went over through. the tunnel.
These words, other than optionally incorporating over carry with
them some connotation of leaving the surface. Other than this
there i~ no inherent notion of up, down, to the side, etc.
'leap the fence' doesn't mean 'go over ·the fence' precisely,
Thus
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although it implies it. Jump and the other words necess·arily im-
plies a leaving the surface, whereas this is not implied with go.
Jump can in addition refer to motion in a vertical line, whereas
leap and hop necessarily imply some horizontal motion.
We wish to point out here only that these words do incorporate
optionally over, which is optional in the environment.
L-3)
in env/leap/
V, Motional
Positional (OVER (NP))_
We assume that here the adverbial~ may also be incorporated.
Note that the incorporation of over is' not the whole story for
these verbs. We can say
13)' The dog leaped over the line.
But not
14) The dog leaped the line.
The object of the preposition must be of significant height with
respect to the subject.
The words through, across, and~ all imply in these usages
a transition .from one place to another. They have different aspects,
however. For through the object of the preposition must have an
inside. In fact the object of through would be the object of in.
We might say that through is 'from one side to the other in', having
essentially a sequence of prepositions. Across, however, has the
features of on, a transition of position on a surface. The ~n-
corporat~on of across in traverse, and' not through explains Why we
----)
cannot say
15) *The pencil traversed the tree.
We are not likely to say 'the pencil went across the tree'. However
through is natural here and hence pierce can be used. That leap
doesn't incorporate through can~be ~een by the impossibility of saying
~---I-------------:--r-:--------"'---_~""_iii""_._ ,---,~'!"r',r ,tl"T ..,,""'r"f'~ •
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16) John leaped the tunnel.
in the appropriate sense. Similarly, that pierce doesn't incor-
porate over or across can be seen by the impossibility of
17) *The bridge pierced the river.
in· the appropriate sense.
Similar to climb is ascend and rise. Ascend and rise d~ffer
from climb in that we have up obligatorily in the environment:
18) *John ascended down the stairs.
19) *The balloon rose down.
It seems for ascend that we can have up as a preposition, but not
as·an adverb:
20) John ascended up the mountainside.
21) *John ascended up.
This would seem to indicate that we have obligatory incorporation of
UP NP, the adverb, but optional incorporation of UP, the preposition,
which isa very strange situation. This raises a difficulty in·
formalization in fact. If we have optional incorporation of the
preposition obligatory in the environment we would write( UP~ 1"N.l'..
However if we have obligato~y incorporation of. the ad~erb then we
must write UP NP. But these contradict each other. ·Obligatory
incorporation cannot go along with parentheses .
.The difficulty is not with the theory, h6wever, but with our
understanding of the preposition and adverb up. It is not that the
adverb is derived from the preposition ~.with some understood object,
but rather the preposition is derived from an adverb. Basically
we have an adverb UP or UPWARD (meaning 'to' or 'toward the high
place," which is compounded with a preposition such as on or along,
just as for across. In other words 'up the mountain' means 'upward
on the mountain. '
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Note that while 'to go in' means 'to go into some place', it is
not true to say that 'to go up' means 'to go up som~thing', neces-
sarily. While up alone indicates the goal of the motion as bei'ng
some higher poirit, in the same sense that the object understood
in the adverb in. is the goal of the moti.on, it is not true that
the object of the preposition up represents the goal of the motion
as d,oes the object of:Lnto . (See ,4.6, for expressions of goal.)
Rather the object of up .as a preposition represents the object along
which the traveling is done. This is the reason for our on or
along.
Thus, if we conceive of ascend as having in its environment
obligatorily the sequence UP,_9N ~. in which UP is the adverb, then
if this sequence is optionally incorporated we will omit the
possibili t'i of .having th.e adverb UP appearing alone in the env'ironment.
Thus we write for ascend:
f
I
I
L-4)
/ascend/ in env
V, Motional
Positional ~~ ON (NP))
SinceU_P__O_~ is the preposition up we can have this following the
verb. But since UP is the adverb up we shall not be able to have
this following the verb, it either being incorporated in.a prepo-
sition o~ in the verb.
This anal.ysis will force us to write UP .ON in place of !!R,
for cliinb.
Rise differs from ascend, however, in incorporating only the
adverb up:
22) The balloon is rising (up).
23) The package rose (up) on the conveyer belt.
24) The package rose up the conveyor belt.
25) '*The package ~ose the conveyor belt.
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26) John is ascending quietly.
28) John is rising quietly.
V, Motional
Positionalfrise/ in env
L-5)
For fall we have, paralleling rise:
31) John was falling (down) .
32) John fell down through the chimney.
33) John fell down the chimney.
34) *John fell the chimney .
30) John descended (down) the stairs..
But we can say
29) *John descended down.
Again our semantic and -syntactic facts are explained together
27) John is climbing' quietly.
Note that the distinction in the environment possibilities and
by means of environment specification in terms.of a prelexical struc-
Clearly the first two imply that. John is going up along some object
or path such as stairs, a wall, a plank. However the sentence with
place. Consequently the sentence is somewhat ludicrous, implying
that John is floating upward.
ture and the process of incorporation of elements in that structure.
on the other,. follows the semantic distinctions. Consider the
Consequently we have for rise:
in which UP stands for the adverb.
Fall' parallels rise. and descend parallels aSGendwith the
adverb DOWN, :meaning 'to a lower place.' We canriot say
incorporations betwe~n rise on the one hand and.climb and ascend
following sentences.
rise does not imply any such object on which the rising is taking
. !
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Raise, elevate, lift, drop, lower are causatives which incorpor-
ate the adver'b UP or DOWN.
Sink differs semantically from fall in one way in
that it implies a significant point of departure. In other
words, we incorporate not only down(ward) but F~OM NP indicating
the source of the motion, 'downward from some place'. For
example ., the stone has finally sunk' may mean 'the stone has
finally gone down from'the surface. '. Simply 'the stone has
gone down' is ambiguous'.
Other inco~~orations may be seen with return, Withdraw,
retract, recede. Return incorporates back, a simil~r adverb
to up and down. Thus compare the sentences:
35) The ball returned to Bill.
36) The ball came back to Bill.
But·we cannot say
37) *The ball returned back to Bill.
Back is obligatorily incorporated. The other verbs me~n go back -j
or go. backward. Hence compare the sentences:
38) The mole receded into its hole.
39) The mole went backward into' its hole.
The contrary adverbs are incorporated in such verbs as advance,
proceed, progress, which have the meaning of go forth or
go forward.
Enter incorporates the adverb in or the preposition into,
o'ptionally, but always implies. them.
40) John ran into the house.
41) John entered the house.
42) John came in.
43) John entered.
I I
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Since the adverb we shall write as INTO NP we have,
L-6
V, Motional,
lenterl in env Positional (INTO
Infiltrate seems to incorporate the preposition into but not the
adverb. Hence we can say
44) The Conununists infiltrated the capitol.
but cannot say simply
45) *The Communists infiltrated.
On this basis we would have ·for this verb:
P-7)
V, Motional
linfiltratel in env Positional (INTO)
On the other hand insert and intrude do not· incorporate the
preposition, but only a whole phrase or the adverb irt. This is
necessary to explain the sense in
46) John i,nserted the coin through the slot.
meaning
47) John put the coin in through the slot.
Hence we would have for insert the lexical entry:
L-8)
V, Motional
linsertl in env Positional (INTO NP)
Emerge is similar to the above, except that it incorporates
O'UT OF NP, which becomes the adverb out. Thus we can say
48) John emerged into the kitchen. (having hidden in the
closet all the while).
Hence we should have
L-9)
/emerge/ in env
V, Motional
Positional (OUT OF NP)
----r-l'" ,., .
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Arise seems to mean 'come up out of NP'. Compare the pairs:'
49) Pretty little flowers came up in the garden.
50) Pretty little flowers arose in the garden.
51) John aros·e.
52) John came up out of where he was.
As distinct from rise, arise imp,lies a significantsQurce of the
action. In some sense arise is to sink as rise is to fall. Compare:
53)' A tree arose on that spot.
54) A tree rose on that spot.
The first of these is natural, implying that t'he tree sprang up
out of the ground. The second seems to imply that the tree went
higher. .But the sentence is odd because the tree is not' likely to
be observed moving upward. Similarly compare the naturalness in
Note that we cannot say
59) *John left away from the house.
Because the away and the from are obligatorily incorporated. This
syntactic fact and the semantic nature of ,the verb can be explained
by sayi~g we have the lexical entry for leave as follows:
L-IO),
/leave/ in env
V, Motional
Positional AWAY FROM (NP)
Escape always implies motion from some place. This is so
even when there is nofrom~phrase present:
60) John escaped into the garden.
I I
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61) John e~caped from the corner.
But we must have some object with an inside as the object of from
here:
62) John esc~pe~ from the room.
63) John escaped from Bill.
In the second of these the implication is that Bill was holding John.
Hold,we may note, has a subject derived from an in-phrase, 'in
Bill's grasp', so to spe~k. Consequently out of makes sense here.
This gives for the lexical entry of escape:
L-ll)
/escape/ inenv
V, Motional
Positional
The ideosyncratic character of the verb~ in that it implies that
the subjec·t was confined against its will, if Human, makes escape
different from emerge which also incorporates OUT OF NP optionally.
Thus for emerge we. cannot say
64) *The bird emerged from that· spot.
Unless we imagine something magical. This from is really out of,
and hence its object cannot be a spot~
Stray may be paraphrased by wander away. Whatever the appro-
priate characterization of a verb such as wander, we would have for
the incorporation of away, obligatory in the environment:
/stray/ in env
V, Motional
Positional AWAY
After iricorporation a verb acts like a tran~itive verb.
It has recently been postulated (postal, Lakpff, unpublished)
that transitive verbs are formed by the deletion of of. This of
appears in nominalizations of .transitive verbs separating the
nominalized verb and its object.
~----,,---------------'---r-~~------,,-";" ~. __.-- '
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65) The building of such high towers is prohibited.
But with intransitive verbs we cannot have a preposition of its
prepositional phrase adjunct in place of the of:
66) *The looking at that picutre is prohibited.
67) *The piercing through the screen was an unfortunate
event.
These verbs are intransitive, 'having a prepositional adjunct. Note
that pierce is intransitive when the prepo~ition through appears.
However, since we can say
68) The piercing of" the scre~en was an unfortunate event.
With incorporation pierce acts as a transitive verb.
We would claim that the of that appears in nominalizations does
not underlie the transitive verb since as f~r pierce we do not have
of underlying, but have through. The of may appear for this parti-
cular nominalization for verbs which have a transitive form, even
though on an" underlying level we have an intransitive construction
with through. ~aying that an of underlies pierce in one form a~d
through in the other would complicate things considerably. We will
have to contend that there is no of underlying the transitive verb
as a general case, although of may underlie some transitive verb
in the same way that through underlies pierce, if this of has
significance in the prelexical structure. For example, the of
in deprive of is of this type. We cannot say however,
69) *The depriving of food and water is a sin.
This is not 'possible because the of of deprive is not ever incor-
porated and hence deprive is never a transitive verb.
~---_---rI-__"""' ---:----~-:------------~lt_"''''-~.. ·r'''nI~i''' 1:1" "Tt:"""1=:'ff'4""';~
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2.4 Incorporation of Nouns and Adjectives
There are a few cases of incorporation of nouns and adjectives~
However,this phenomenon is much less frequent than incorporation of
the simple adverbs and prepo~itions shown above·. The relative
infrequency of incorporation of nouns and adjectives is probably due
to their be~ng elements less regularly defined in the prelexical
structure.
For incorporation of nouns, consider the word eat .. We can say
1) The baby-is eating cereal.
2) The baby is eating a marble.
But if we say
3) The baby is eating.
we automatically imply that the baby is eating Some sort of food,
not ·possibly a marble. We can show that we have just about .exactly
the features of food underlying a noun that is incorporated in eat.
This can be seen by the impossibility of saying
4) *1 knew that John was eating at five o'clock because
I saw him eating dirt at that moment.
which means that a sentence with the object dirt cannot imply the
one with the incorporated object. Similarly, the converse is true:
a sentence with an incorporated object cannot imply a sen~ence with
dirt:
5) *1 knew that John w~s eating dirt at five o'clock
because I saw him eating at that moment.
However, the· sentence with an incorporated object can imply one with
food and vice versa:
6) 1 knew that John was eating at five olclock because I
saw him eating food at that moment.
7) I knew that John was eating food at 5 o'clock because I
saw him eating at that moment.
----~----------~--__r_'"---------.--~-"""'·1.11I7'lTI11i1'1'::Tlr~'''''''''';''"'TI''''''''''",.L'''W'""'n"I~-~--
FOOD.
12) John drinks.
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n (NP \
/eat/ in env !-\.FOOD} _
P-l)
An adjective may be seen to be incorporated in the verb stink
14) John is dr~ving (the team of horses).
15) John is drinking (water).
13) John drinks three glasses of milk every day.
10) John drives
8) John was feeding the child earth.
9) John was feeding the child.
11) John drives teams of horses.
For other examples, we have verbs which when used in the gene~ic'
bilities in the environment. This is the same type of incorporation.
However, in" the mbre referential sense of these words the ~mplica-
meaning 'smell bad'. This incorporation is obligatory.
means 'drinks alcoholic 'beverages' although one can say
of eat is feed, which also has this property of incorporation of
means 'drives an automotive vehicle, although one can say
We will not discuss the finer structure of this verb. The, causative
tion of a particular type of object is not present.
Similarly
We will say that eat optionally incorporates a prelexical item
representative of food, i.e., the appropriate complex of semantic
features, which we shall represent as FOOD. This is optional
incorporation of an element which is optional among various possi-
as we had for up in climb.
sense clearly imply some particular object if no object is· apparent.
----,....",.....---------------r---------r'~W'1!I!'li'Trl.....iJ"',·,I: ·,1,'1" .. 'T
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16) *The barn stinks bad.
Whatever the exact nature of this verb, we represen.t it· by V, and
. the adjective by BAD, giving the lexical entry.
P-2)
/stink/ inenv V BAD
Thu8we can
...
we mean only 'smells bad'. Assuming that the presence of some
adjective is obligatory for other reasons, we can state the lexical
entry for smell as follows:
P-3)
r Ismell/ ·in env
The incorporation of nouns poses two problems, which because
of the rare occurrence of this phenomenon, will not be considered
in detail. The determ~ner must be incorporated with the noun, so·
that we actually have the incorporation of a noun phrase. We shall
not assum.e any particular specifications for the determiner, but
recognize that some form of the determiner must be specified.
The incorporation of a noun means that there must be specified
in the prelexical structure the ideosyncratic features for this
noun. For example, FOOD stands for such a complex of featur~s.
While it might be reasonable to assume that many prepositions and
certain features of the verb are of such regularity throughout the
language that. we might consider their specific~tions to be accounted
for by elements in the prelexical structure, nouns are generally
so ideosyncratic that to assume their features are a characteristic
--~-------_·----~~I'I~-'~---~--' -/, " ,~
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of the prelexical system would not be of any value. In order to
obt~in the features for these nouns in the prelexical string prior
to incorporation or the mapping of phonological forms onto the
prelexical string, we might assume that such features can be produced
by a pass through the dictionary, choosing whatever features occur
there. However, we only refer to this as a.po~sibility and will not
suppbrt such a prelimirtary pass through the dictionary further here.
The same problem exists for incorporation of adjectives.
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3 0 SOME SIMPLE SENT~NCE PATTERNS AND THEIR INTER-RELATIONSHIPS
3.1 The Theme As the Subject of Motional Verbs
The 'most common verbs of motion-or, as we shall say, Motional
Ver·bs, have for their subject whatever thing is conceived as moving.
This is so in such simple verbs ·as go, ~J roll, float, !!I., swim,
and, many others.
1) The letter went from New York to Philadelphia.
2) The ball rolled down the hill.
3) The log floated out- of the tunnel into the main tributary
of the river.
In the above verbs there is no preposition incorporated into them
from prepositional phrases in the predicate. This of course is
possible as seen in Chapter 2, while maintaining the subject of the
sentence as the moving entity.•. Such verbs as enter, cross, ascend,
pass, pierce, and others incorporate prepositions of motion,. namely,
into, across, ~'~J through, respectively. The formalization and
the variety of this phenomenon has been treated in Chapter 2~
Instead of the goals of motion "being some concrete object or
place, there exist verbs which express more abstract transitions.
That is, instead of the transition of position, we may have a transi-.
tioD of activity as in
4) The circle suddenly switched from turning clockwise to
turning counter-clockwise.
5) The climate changed from being·rainy to manifesting the
dryness of th~ desert.
Besides this we may express a transition of the class to which the
subject of the sentence belo~gs, which we shall call the Identifica-
tional parameter:
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6) The coach turned into a pumpkin ..
7) Bill converted from a Republican to a Democrat.
8) The· little house transformed into a palace overnight.
Essentially, we see that the to-from pattern is utilized in
abstract senses, expressing various types of transitions. If we
permit ourselves to look at causative forms, which will be treated
in Chapter i, we can obserye other types of transition as well.
For example, we may have a Possessional transition in
9) .John obtained a book from Mary.
10) John gave a book to Bill.
Similarly, we have a kind of transition of class membership in
11) John translated the letter from Russian into English.
Finally, the entity being transferred may also be abstract, as the
expression of· fact in
~ 12) John reported to Mary from Bill tha~ he wished to see her.
We will consider ourselves justified in using the term 'abstract
motion' or 'abs~ract transition' because of the similarity in the
senses of what is expressed and because of th€~dentity of the pre-
posi tions used in all these senses. There is no par,ticular priori ty
intended for the sense of concrete motion, however. We will not be
concerned with what sense is more basic, if any, although this is
of some interest, probably more psychological than linguistic.
We may conveniently call the entity which is conceived as moving
as the theme.
We wish to claim here, in addition, however, that the theme is
of significance in the'prelexical structure. ,Semantically it
represents' that' entity;that is engaging in the activity· or about
which the situation is concerned. We do not wish to claim here any
immediate association between the theme and the subject of the sen-
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tence or between the theme here used and the grammatical element
that appears in languages which exhibit thematicization. 8 The theme
here described can be discerned solely on semantic grounds.
The theme will be generated in the prelexical structure, how-
ever, in such a way that its significanc·esyntactically wi 11 become
manifest~· There is. some association between the theme and the
subject of deep structure in that the theme is more frequently
in this syntactic situation than any other, except as the·object
of a causative ; and that no other element of the deep 'structur'e
serves as subject as frequently. That this is true will become clear
in the text. The formalization" of it will be delayed for later
sections (See ':\) •
The theme also has the significance syntactically in that it
is an obligatory element of the sentence. It is. the pivot of the
situation both semantically and syntactically.
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3.2 The Theme As Other Than the· Subject In Motional Verbs
For Motional verbs we have conveniently called the entity which
is in motion the theme of the sentence. As seen the theme may be
in motion in a concrete or in an abstract sense, manifesting a
change of position, possession, class membership, activity, etc.
However, it,is not always the case that the subject of the sentence
is the theme. For example, in
1) John received a book from New York yesterday.
clearly the moving thing is the book. The subject, in addition to
other things,. represent~ the goal of the motion. On the other hand
we seem to have change of position also expressed with send:
2) John sent· a book to Mary.
Here the sUbj'ect, among· other things represents the source of the
motion. In fact, send and receive form a pair such that we have
nearly equivalent meanings expressed by both of them when their
'subjects and complements .are interchanged:
3) John sent a book to Mary.
4) Mary.received a book from John.
Similar pairs with the same reciprocal relation are give and
obtain, sell and~ loan and borrow, let and let, all of which,
according to slightly different senses, express a transition of
possession. ·The subject of the' first member of· ~ach pair seems to
express the source of the motion, among other things.; whereas the
subject of the second member of each pair expresses the goal of this
abstract motion. We have, therefore, such near paraphrases as
.5) John gave a book to Mary.
6) Mary obtained a book from John.
7) John sold a book to Mary.
8) Mary bought a book from John.
I I
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I~ is our intention to explain this reciprocal relationship
by claiming that the subject of these sentences consists, primarily,
of the same construction which appears as a prepositional phrase
in those sent~nces in which the theme is the sUbject in 3.1. In
other ·wordssentence 3) will have approximately the same prelexical
structure as
9) The book went from John to Mary.
This sentence is also gene~ated from the same prelexical form as 4),
hence explaining the reciprocal relation. All three sentences,
3), 4), and 9), will have certain prelexical elements in commoD,
namely the theme, and that which represents 'to Mary' and 'from
John' •
The significant distinction that does not enable us to say that
these sentences are complete paraphrases 1s the presence or absence
of the concept of agent attributed to the subject of the sentence.
This will be treated in Chapter &- •.
Besides the semantic necessity to identify such prepositional
phrases· in the subject position, syntactically we observe that we
obtain a great simplification in the grammar if we maintain this
identification. The possibility of a to-Bill in sentences 4),,6),
and 8) does not exist, with or without from John.
10) *Mary received a book to Bill.
11) *Mary obtained a book from John to Bill.
12) *Mary bought a book to Bill.
Similarly sentences 5) and 7) can-not have from Bi.l1.
Of course it is. possible to treat. these ·restrictions by stating
them as environmental restrictions in the lexicon. However, such
a statement comes to app~ar wholly ad. hoc in the light of the
systematicity observed here. As regards the prelexical structure
of these sentences we simply allow the to-from pattern to appear.
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there is an identi ty between the 'prelexical preposi tional phrases
tion. Similarly, the other pairs will be so characterized. Send
FROM V, Motional
____~~~~iQ~!J2-2) /give/in env
In other words, we need only state that the subject of the
The reciprocal property is explained both by the fact that
the lexical item implied, and·symbols enclosed in brackets represent
same in each. Thus buy and sell are similarly related, both having'
the features Motion and Possession in the/characterization of the
and receive will have the feature Positional rather than Pos~essional,
and other types of transition may be similarly denot~d.
matrix, we have forgive:
ting such a prelexical prepositional phrase when in subject position.
the feature complexes characterizing the lexical item. Our placing
the preposition before the verb will' be our· formal means of indica-
used and that the idiosyncratic characterizations of the verbis the
ThUS, with the same idiosyncratic features expressed in the verbal
position, quite naturally it will not appear in any other position.
dicates all that is obligatorily incorporated in the verb. Words
verb, ·but different in having some other characterization in addi-
sentence is ge~erated from some particular prelexical prepositional
phrase. From this the absence of such a prepositional phrase in
post verbal position follows. Formally, theprelexical foEm for a
I
written entirely in capitals represent whatever symbols stand for
sentence with obtain is approximately
2-1) /obtain/in env V, Motional
TO Possessional
1£ one of the prepositional phrases is included in the subject
Here we use our usual notati6~, whe~e the horizontal underline in-
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The important thing to note, however, is that it is possible
as ~ell as efficacious to consider the constructions with the words
above as being derived from the' same underlying form. We need spe-
cify in .this form only free association of a theme and certain
prepositional phrases describing it. The ultimate syntactic form,
e.g o the position of the theme in the sentence, whether as subject
or object, is the principle variable.
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3.3 The Possibility of a Transfbrmational Relationship
between buy and sell, etc.
In our explanation for the relationship within such'pairs as
buy-sell, loan-borrow, send-receive, give-obtain, etc., we have
essentially made it a lexical problem in which the relationships.
depend upon the particular prelexical structures to which these
words correspond. However, another possibility which must be
.considered is tha t the sentencel's wi th these words are transforma-
tionally related. That is, there is some rule which will map a
string such as
1) John bought a book from Bill.
into
2) Bill sold a book to John.
Naturally it will be necessary to have some sort of rule which will
give the proper linear form to the prelexical structure, specifying
some element of that structure as the subject. Such a rule by the
very nature of the system proposed here will h~ve to occur before
lexical items with their phonological representat~ons enter into
the str~ng. We will treat the formalities of this in Section 6.2.
However, what we shall now question is the efficacy of having a
transformation which relates these strings at the later stage when
full lexical specifications have been made.
There are several objections to such transformations. First
of all these transformations would would have to be specially indi-
·cated for each word in the lexicon. That is, there would be required
some marker, for example, affixed to the lexical entry for buy which
would permit such a transformation to apply to map the sentence with
it as main verb into a sentence with sell. However, since intuitive-
ly .i t seemstha t this reciprocal relationship is bound up in the
~----r----------;-----r--_._-----._['fC jilIii;l ~1G1111n! r. r II: 111!'!!i "it
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meaning of the word itself, it would seem favorable to express in
the lexicon the relevent chara<?teristics of the meaning of the word
in a symbolic notation which would at the same time indicate its
use, and hence imply the apparent transformational relationship.
This is precisely what the notation proposed here effects, making
any special notation to signal a transformation seem unnecessary
and ad hoc.
Using transformations that apply after phonological matrices
·have been developed on the string would demand the rewriting of the
complete phono.logical matrix for buy as ~' for example. This
seems like a very powerful rewriting system. In addition, it is not
at all clear that syntactic transformations ever have to apply to
""'.
phonological matrices at all. And if we restrict ourselves to cir-
cumstances in which the same word is used for both sides of relation-
ship, such as let-let, rent-rent, we are omitting description of
exactly the same generalities that pertain when the words used do
not happen ~o be the same, ~hich is the more common circumstance.
Even if we applied suc.h a transformation b~fore the phonological
matrices were added} to the string, but after the point at which full
semantic. and syntactic identification has been made, characterizing
this reciprocity as a transformational relation would have the
disadvantage of necessitation a particular direction to the rule o
That is·, one of these elements, say ei ther buy or sell must be basic
to the other. However there would seem to be no reason to favor
one construction as coming from the other. That is, there seems
to be no reason to assume buy is derived from sell rather than sell
being derived from buy.
In addition there is the difficulty that in fact these pairs,
while exhibiting a definite relat±onship between them, do not mean
precisely the same thing, nor do they behave exactly alike syntacticalq.
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For example in
3) John bought a book from Bill.
Johri is the Agent, the entity which willed the action, whereas in
4) Bill sold a book to John.
we have Bill being the willing agent. This phenom~non will be
discussed in Chapter 8. But if transformations are to preserve
meaning, then these cannot be transformatiortally related, unless
marked in an ad hoc manner., The fact tha t the subj ect in both cas'es
is Agent has a definite effect on other elements in the, sentence.
For example in
5) John bought a book from Bill with money.
we have an instrument phrase which only occurs with Agent. However,
this particular instrument phrase does not occur if the subject is
from a prelexical prepositional "phrase in to. We cannot say:
6) *B111 sold a Book to John with money.
In fact this particular Agent phrase has the same distribution with
all the verbs that express transition of possession. Obtain and
borrow take the phrase, but give and lend do not. It is interesting
that this phrase can be used to disambif!;uate such verbs as let
and rent.'
7) "John rented the house with money ,
must mean that it came into John's possession~
Consequently if such tran"sformations were to apply to complete
sFDtactic and semantic markers, it would be required to do a con-
siderable amount of semantic "and syntactic adjustment by these
transformations themselves. These observations point to some sort
of reordering on a l'evel deeper than that at which complete syntac-
tic and semantic markers are supplied to the string. This is pre-
cisely what our pre lexical structure is supposed to represent
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an independently ,generated system of symbols to which the lexical
items with their complete semantic, syntactic, and phonological
markers are applied. The 'reordering' is really the initial order-
ing of the symbols in· accordance with the syntax of English, prior
to the application of lexical items o
One factor, however, which would be captured by a transformation
is that such reciprocal pairs do exist at all. Why should the ideo-
syncratic natur~ of the ttansition of possession in sell be dupli-
cated in buy? Similarly in the other pairs. There must be some
formal property 'of the grammar which favors such a situation.
It seems that we can capture this factor by attributing it
to the possibility for simplification in the lexicon as a whole if
such pairs exist. Sell might be listed in the lexicon as follows,
where X specifies the ideosyncratic nature of the transition of
possession:
L-l V, Motional
/sell/ in env FROM Possessional,X
Buy would then be, with the same X:
V, Motional
Possessional., X/buy/ in env TO
------- it--_
L-2
Since the X's in both cases are identical, making the entire set
of verbal markers- of one correspond to that of the other, we can
have the simplification:
L-3
/sell/ in env
/buy/ in env
FROM [ ] (TO) } V, Motional
. . . . ~ eY\~, Possessional, XTO C]
Assuming these abbreviations to be representative of real elements
of a granunar we can say that such a grammar would favor the existence
of such pairs. - But the grammar would not demand them as character-
izing them by a transformational relationship would do. Note that
,.]'"':"" ,
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even greater simplicity can occur if the .opposite members of the
pair are the same word, .as with let, ~J ~, lease, and in some
dialects learn o The tendency for this type of simplification must
be moderated by the necessity to communicate unambiguously.
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3.4 The Theme in NonMotional Verbs
For nonMotional verbs the identification of the theme is not
so obvious. In case we have a verb with which the preposition is
overtly expressed, not incorporated, we have a relatively clear
case. Just as fbr the majority of the Motional verbs, we' have "the
subject the theme with various prepositional phrases describing it.
The prepositional phrases here'are of course locatives'. In the
following, then, we have the subject as theme.
1) The book is lying on the floor.
2) A man is in the room.
3) The chest is st·anding in the corner.
4) John. is staying under the bed.
5) The bed will remain against the wall.
For the above class of verbs., then, in which there is no
incorporation, the theme is discernable as the subject. When we
have incorporation,. if the verb is not a verb of motion, there is
'certain difficulty in deciding which noun the ~heme is, the subject
or the object of the transitive verb. It. is not possible to say that
the theme in these circumstances in "the ent i ty in mot i·on. And s inee,
·as we have seen for verbs of motion, incorpo~ation may occur after
or before the verb, the theme may be either the subject or the
object, respectively.'
For example, consider the pair:
6) The circle contains a dot.
7). The circle surround~ a dot.
Logically, these two sentences are alike, expressing the same posi-
tional relationship between the circle and the dot. It is proposed,
however,' that one of the differences between these two sentences is
similar to the difference between the two sentences, respectively:
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8) The dot is inside of the circle.
9) The circle is around the dot.
Inside of and around are opposites in this sense. A sentence
with one of these prepositions is logically equivalent to a sentence
with the other preposition, but with the theme·and the object of the
preposition reversed. There are other pairs of prepositions that
exhibit this behavior:
10) The light fixture is above the painting.
11) The painting is below the light fixture.
12) The bench is in front of the tree.
13) The tree is in back of the bench.
14) Bill is ahead of John.
15) John is behind Bill.
If A is a preposition and AI its counterpart as above, and NPl and
NP2 are two noun phrases, then we would have the following equation
expressing this relationship:
E-1)
NP1 A N~2 NP2 AI NP1
Here the first NP is the theme, the second in each line the ·object
of the preposition A or AI.
We propose therefore that one of the differences between sentence
6) and 7) is that in the first we have an object of the ve~b derived
from the theme and a subject derived from a prelexical prepositional
phra.se , 'inside of the circle I, whereas in the latter we have the
subject a theme and the object derived from a prepositional phrase
'around the dot' from which around has been incorporated.
Semantically, there remains a d~fference between such pairs
of sentences as exhibited above. The position of the entity in the
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prepositional phrase is considered to be the constraining factor
by which the position of the theme is determined. In sentence
6) and in sentence 8) the position of the dot is conditioned by that
of the circle; in sentences 7) and ·9) the position of the circle
is conditioned by that of the dot. However, their relative positions
are referred to as the same in each.
To see this distinction more clearly, note that a possible
question-answer pair is
16) Where is the dot?--It is inside of the circle.
but not:
17) *Where is the dot? The circle is around it.
18) *Where is the dot? The circle surrounds it.
Similarly we have:
19) Where is the 'circle? It is around the dot.
20) Where is the circl~? It surrounds the dot.
But not:
21) *Where is the circle? The dot is inside it.
22) *Where is the circle? It contains the dot.
Again we may have
23) Where are want ads? The newspaper contains them.
24) Where are ~ant ads? They are in the newspaper.
but neither will serve to answer the quest~on 'Where is the
newspaper? ' .
In other words, the dot must remain the theme both in. the ques-
tion and the answer, where being a prepositional phrase in the
prelexical structure meaning 'at what place'. This corrob6rates our
sense of the word surround, having the subject as "theme. Note the
morphological form also supports this. However, note that contain,
which we would postulate as having the subject in a prepos~tional
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phrase on the prelexical level, does have the dot as theme, and
consequently such asen~ence is possible. It is true that it is
preferable to have the subject as the theme always, but for contain,
with the theme the dot, in object position, we can have a satisfac-
tory question-answer pair:
25) Where is the dot? -- The circle contains it.
There is a decided difference in acceptability depending on the
identity of the underlying theme. When the answer does not have
the appropriate entity as the theme, there is the feeling th~t the
answer is really an indirect hint, from which we can figure out the
answer, but the answer was not told us., However, if the same
entity is the theme in both sentences we have an acceptable pair.
Note that the acceptability is due to a phenomenon deeper than
surface or even deep grammatical subject. The passive form of qon-
tain is acceptable, in which the theme has become subject:
26) 'Where is the dot? -- It is contained in the circle.
The in that appears is actually a reduplicate.d;~~~.:;,prepositional phrase
set up as an image of the subject of deep structure. We will dis-
cuss this in section However, the acceptability of the above
sentences are not at all due to the fact that the surface subject
is the same in both question and answer. For example, the passive
of surround,. with ·the subject corresponding to the subject of the
question, is not acceptable any more than it is in the active form
<",.
with the corresponding element in object position:
27) *Where is the dot? It is surrounded by the circle.
Thus the sentence that answers the questions 'Where is NPl
must have NP as the theme, to a large ~xtent independent of whether
this NP is expressed in the subject or after the verb.
---~--r-----------r--------------""--I-·~C'Tltllnlnf~,,11·1,1, I iI·.:I,I,I,,11
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Consequently we may have the folloWing lexical entries for
contain and surround, the feature Nondescript (see 3.5) being u~ed
to specify the type of underlying verbal formative of the prelexical
structure of the nature of be.
L-l)
/contain/ in env IN
V, Nondescript
Positional
L-2)
/surround/ in env
V, Nondescript
Positional AROUND
Further examples of locative incorporati'ons also occur. Include
and encompass are of the same nature as contain- and surround
respectively, except of a more abstract meaning. The words follow
and precede in the locative sense pose a problem similar to that
above for the determinatiori of the theme. In the sentences
28) John follows Mary in line.
29) Mary precedes John in line.
we have the same logical relationship between John and Mary. It
could be that this is due to the theme being the subject of-the
first and the object of the latter, or vice versa. However, it
appears that in each the theme is subject, and the object is derived
from a prelexical prepositional phrase from which the preposition
has been incorporated. Thus we can have the following question~
answer pairs:
30) Where is the letter C? C follows B.
31) *Where is the letter c? B precedes it.
32) Where is the letter B? B precedes C.
33) *Where is the letter B? C follows it.
Again, the criterion established here is true even if the
surfac~ subjects of question and answer correspond, such as in the
-----r----------~---~------~-'"'-.....--I~WlI'I111"iIii"~,,1;"'"'1"',H"""!""',";~,"1T""""""';'II!I~""ftfr~II'';~1..-.-or-__~- - -----,---'-'-'.......' -'
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passive .. Hence we cannot have -the above in the passive form
either:
34) *Where is the letter ~ It is preceded. by B.
35) *Where is the letter B? It is followed by C.
However, in this case, even if it is the theme on the prelexical
level, the entity asked about cannot b~ the surface object of the
passive either.
36) *Where is the letter C? B is followed by it.
37) *Where is the letter B? C is preceded by it.
That the subject of follow is the theme and the object
derived from a prepositional phrase is corroborated by the
appearance of the preposition optionally, however.
38) B follows after A.
It is interesting to note that the incorporation here~.±S of a
prelexical prepositi'on which has as its essential the meaning
of 'after'. Note that other prepositions may have t~is meaning,
namely in back of, behind, which may be used instead of 'after
overtly. The prepositions must therefore correspond to·the same
prelexical preposition which may be manifested as any of the above.
Thus precede and follow will have the following'tentative
lexical entries. (See 4.8).
Follow' has optional incorporation of AFTER; precede has
obligatory incorporation of BEFORE.
L-3)
V, Momentary
/fbllow/ in env Positional (AFTER)
BEFORE
L-4
V, Momentary
/precede/ in env Positional
------------
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Certain senses of touch show a clear sense of incorporation
of on or 'next to:
39) The property touches (on) the boundary of the city.
Similarly the verbs .border, straddle, flank, edge, skirt may be'
considered to incorporate locative prepositions such as by, near· to,
beside, etc.
In the vertical dimension overhan~, top, cap, surmount etc~
-- --' ,
incorporate above, over" or on top of. Underlie may incorP9rate
under.
Thus it appears that words refin~ng to linear dimensions-
horizontal, vertical - have Subjects which are derived from the
prelexical theme, with instances of incorporation, optional and
obligatory, of the preposit~on indicating the specific relationship.
There aie, however~ some instances in which the' theme is after the
verb for nonlinear relationships, such as that expressed by'
inside of and around, for which we have subjects derived from
prelexical prepositional phrases. The essential intransitiYe
construction with prepositional phrases may be considered'to under-
lie these forms, however, in the prelexical structure.
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3.5 Motional, Durational, and Nondescript Verbs
We shall present in thiS section the three characterizations
of verbs which we shall use, based upon their" temporal character-
istics. We have already seen many examples of verbs of motion,
which we have called Motional verbs. These always express a change
or a transition of some sort, through time.
There are two types of verbs which take locative prepositional
phrases only. Verbs which we shall call Durational are, for example,
in the sentences:
1) John· kept the book.
2) John kept Bill from doing the dishes.
3) John remained in the room.
4) John held on to the bannister.
In all of these, the verb necessarily implies that the action
depicted lasted longer than an instant. It implies necessarily
that the action lasted at least from one instant to another, for
some finite length of time. Verbs that have this characteristic
we shall call Durational.
However, there are some verbs which can describe an instantan-
eous.sit~ation: have, be, stand, lie, own, possess, weigh, cost.
5) John had the book.
6) John was doing something other than the dishes.
7) John was in the room.
8) The carpet touched the far wall.
Compare ~eep and have or own, remain and be, etc.
Actually, locative verbs such as this can be considered as
having no special preference for their referring to an extended
period of time,' or for their referring to an instant. We shall
therefore call them Nondescript, for 'non-temporally descript'.
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It seems that the Nondescript verbs can take the temporal descrip-
tions that the Durational verbs can, thereby taking on the meaning
of the Durational:
9) John was iri·: the room for m~ny hours.
10) John has had the book too long.
But there is something str~nge about using prepositional phrases.
that denote that an instant of time is being described, for the
Durational verbs:
11) John was in the room at 2:15.
12) *John remained in the room at 2:15.
13) Not everybody noticed, but it was apparent to me that
a~ ,2:15 only John owned any of that stock.
14) *Not everybody noticed, but it was apparent to me that
at 2:15 only John kept any of that stock.
The sentence. with keep can be fixed up by changing at to by which
implies a flow of time.
A clear difference in Durational and the Nondescript can be
seen when the ne~ative is used:
15) The book did not remain that expensive.
16) The book was not that expensive.
The Nondescript still represents, possibly, an instantaneous situa-
tion. However, clearly the negation of the Durational verb,
negates this very reference to the duration of the situation. It
says, in "effect, that the situation has not endured, and has
changed. This point will be more.fully discu$sed in section 4.5.
Note here, however, that the action of not on the Nondescript verbs
is such that the property of being temporally nondescript is not
itself negated. This may indicate that this feature ·is really the
absence of something which the Motional and Durat'ional verbs have.
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4. PREPOSITIONS
4.1 .The Negativity of From
We have noted in section 3.4 that there is a relationship
among certain pairs of prepositions, such as between after and
before, above - below, in back of - in front of, etc. We will
consider' this relationship to be explain~ble by some notion of
opposition utilized 'in the interpretive semantic component. How-
ever there is a relationship between some prepositions which we
shall attribute to their analysis into formatives of the prelexical
level.
Let us consider the possibility of treating from as a negative
of to, having the lexical structure TO NOT. We might also treat
out of as the negative of into, being INTO NOT, without further
analysing into here. Off of will accordingly have the structure
ONTO NOT. That this is a feasible and reasonable thing to do can
be seen both semantically and syntactically.
Semantically, consider the following sent~nce and qu~si­
sentence~
1) John ran from the old house.
2) John ran to not the old house.
If we consider the second of these to mean that the goal is
specifically to the complement of the position of'the object of
the preposition J then the sentences mean the same. This is what
we shall intend by the phrase 'negative preposition'.
It should also be noted that while from does mean 'to the
complement of', onto does not necessarily mean exactly 'onto the
complement of'. Such" a paraphrase implies the kind of position
achieved after the departure. Off of, as well as out of indicate
3)
4)
5)
but not:
6)
7)
8)
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*The instructor kept us reading any books.
*John was restricted to washing any dishes.
*John forced Bill into talking to any of the guests.
Although we can have, without any:
9) The instructor kept us reading books.
10) John was restricted to washing the dishes only.
11) John forced Bill into talking to the guests.
We would therefore say that from is also a negative of at,
a~d'similarly for in and on we have negatives out of and off of.
Thus away from means approximately' 'at a place in the complement-of'.
For out of and off of we have the same difficulty as above"
Note that the negation of the whole sentences does not at all
give the same meaning as the negative pre~osition. The sentence
12) John didn't run to the old houSe.
does not mean that John ran to the complementary position of the
house.
-~--....,.-- -------:--__----:---------~I-~!!;~I7'lii"II 1I'ld ttl·,,!.1 I~
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Note, however, tha,t we do have an equivalence for be between
the negative modifying the whol~ sentence and modifying elements
in the preposition~l phra~e.
13). The dog,is out of the kitchen.
14) The dog is not in the kitchen.
15) It is not true that ·the dog is in the kitchen.
And for verbs such as stand this is true, omitting consideration
of negation of the kind of posing (e.g. 'upright' for stand).
16) The statue was standing outside the hall.'
17) The statue wasn't standing inside the hall.
To a certain extent we will go into the analysis of the
structure of prepositions, relative to the prelexical level. At
this point we note t·hat the prelexical negative particle NOT may
be cOmpounded with prepositions to form 'negative' pr~positions.
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.4.2 Obligatory Presence of away before from in NonMotional
Expressions
It should be noted here that while FROM may be TO NOT or
AT NOT, for the non-motion forms it is not possible to say from NP
alone:
) *The statue was standing from the wall.
1) *The book was lying from the chair.
2)' *The lamp post was from the house.
3) *The cat remained from the food.
We must have the from complemented by away:
-...-.
4) The statue was standing away from the wall.
5) The book was lying away from the chair.
6) The lamp post. was away from the house.
7) The cat remained away from the food.
This, however, does not seem to be the general case for verbs of
motion, in which from is TO NOT, rather "than AT NOT.
8) The man was running from the house.
9) The boat drifted from the place We had left it~
10) The ball dropped from a point above us.
In ·fact for some verbs of motion away cannot be used:
11) *The man left away.
12) *John escaped away from Bill.
Note that instead of away we can have 'at some distance',
't'oo fast I, I far I, and "have a grammatical sentence :
13) The statue was standing two feet from the wall.
But this appears to be a deletion of away, there being no difference
in meaning between the above and
14) The statue was standing two feet away from the house.
Consequently we see that for non-motion verbs it ~s necessary to
complement from with away.
The nature ,of away will be discussed in 5.3.
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4.3 Prepositional Expression of Possession'
When possession is being expr~ssed it appears to be the case
that the.possessor is expressed as the object of the preposition
to or from whereas the theme would then be the thing possessed.
Or, equivalently, ~he thing possessed is expressed as the object
of the prepositions in or out .of while the theme is the possessor.
Thus for transitions of possession we use to before the poSsessor
goal, not into, in many c,ircumstances, for example:
I) John' sold a book to Bill.
2) . John gave some'money to Bill.
There are some little used expressions of transition of possession
in which the preposit ion is ·associated with the possessed object.
3) John came into money.
4) John came into possession of the cattle.
Here, note, we have the preposition appropriate to theme os possessor.
Similarly for the negative preposition, expressing ttansitioh
away from possession, we have the from with its object the possessor:
5)' John bought a book' from Bill.
However, in certain ideomatic expressions we have out of the
negative of into attached to the possessed article:
6) John ran out of books.
But the use of out of for tra~sition of possession is not regular.
We cannot say, for ex~mple
7) *John took Bill out of ·money.
In nonMotional situations we have the nonMotional counterparts
of the above. For the object of the preposition to be the possessed
article we have the nonMotional in:
8) John is in the money.
9) John is in the know.
The.se expressio.ns are not too common.
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The negative of in ~s out of and consequently we find out of
· used to indicate the nonMotional expression of Possession with the
possessed entity its object;
10) John is· out of cash.
11) Bill kept John out of money.
Similarly, with and its negative without patterns as does in:
12) You may choose a rug with either pattern.
13) I want a rug without a pattern such as that.
14) John remained with all his money.
15) John remained without any money.
It ~s interesting to note how the above with for possession parallels
within for position, the negative of both of them being without.
With can, howeve~ be used in a positional sense as well.
17) John came with his wallet.
18) John came without his wallet.
19) John's wallet came w~th him.
20) John carried the wallet with him.
There are also nonMotional, Possessional prepositions whose
objects are the possessor. For example: we have to and from
used in a nonMotional sense in:
21) John has the book to himself.
22) The book belongs to Bill.
23) John restricted the book to Bill.
24) John kept the book from Bill.
Thus we see that we may have to and its negative to indicate
by whom a theme is possessed; or we can have in and it~ negative to
indicate what the theme possesses. This relationship is similar
to the one observed between the pairs around and inside, etc. in
3.4, in which an opposite preposition is used to express the same
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physical relationship but with the theme and object of the pre-
position reversed. The explanation for' the phenomenon above may
therefore be the same, to being in some sense opposite to into.'
The use of of for possession may be explicable in this sense.
Of indicates the possessor. About is often shortened to of as in
think of - about, speak of - about, know of - about, a,tale of Moses
as' a child - about Moses.
Also note the use of about along with to in
25) John has a-pleasant nature ~bout him.
26), John has a pleasant nature to him ..
We do not mean that the above pairs are identical. It may be that
the use of of and to differ from about in a distinction Similar
to that between possession and the looser contiguity, position.
It should be clear, however, that possession is essentially
a prepositional relationship which has the same prbperties as the
relationships for position 'noted earlier.
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4.4 ' Extension of the Notidn of PosSession and Formalization
We have seen how the prepositions to and from can be used
for nonMotional expressions of possession. However, 'consider the
following uses of these prepositions:
1) The paper 'adhered to the wall.·
2) John clung to the window sill.
3) John restricted Bill to the room.
4) John kept the child to its room.
This implies that we may extend the concept of possession to
include any close association between two entities, an association
closer than position. Then it would appear that the to in the set
of sentences above is also ~ nonMotional Possessional expression,
except that the object of the preposition 'is not Human. Compare
the "Possessional" sentences above to the use of with expressing
nonMotional Position,with Animate objects, and to the use of ordinary
nonMotional prepositions with nonAnimate objects:
5) John has the book with him.
6) John kept the book with Bill.
7) The paper remained on the floor.
8) John kept the child in his room.
The nonMotional preposition of Position with Animate objects
is .with. We may consider this to be the obligatory counterpart of
at with Animate objects, since we cannot Say:
9) *John has a book at him.
We chose to say with him is the counterpart is basically AT and not
on him because with, like at, does not specify any special arrangement
of relative positions, as does on,and other prepositions. Of course.,
the lexical item at is restricted in many ways. Our prelexical AT
is intended to be of a completely general nature.· To see that with
is more' general than on, note t·ha t a possible question answer pair
is:
10) Does Mary have a wallet on her? No, but she does
have one with her. (for example, in the car that
came with her).
But we cannot have it the other way around; the general is not negated
:by one of its instances being true:
11) *Does Mary have a wallet with her? No, but she does
have one on her.
With appears, therefore, as the neutral preposition of position,
like at; used for nonMotional Positional expressions before Animate
nouns. Notice that its use with have above disambiguates this verb.
Have may be either Positional or Possessional. We cannot however
disambiguate have isolating the Possessional sense because it is not
possible to say
12) *John has a book to him.
However, we can clearly disambiguate
13) The house has a roof.
into a Positional sense:
14) The house has a roof on it
and a Possessional sense
15) The house has a roof to it.
Own and Possess are only Possessional, and, in fact, they can only
be used with Human subjects:
l~) *The house owns a roof.
17) *The cat possesses a leash.
The fact that we have a subject derived from a ~prepositional
phrase· with these expressions is clear from the sense and from the
redundantly repeated prepositional phrases such as 'to it' and
'with him', testifying to what we have in the subject. (See 7.3.)
It is also clear that in English the preposition of possession ,~
attached to the possessed object. Also, if we want consistency
----~'_.f1i'I'''''''r ,.~. ~ ' "" ~ -
L-3)
Positional.
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for have we would say that for the Possessional just as for the
Positional the subject is derived from a prepositional phrase. Cer-
tainly for the Positional it is from a phrase because we have the pair:
18) Where is the book? John has it.
Of course such a question answer pair as
19) *Where is the book? John owns it.
is not possible, since own is only Possessibnal. Where means
'at wh-at place' and is of a Positional nature. Possess and belong to
are also only Possessional, unlike have, which may be' Positional
and Possessional.
For own and possess therefore we have the lexical entry:
L-l)
lawn/in env
while· for belong we have
L-2)
the fact that to appears on the surface is due, we- shall say, to the
fact that AT is manifested as to for Possessional" verbs. AT
then merely represents a nonMotional preposition.
Have however is ambiguous as to its being Possessional"or
Consequently we may write:
. NondescriptV,
Possessional
/have/in env AT Positional
The prelexical AT can be used to specify a preposition whether it
is positional, becoming with before Animate nouns, or Possessional,
becoming to.
Keep, so often used in examples above will be treated more
fully in section 8.6. We note here, however, that it too'can be
used in both a Possessional and a Positional sense. One of the
differences between keep and have is the fact that keep is a
--"
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Durational verb, rather than Nondesbript. Thus we have the entry
,i'or keep, tentatively, as follows:
L-4)
/keep/ in env
Durational
Possessional
AT Positional
The use of of or's for the Possessional may be a direct
translation into the surface structure from our Possessional to.
Compare the sentences:
20) The book belongs to John.
21) The book is John's.
However, it seems that structurally, the latter is of a more c6mplex
origin. For example, we can say
22) The book is John's own.
but not
23) *The book belongs to John own.
In other words, the's acts here in the same way·that it would if
used before a noun, and we have underlying it:
24) The book is John's book.
which may become by a type of pronominalization
25) *Thebook is John's one.
From which the one must be obligatorily deleted to 'give the desired
result. This is the same in
26) Th~ bdok is mine.
which comes from
27) *The book is. my one.
When of and's are both used, as in
28) I saw a book of John's.
we will claim that this is transformationally derived from:
29) I saw a book whidh John has.
The sentence
30) *1 saw the book of mine.
is ungrammatical, with a definite determiner" and must becqme:
31) I saw my book.
Similarly, the sentence
32) The book is the book which John has.
becomes
33) The book is the book of John's.
whi,ch becomes
34) The book is John's book.
which ultimately becomes
36) The book is John's.
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4.5 The Relationship between Motional and Durational Verbs
The Durational and the Motional verbs undergo a relation with
not such that we have the following, identities:
1) John remained out of the room.
2) John did not go into the room.
3) John did not remain on the rug.
4) John went off of the rug.
5) John remained at that spot.
6) John did not go from that spot.
7)" John did not remain off.of the rug.
8) John went onto-the rug.
As seen in 4.1, we know that into is TO IN, in is AT IN; onto
is TO ON, on is AT ON; to is TO; at is AT; and for the negat.ives
for which we have seen that AT NOT and TO NOT written as FROM,
we have out of as FROM IN, off of as FROM ON, "and from as FROM.
The neg~tives all manifest the same form for the Motional and
nonMotional prepositions. With these underly~ng structures in mind
we can see that all the above identities, and more, reduce to the
following and its' logical equivalents:
E-l)
REMAIN AT NOT = NOT ,GO TO
For example, starting with 'John remained out of the room' we have
REMAIN AT NOT IN which becomes NOT GO TO IN which yi~lds 'John did
not go into the room." Logical equ,ivalents of the above equation
demonstrat"e the other identities. For example NOT REMAIN AT = GO
TO NOT ~ill prove the second pair; and NOT REMAIN AT NOT = GO TO
will prove the fourth.
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This relationship with not is the same that occurs between
the universal and existential quantifier.
Notice ,however, how be, a Nond·escript verb, behaves differently
with regard to not and prepositions of place; we have the following
ident if iea t ion:'
9) John was out of' the room.
10) John was not in the room.
11) John was not on the rug.
12) John was off of the rug.
13) John was at· that spot.
14) John was not away from that spot.
15) John was not off of the rug.
'16) John was on the rug.
Here very clearly it doesn't make any difference where the
not is with respect to the prepositions and the be. That is, we can
entirely disregard the be and write the identity
.E-2)
AT NOT = NOT AT
If we permit the fact that we have TO instead of AT is conditioned
by the fact that we have a Motional verb, then we can say we have
nothing but AT, basically. Then El) becomes
E-3)
REMAIN AT NOT = NOT GOAT
We can then assume that' E2 applies so that we have, disregarding the
preposition entirely
E-4)
l
REMAIN NOT NOT GO
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What this means is that our decision in ~IJ ~ to say that the not
in our negative forms was after the first preposition;>'·, is unnecessary.
We can specify more simply that it is uniformly before the posi-
rJ~,n..I~
tionA-matters, however, if we have Durational) Motional, or Nondes-
cript verb. In the first two·negation of the verb is distinct
from negation of the preposition. However, for be we have adif-
ferent situation. '
The fact that remain and go form such a relationship as above
gives the impression that these two features, Durational and Motional
.I
form a kind of complete set: The fact that be doesn't enter into
any kind of relationship of order with not suggests that be is
lacking in whatever the Durational and Motional forms haye. Without
any quantification the order of negati~n doesn't count:
17) That man is not happy.
is equivalent .for our purposes to
18) It is not true that that man is happy.
However with quantification it matters. The equivalences are as
follows:
19) It is not true that some man is happy.
20) All man are not happy.
21) Some man is not happy.
22) It is not true that AII.men are happy.
Here some and all are related just as remain and go.
Except for the greater number of Motional verbs than Durational··
verbs there doesn't seem any reason to derive one from the other,
for example by saying that remain is NOT GO NOT.
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Just as we have the triplet be, go, remain for the Positional,
we have for the Possessional the v~rbs have, give or receive,
and keep , respectively Nondes.cript, Motional, and' Durat ional.
That is, we could say the identity between the following two sentences
is due to their merging on the prelexical level:
23) John remained in the room.
. (NOT GO NOT 'IN)
24) John didn't go out of the room.
Although this is logically.possible we shall ~ssume the rule E4
as part of the interpretive component .. There are other relations
such as this in language, some-all, for examp~e, and it would seem
strange to want to call one more basic than the other.
These results may give evidente to the possibility that be
is in some sense the absence of any verb, assuming that the
features Durational and Motional are opposite values of a feature
which is marked for a verb. The behavior of be with not· relative
--'
to the other forms, may. be explained ·by assuming there is nothing
present for its order to be significant with. The same is true for
the Possessional 'words. Thus, consider the quasi granunatical pair:
25) The tree doesn't have 'life.
26) 'The tree has death.'
These.sentences roughly mean the same thing, death being the com-
plement of life. Hence it is ·feasible to talk about the position
of a negative particle as not being significant to the position
of the verb have. Have as we have decided is Nondescript. However,
for .~ Durational verb, the order of the verb with not is signi-
ficant:
27) The tree didn't retain its life.
28) The tree retuned its death.
These, if understandable, are different from each other signifi-
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cantly, in the same manner as described above. The first sentence
clearly" implies a transition of possession, meaning:
29) The tree lost its life.
Hence, for all the Nondescript· verbs we should want to say that
there is some element" which may hxve a value Durational of Motional,·
which is missing from them. We will be primarily concerned With
the formalization of various Durational and Motional verbs, how-
ever, and will not be concerned with the underlying reality of
the Nondescript verbs ..
Just as we have the triplet be, go, remain for the Positional,
we have for the Possessional the verbs have, give or receive, and
keep, respectively NonDescript, Motional, and Durational. Consider
the following sets of strings, the first of each pair being an
ungrammatical form, iromitating the prelexic.al structure:
30) The book is to Bill.
31) Bill has the book~ ,
32) The book remains to Bill.
33) Bill keeps the book.
34) The book goes to Bill.
35) Bill gets the book.
The identity
36)' The book doesn't remain to Bill.
37) The book goes from Bill.
is reflected in
38) Bill doesn't keep the book.
39). Bill loses the book.
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4.6 The Expression of Goal
With verbs of motion we have seen prepositions used· for what
we s~all call expression .of goal. The object of the preposition
.is the place reached. It is not only such prepositions as to,
. . ---"
into, on~o, which mani f as t over t ly a' to , that can be us·ed for the
expression of goal, however. We can also use such prepositions as
below, above, in front of, in back of, behind, before, ahead of
for this. In· the following sentences the intention is to express
the ultimate destination of the motion:
1) John ran below the deck.
2) The balloon ascended above the first floor.
3) The dog scooted in front of the house.
4) John side-stepped to the left of the.onrushing bull.
All of the above imply to; for example one might be paraphrased
'to a place (which is) be.lowthe deck'. The to ·in 'to the left of'
is not the to which expresses goal here. We can have the same to
before such words to express location~
5) John stood to the right of the house.
6) T.he terri tory is to the south of the river.
~\
This to is a part o£ the preposition itself which, while conceivably
further ana,lysable, we shall nota ttempt to do this in this paper.
We might conceive of there being a to i·il.',.. these constructions
which bas been deleted should it occur before the rest of the
preposition. Clearly into is TO IN and onto is TO ON•. The to has
been post-positioned for into and onto and therefore is not deleted.
Evidence ·that we may indeed have this can be seen in the use
of from, the negative of.!£L in such expressions as:
---..-_.......... ~----------~---:------'------ ~---r" .... "" ;
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7) ··John ran from below the deck.
8) The balloon descended from' above the first floor.
9) The dog scooted from in front of the house.
10) John jumped in from behind the tree.
In out of and off of, ·the negatives of into and ~, we may
concei.ve ourselves as having really FROM IN and FROM ON. In fact·
we can say both of
11) John jumped off of the table.
12) John jumped from on the table.
which simplifies the situation considerably. We can say that we
always have the form with from to the left, but for in and ~ we
have additional possibilities. The main point here 'is, however,
that· the presence of~ in these cases is reason to aSSume that
we have a to underlying the cases in which no preposition occurs.
Thus we have both semantic and syntactic justification for such a
move.
Note now that this analysis of £ff of and out of clears up
the difficulty noted in section 4.1, in which we needed the para-
~ phrases for off of to be 'to the complement of on'. Since from
is now the only negative preposition, we can construct out of
and off of from from, which means 'to the complem.ent of'. Hence
FROM ON means 'to the complement of on'.
Naturally a~·l the preposi tions above can be used in a non-
Motional sense~ For nonMotional verbs only the nonMotional can
occur:
13) *The book remained onto the floor.
14) *The chair was to the table.
15) *The lamp stood into the corner.
If we characterize all nonMotional prepositions as compounded from
·an under lying at, then when they are used for the expression of
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21) The bird flew into the brush to its nest.
tional verbs and the expression of goal for·the Motional verbs
TO2391
AT
2
xr' [~~~;~::fonalJ]
1
environment of a Motional verb. On the prelexical level we,have
every locative expression may become an expression of goal in the
The simi larity between the Ioeative for N_df.se:tl:.P1~ and Dura-
is not favorable to have the nature of the verb conditioned by the
goal with a Motional verb. The above rule will mark them all:
only· AT, and complexes based on AT. The above rules amounts to
marking all AT's in construction with the appropriate verb to be
warrants a rule connecting the two as above. It can be seen that
put in the appropriate form when lexical entries are added. It
Boolean Condi tion: if 1 <Z, then 3 < Z
Here the Boolean c:ondition states that if the verb is dominated
by some node Z, then th~ preposition is also dominated by that node.
That is to say, the preposition is in construction with the verb.
The. brackets indicate 'either of the two'. X may be any intervening
prepositional phrase. As will be 'seen its content is very limited.
be a similar rule to what we have for the Possessional (see 4.4).
Hence we could combine it into one rule:
'prepositions present, since we can have more than one expression of
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4 0 6 The Expression of Location
The locative use of prepositions is possible with verbs of
motion, however, along with the expression of goal. Thus a sentences
such as:
1) The ball rolled in front of the house
is ·ambiguous in that it may be an expression of goal or an expression
of the location in which the ball rolled. Expectedly, we have
only away from, and.not from to express the locative with verbs
of motion. The sentence
2) The ball rolled away from the house.
is ambiguous. But without away the sentence 1s only the expression
of goal.
Certain verbs of motion will incorporate expressions of loca-
tion. For· example, this may be the case with hover, incorporating
over NP optionally.
3) The bird was hovering nearby
implies
4) The bird was hovering over a place nearby.
If the above r.ule is correct for the marking of preposi tions
for the Motional form when in construction with the Motional verb,
then the appearance of locative prepositi·ons with Motional .verbs must not
be generated in construction with the verb on the prelexical level.
Th~t this is perhaps so can be seen by the preferred order of
locative expressions and expressions of goal. The locative expres-
sion occurs outside the verb-goal complex:
10) The bird flew into the brush in the yard.
11) ~h~ bt:rd flew into "the b'ru.sh il!1 i:he yard..
Here we mean that the action took place in the yard. We do not
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mean that the brush is specified as being in the yard, a noun
modified by a prepositional phrase; nor do we mean that the goal of
the action' was the yard, in which in has the meaning cif into. In
a sentence such as
12) . They shoved it into the room by the window.
The second prepositional phrase is really an expression of goal
fr'om which, to has been deleted as usual" the phrase meaning
'to a place by the window." . Below, we shall try to bring out the
sense desired by supplying contexts. The second prepositional
phrase is to be considered an expression of location, whereas the
first is an expression of goal:
13) John jumped off of the the train in New York.
I
14) The clown did its act as usual, jumping into the water
before h~s audience.
15) The model electric trains went along their tracks about
the room, and finally rammed into each other at the
corner.
In these examples, except for the possibility that the second
prepositional ,phrase is either an expression of goal or a preposi-
tional phrase modifying the preceding noun, we shall say that the
prepositional phrase is not in construction with the verb. aather
we, shall generate expressions of location outside of the whole
verb-goal complex.
The opposite order for the expressions of goal and location
would be:
16) *The model electric trains finally rammed at the corner
into each other.
17) *John 'jumped in New York off of the trai.n.
18) *The bird flew in the yard into the brush.
These seem very awkward, and must be spoken with a pause between
the prepositional phrases if possible at all. The constituent
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structure has been broken up by the intervening phrase. Note
that we can "say
21) Finally, at the corner, the- trains rammed into
each other.
Here, the initial prepositional phrase is in construction with the
whole sentence, apparently. The preposing, however, seems to add
emphasis to the phrase, 'changing the meaning slightly •
We' will assert therefore that the locative expressions for
Motional verbs are generated outside of the verbal construction.
For nonMotional'verbswe have prepo,si tional phrases which are
clearly generated in construction with the verb, as well as outside
of this construction:
22) John sat on the bench in the yard.
23) The rope lay across the floor in the room.
This sentence is the natural order. The order in the sentence
24) John sat in the yard on the bench
has the same awkwardness and broken-up feeling as the intervening
locative and expression of goal above. We may also say
25) In the yard, John sat on the bench.
indicating that this is in a wider constituent than the verb-
locative construction. Note that we can say.neither of:
26) *On the bench, John sat in ~the yard.
27) *Into the brush, the bird flew in the"yard.
The prepositional phrase generated in construction with the verb
cannot be preposed.
The statement regarding the incorporation or obligatory pre-
sence of a'locative expression with a ve~b of motion would have to
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iden~ify a constituent in an environment exterior to the c6n-
sti tuents domi.nating the expressions of goal. Therefore, if the
lexical entry did not make mention of the expressions of goal as
being possibly present, it would stipulate that the expressions of
location· occur immediately after the verb. Because of the order
present for the prelexical structure which we have seen, this would
automatically eliminate the possiliLity for an expression of goal.
This would be especially true in the case of obligatory incorporation.
Consequently, note that for the verb of moti6n which incorporates a
locative expression, we have no possibility for an expression of
goal:
28) *The bird was hovering into the cage.
We will show how these forms 'are generated by re-write rules
in the prelexical system in' section 6.1.
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4.8 The Expression of Accompaniment
Another possible sense of these prepositions in the locative
form is what we shall call expression of accompaniment. In the
sentence
1) John flew the kite ahead of him.
the sense may be that "John was moving, maintaining the kite ahead
of him. Similarly we may have this sense in
2) The b~11 rolled in front of John.
3) John dragged the ball behind him.
4) . The ball bounced b~fore the child.
5. John bounced the ball after him.
6. John flew the kite along with him o
Some of the above are triply ambiguous among the three senses which
we have been describing. After and along with must be used in only
the expression of accompanimen"t. In some dialects this may be tr:ue
for before as well. But if before can be used to:' 'mean in front of
in the nonMotional sense then it will be usable as an expression
of goal. Since after, ~nd along with cannot be used for expression
of location, they also cannot be used for the expression of goal.
Note that, in some of the sentences above reflexivization
isn't necessary. The second sentence is ambiguous six ways. The
pronoun. may refer to the subject or to some other person. The
prepositional,phra$e may be used in any of the, three senses given
above.
Prepositions expressing accompaniment are incorporated in
verbs as well. For example we have precede and lead which in-
cor~orate before. Precede differs from lead in that the subject
of lead is also an Agent: the animate subject of lead intentionally
goes before the other person. For these two words we have obliga-
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tory incorporation:
7) John preceded Bill.
8) *John led before Bill.
Note also that precede can be a nonMotional ~erb indicating the
"relative position of two entities, as in 'precede in line'. We
will say that this is still expression, of accompaniment, except
both are stationary.
Pursue and chase are forms with Agent subjects also with the
prepositio.n after expressing accompaniment. For chase the pre-
position is optionally incorporated:
9) John chased (after) the thief.
10) *John pursued after the thief.
11) John pursued the thief.
Follow also incorporates AFTER, and AFTER NP as well, all optionallyo
12) John followed (after) Bill.
13) John was following very qUietly.
The other forms do not incorporate the whole prepositional phrase,
. or adverb.
14) *John is chasing very quietly.
Follow may also be used in a nonMotional sense, as in 'follow in
line', as seen in section 3.4.
The expression of accompaniment is no .less present in the verb
accompany in which we have incorporation of with:
15) John walked with Mary.
16) John accompanied Mary.
It is interesting to note how in the Agentive forms lead and pursue,
there is a very clear idea of the subject keeping the same relative
position between himself and the other object, both of which are
moving. These verbs can be used as normal verbs of motion, despite
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their incorporations of stative prepositions:
17) John pursued Bill from the center of town to the school
house.
18) The piper led the children into the sea.
Again, we have here the problem ·of how to generate the expres-
sians of accompaniment. They must be generated outside of con-
struction with the verb, as the locative expressions above o Also,
they must be generated in a different way from the locative ex-
pressions, because certain prepositions, along with and after,
only occur in this sense. We would like to say that the prelexical
formative for after is the same as that for in back of, except for
its place of generation.
The expressions of accompaniment, unlike the expressions of
location, cannot be preposed:
19) *Along with Bill, the ball rolled.
20) *After him, John bounced the ball.
This would seem to indicate that these expressions are generated
necessarily in a more deeply nested constituent than the locative
e'xpressions. Note also that the natural order is the expression
of accompaniment followed by the expression of goal.
21) John rolled the ball after him into the ocean.
22) *John"rolled the ball into the ocean after him.
23) John pushed the cart along with him to the conveyor belt.
24) *John pushed the cart tb the con~eyor belt along with him.
It would seem that all the above f·acts could be handled by
assuming that the expressions of accompaniment are .generated in
construction with the theme in the prelexical structur·e. This would
also carry the semantic connotation of accompaniment.
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For our lexical entities, follow incorporates after option-
ally along with the obje~t of after, optionally. The after-phrase
is obligatory in the environment if not incorporated. Also, we
must consider the word either Motional or Nondescript. Therefore
we have:
L-l)
/follow/ in env
V I (-Motional \
NondescriptJ
Positional (AFTER (NP»
Pursue is obligatorily Agentive and obligatory incorporates AFTER,
necessarily without the NP. Hence we have:
L-2
/pursue/ in env Agent
V, Motional
Positional AFTER
The significance of tbesubject being marked as above as Agent will
be understood more fully in Chapter 8. It should be understood
that the subject is still the theme also, however. Pursue is only
Motional. Similarly we have lead:
L-3
/lead/ in env
V, Motional
Agent Positional BEFORE (NP)
Precede is like follow in that it m~y be both Motional or Nondescript o
It incorporates BEFORE obligatorily:
L-4 V, (Motibnal 1
t Nondescript)
/precede/ in env Positional' BEFORE
While lead may incorporate the nounphrase object of the preposition,
25) John is leading today.
This is not posSible.for precede.
26) *John preceded, coming through the door •
. 27) John preceded everyone, coming throu~h the door.
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4.9 The Expression Direction, an Elaborati'on of the
Expression of Goal
A final use of these prepositions which we must discuss we
shall call" the expression of direction. These appear at first as
elaborations of eitberthe lo~ative expressions or the exp~essions
of goal.
We have an elaboration of a locative expression in the sentence
1) John ran in front of the house.
If we mean that John ran along a path which goes in front of the
house, passing the house, we have expression of direction. All
the prepositions given above except ·after .and along with which
are only expressions of accompaniment, can be used in this sense.
The essence of the expression of direction is the specification
of the path along.which the theme is traveling, but not to indicate
any necessary goal. Consequently it will appear that all our
paraphrases 'have along in t~em.
However, note that we cannot have the prepositional phrase
preposed for this sense, as we can the usual locatives which are
outside of construction with the verb. In the sentence
2) In front of the house John was running.
we cannot mean that John crossed in front of the house. Similarly,
the expression of direction cannot occur after an expression of
goal, naturally:
3) John ran into the house in front of the tree.
Although it is.natural to' say
4) John ran .in front of the tree into the house.
in the appropria.te sense•. This suggests that we have here a con-
struction which is generated in the same constituent as the expression
of goal, in construction with the verb. It will be seen that it
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is along which is basic here, being an expression of goal.
All the expressions of goal may be used the sense of expres-
sion of direction. For to we have the form toward, which means
'along a path to'. But into may be used in this sense too there
---- . '.
being no form t intoward'. Similarly all the ·other expressions of
goal.
5) John aimed into the room.
6) John headed toward the river.
7) John headed under the bed.
Note that head and aim do not take to, but must take toward, "and
hence· we know that the above expressions must also have toward:
8) *John headed to the river o
Most likely such adverb"s as up, down, in, out are actually
prepositional phrases expressing goal. These all take ward, e.g.,
upward, which changes the sense in the same way that toward varies
from to. Upward means 'along a path up'. Note that we c~nnot say
9) *John headed up.
but must say
10) John headed upward.
Ward is a suffix that productively can be used to stand for toward.
For example,
11) John ran toward the ocean.
12) John ran oceanward.
13) John" was standing several feet toward the ocean of me.
14) John was standing several feet oceanward of me.
Consequently the manifestation of "ward with the adverbs above may
signify a toward, and hence a to, at an underlying level.
Through is similar to the above in that it is an expression
of goal meaning approximately 'from one end to the other end'. It
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may also be 'along a path from one end to the other," with the
modification discussed here 6,c Across and sometimes~ would be
similar' in that they may express a transi tion 'from one side to
the other'o These paraphrases are only approximate, however.
Through has the quality of motion inside of something, while
across may be on top of something. Along can be used for ex-
pression of d~rection meaning 'from one spot to another one'.
AcrOSE )T1l.long, ~, and through have the properties that
would lead us'> to generate them in' construction wi th the verb as
an expression of goal. Thus, they are not preposable~
15) *Through the tunnel John was running.
16) *A~ross the bridge the horse gallpped onto the field.
They also p~rmit expressions of goal to.follow them:
17) The horse galloped across the bridge onto the field.
But they prefer the locative expression after them•. Compare:
18) The mole burrowed through its tunnel in back of the
house.
19) The mole burrowed in back of. the houSe through its tunnel.
These prepositions can be used in ·a nonMotional sense too.
But only in construction with the verb:
20) The ladder lay across the road.
2]) *Across the road the ladder lay on the pavement.
22) The ladder lay across the road on the 'pavement.
If we take seriously the meanings of these prepositions as
~eing represented as such in the prelexical structure then we have
indeed expressions of goal. instead of naming just the goal or the
source, however, we have a representation of a source-goal pair
within the word itself. This simplifies the prelexical structure
immensely.
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The verbs n~.lSs and pass may be thought of as incorporating
away from and ~ used in this sense·, respectively. Thus compare '
the sentences:
23) The bullet sped along a path at a place away from me.
24) The bullet missed me.
25) The man is going along a path at a point by the house.
26) The man is· passing (by) the house.
We see that ft~ miss the incorporation is obligatory whereas for
pa'ss it is opti'onal o
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5. SOURCE-GOAL PATTERNS
5.1 Homogeneity of Source-Goal Patterns
We have seen that there are various types of transition ex-
pres~ed by a to-from pattern:" namely, the Positional, Possessional,
Identificational, and transit~ons or Circumstance expressed by
noun clauses or the objSct of prepositions. It appeats to be a fact
that these parameters cannot be mixed within one sentence. That
is, if one of the prepositional phrases represents a transition 'of
some particular type, the other does also.
Thus, among the Positional transitions if we say
1) John sent Bill a book.
we do not necessarily imply that the book came to belong to Bill.
Also we do not~ imply that al;1.1~ ::>nce owned, the book with
2) John received a book from Bill.
we do not mean necessarily either that the book came to belong to
Bill or that the book ceased to belong to John. We only indicate
a change in the position of the book. The same situation is clear
in the sentences:
3) John threw the ball to Bill.
4) John rolled the ball to Bill.
5) John drifted the ball to Bill.
6) Bill caught the ball from John.·
7) Bill brought the book from John to Alice.
A phenomena similar to this can be seen with simple verbs in
which there is no prepositional phrase incorporated in the subject
position. The subject is the theme. For example~ with the verb
travel, the normal order is the from preposit~onal phrase followed
by the to phrase. Thus we have:
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8) The message traveled from Bill to Alice.
but there is a difference.in the sentence:
9) The message traveled to Alice from Bill.
Also we may have localities specified instead of Human nouns in
10) The message traveled from New York to Philadelphia.
Although, again, we do not have the same sense in the sentence:
11) The message traveled to Philadelphia" from New York.
One cannot read this sentence in an uninterrupted tone of voice
as one can for the from-to patterns in some of the sentences above.
A pause is nec~ssary between" the phrases, indicating that they are not
of the same immediate constituents. The from phrase, appearing
after the to phrase seems to be an addition to the regularstat"ement
of the goal of the motion.
The second preposi t,ional phrase in," from therefore may ~e
considered to belong to a separate, though incomplete, from-to
pattern, from ,the one to which the initial to.-phrase belongs" also
incomplete. This suggests that we might have more than one compl,e"te
from-to pattern. Consider the following sentences:
12) The message «traveled from New York) (from Bill to Alice).)
13) The message «traveled (from New York to Philadelphia»
(from Bill to Alice.»
We have added parentheses to indicate the immediate constituent
structure intended. These extended, constructions may seem very
awkward, and stylistically better paraphrases may be found. However,
anyrestri~tion on them I would attribute to either the interpretive
component, in the case that the sequence was contradictory or
otherwise nonsensical, or to stylistic factor or factors regarding
the performance of the speaker, not his competence. That is, such
sentences may be omitted by blocking after the prelexica~ generation,
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if desired .. Such blocking may be due to logic, to stylistics, or
to factors in performance. Between the two source-goal patterns one
pauses.
It will also be necessary ~o corisider that the prelexicalstruc-
ture permit freely extended generation of from-to pattern$ to permit
such sentences as
14) The message was carried across from New York to Phila-
delphia.
15) John ran down off of the stage from his prescribed
position.
Here we would like to say that down, across, and many like it, are
representations of expressiops of goal, across being a com~lete
from-to pattern, such as 'from one side to the other'. If the
prelexical structure generates simply these from-to patterns, freely,
leaving it up to stylistics or performance, etc., to cancel out
some possibilities, e.g. ,because of length, we will have a very sim-
pIe underlying system. Across may then be mapped onto one appropriate
from-to pattern.
The important point here however, is that the locality trans-
ition and the Human place transition are kept separate from each
other. Thus' in the following s,entences we do not have source-go~l
patterns, and there is a neces~ary pause between the prepositional
phrases:
16) The message traveled to New York from Alice.
17) The message traveled from New York to Alice .
. 18) The message traveled from Alice to New York.
These sentences mix Human plac~ nouns and locality nouns but
they cannot be considered to fall into a source-goal pattern. They
should be read, if permissible, with a constituent structure such
as «traveled from New York) to Alice)~ whereas for a source-goal
_---- .' •• ~·.e~· _" ."
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pattern we hav~ the from and to· phrases in the same inunediate
constituent. ,In this same sense, in which we have two separate but
incomplete source-goal patterns we may say
19) The message traveled all the way to New York to Alice.
which is similar on the prelexical level to
20) The balloon floated up to the ceiling.
·although certain stylistic considerations may not accept it.
We may interpret the possibilities for send in this light.
That i's, consider the possibilities:
21) John sent the message to New York.
22) John sent the message from New York.
23) John sent the message from New York to, Philadelphia.
24) John sent the message to New York to Bill.
25) John sent the message from New York to Philadelphia to Bill.
In the above, the interpretation that the from-phrase is a part of
the noun phrase which it inunediately follows is possible ,meaning
I~ message which is from New York'. However this has a different
intonation, indicating that the constituent structures are different.
If we have a relative clause, the noun and prepositional phrase
belong to a constituent to which the verb does not. However, if
the prepositional phrase is part of the source-goal pattern then
it goes with the verb.
The source-gdal pattern of locality above may ~e acceptable
additions to the source-goal pattern for Human nouns, of which the
.from phrase is in the subject. But we cannot have more than one
pattern for Human nouns. Consequently, though from-phrases are
possible, if they have Human nouns as objects, they are not accep-
table at all:
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26) *John s~nt the message from Bill.
Another example of the same sort is the verb throw, which
also, like send, has a from prepositional phrase in the subject.
·27) John threw the ball to the right side of the street.
28) John threw the ball from the left side of the street.
29) John threw the ball from· the left side to the right
side of the street.
i
30) John threw the ball to the tight side of the street
to B.ill.
31) John threw the ball to Bill from the left side of the
street.
32) John threw the ball from the left side to the right s~de
of the street to Bill.
For the parameter of possession one also can claim fairly well
that both the to and the from prepositional phrase must imply a
transition of possession. Thus in both
33) John sold a book to Bill.
and
34) Bill bought a book from John.
clearly John loses what Bill gairis. This also holds for the pat~s
loan-borrow, rent-rent, etc. It seems to be true for.give. Obtain
however seems to be vague about it. In
35) John obtained a book "from Bill.
it doesn't seem essential that Bill first have possessed the book.
However perhaps it is vague as to whether or not John actually
came to posse~s the book. If this is true then give and obtain
do not constitute a perfect pair. In
36) John lost the book to Bill.
there is a clear transition 'of possession in that clearly John has
ceased to own the book as Bill came to posses~ it.
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It appears .that. the relative freedom for extended iteration
of s.ource-goal patterns is possible only for Positional transitions,
and not for the Possessional. Thus~, receive, travel, transfer,
bring~ etc., will allow this. This is so even if one of the
source-goal patterns has Human objects. But the possessional, which
has Human objects, permits only one Bource-goal pattern. Compare:
37) John brought the letter to New York to Bill.
38) *John gave the letter to New York to Bill.
Essentially it is not ~ossible to have a lqcality as the goal of
possession. We must have a Human object here, and once specified
it would be contradictory to specify any other Human, whereas for
the Positional we can have different degrees of specificity.
Compare also the from-phrases in the pair:
39) John received the book from New York from Bill.
40) John boug,ht the book from New York from Bill.
Both of these can have the interpretation that we have 'the book
which .is from New York'. However, only for the former can we have
the from-phrase a pattern of the verbal expres·sion. To see this,
note that we can have receive with pronoun instead of the book,
which cannot take a from-phrase derived from a relative clause:
41) John received it from New York.
But in order for the· following sentence to be acceptable it is
necessary to personify New York:
42) *~ohnbought it from New York.
For the transition of Identification, it is certain that both
the to and the from prepositional phrase have obj·ects· of the same
type. Thus we may not say something like:
43) *John· changed from a catholic to New York.
44) *The carriage turned from a beautiful coach into the
waste basket.
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45) *The oasis was transformed from little more than a
well taB"ill.
Within the Identificational parameter we cannot have mixing of types
either. We can say
46) John turned from cook to physician.
47) John turned from a boy into a man.
But we cannot say
48) *John turned from cook into a" man.
49) *John turned from a boy to physician.
There are many other su~h cases as this.
The fact that the Possessional and Identific~tional differ
from the Positional verbs in that they permit only one source-goal
pair may be thought to follow from the fact the the" specifications
for possession and identity, once made, cannot be refined or
elaborated upon. Th~y are automatically of absolute specification.
Position may be specified to ever higher degrees of accuracy.
For the expression of goal using other prepositions there is
the same restriction. Thus we prefer to say
50) The ball rolled" out of the house into the hole.
to
51) The ball rolled into the hole out of the ho,:u~E3..
At least we have the same distinction in pos~ible intonation patterns.
Similarly for other prepositions consider the pairs:
52) John ran from under the shed into the house.
53) John ran into the house from under the shed.
54) The horse galloped from in front of the tree (to)
under the tent.
55) "The horse ga"lloped under the tent from in front of the
tree. ~
, "_. . __._...a.Io:l'~"'_.__. _·__-1
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56) The bird darted from above the house to above the tree.
57) The'bird darted above the tree from above the house.
Thus we see that the complex pr~positions which are really baSed on
the simple prepositions TO and FROM fall into the same pattern.
T~ey are generated by the same constituent- structure rules as
already gi ven_. - The N~,' or noun phrase, is simply of a different
nature. Instead of having some ordinary noun we have for from above
for example, 'from a place above'.
Apparently since the actual noun governed by thesS prepositions
is the same there is no problem to mix several prepositions in the
same basic source-goal pattern. As seen we have under and in,-
in front of and under. There seems to be no restriction here. The
order, however, remains significant.
It is not possible, however, to mix the basic prepositions,
simple from and to with the others compounded of from and to.
Thus we -do not have source goal patterns in
58) The horse galloped from in front of the tree to the tent.
59) The horse galloped from the tent to in front of the tree.
60) The dog ran from under the shed to the house.
61) The dog ran out of the house to the shed.
62) The bird darted from above the house to the tree.
63 ) The bird darted from the tree above the house.
In other words, here we have the same restriction that the
two members of a· source-goal pair be sufficiently similar in type
to be conceived of as a single event. This also holds between the
prepositions, to and into, as in example 6/) above. Note that we
do not claim the above sentences are ungranunatical at all. We, claim
merely that the two prepositional phrases do not form a unit.
Note ~hat when into and out of are use'd together we can say
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64) The ball rolled out of the house and into the hole.
Also for off of and onto
65) The insect crawled off of the table and onto';~~ knee.
However, this is not possible for from and to:
"~6) *The ball rolled from the house and to the tree.
Nor is it possible with any other complex prepositions:
67) *The ho~se galloped from under the tree and under
the tent.
~8) *Thebird darted from under the shed and into the barn.
69) *John ran from under the shed and into the house.
If we have" out of and onto combined, it is possible:
70) The ball rolled out of the box and onto the carpet.
And similarly off of and into can be used together. We noted before
that all the complex prepositions are basically" from or to. For
into and onto there has been, at least on the surface, a metathesis
of the preposition and part of the object~ Consequently it appears
that the conjunction cannot appear if we· have either a FROM or a a
TO in initial position. We may claim that there is a conjunction
that has been deleted, obligatorily in the case of either a FROM
or a TO in initial position. However, this cannot be sentence con-
jun~tion because when there is no conjunction apparent, i.e., this
conjunction has been deleted, there is no possible sense that both
events occurred at different times. This is possible when we have
a conjunction. We can say, for example:
71) The ball rolled out of the box and into it.
which"comes from
72) The ball rolled out of the box and it rolled into it.
Though the from-to pattern, and successive patterns, may be
a kind of conjunction, we cannot contend that it is sentence
coordination and will generate the possibilities by simple zecur-
sian rules.
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Within a particular parameter th~re is nO,di~ficulty in
formalizing this phenomenon of consistency. We merely say that
if one object of the so~rce-goal pair is of a certain class, the other
must be of a sufficiently similar class. This may probably be best
treated by interpretive semantics. However, if given a verb that
takes source-goal pairs of a certain type, it'is nece~sary that
this fact be marked in the lexicon. For example, for a positional
verb such ~roll it is necessary that all its from-to patterns be
positional. Either Human place nouns, localities, etc., will do.
That tbese classes within a parameter cannot be mixed within a
single source-goal pattern can be handled by an interpretive, rule,
as mentioned above.
However,. it is necessary for roll that we exclude all Identificati':'
onal transition such as the verb turn takes. This fact, must be
marked in the lexicon. The question is where. It would seem to be
a waste to mark the prepositions, because in many cases it is not
..
necessary .to specify any preposition at all in the lexicon. Roll
is such an e~ample, which does not require preposition in its
environment. Of course .1 t would only be nece'ssary to specify one;
'but then there would be the question as to which one. We would not
want to mark the node . 'dominating the source-goal pair, because
this WOULd reduce the simplicity gained by making a parallel among
all the source-goal pairs. We could no longer call them the same
structure in the underlying' system. In addition, there often seems
to be no need to specify a verb as necessarily taking a source-goal
pair at all, as already mentioned. Finally, there is the possibility
of marking the verb. This alternative has been chosen because, it
avoids all the difficulties mentioned above and' affords the desired
simplicity. The verbal element then names the kind of transition
implied for all its from-to patterns and lexical elements
must be chosen accordingly.- For the Positional, as noted, we
can have more than one such patte~n_
III
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5.2 Simplification of a Secondary Expression of Goal
The order of successive 'positive prepositions and the order
of successive negative pre~ositions is preferably from the general
to the specific. Thus the first senten~e of the pairs below is
preferable to the second:
1) John sent the book to New York to Bill.
2) -*John sent the book to Bill to New Yor~.
3) The duck swam from the shore from the tree.
4) *The duck swam from the tree from the shore.
5) The bird flew into the house out of the tree from
its nest.
6) *The bird flew into the house from its nest out of the
tree.
In general it appears that when we have the phrases ordered £rom
specific to general it is necessary to put the preposition in a
different form. Namely it appears 'that the di"rect i ona1 from or to
is converted to a positive preposition; (nonMot ional):
7) John sent the book to Bill in New York.
8) The dUek swam from the tree at the shore.
9) The bird flew into the house from its nest in the tree.
Thus to in 'to New York' must become in. This is merely the only
stative preposition that can occur before names of cities. We
do not have 'at New York'. The simple from becomes at, as will to.
Out of and into become in. Off of and onto become on. In the
above we do not nec~ssarily have' a relative clause. If we did it
wouldn't occur with proper nouns or pronouns. We do have:
10) John sent the book to me in New York.
But with such a verb as give we do not have to New York. Conse-
quently we do not have
11::S
NP
6 ~l 2 3 £} AT 654
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12) John gave a book to me in New York.
11). *John g~ve a book to me to New York.
is acceptable.. However here we must have a sentence adverbial
15) *In Chicago John gave Bill a book in New York.
Thus we see that if we have two p~epositional phrases in
order, from the specific to the general, which are of like value,
either both positive or both negative, the second becomes positive
and nonMotional. In other words, since all these prepositions ar~
basically TO with an optional NOT following, as seen in sections
4.1 and 4.5, we can say that we end up with AT only for the second
preposition. The mechanics of this transformation can be formulated
as follows:
in New York since we can p~epose:
13) In New York John gave a book to me.·
But for send these are distinct things. We have
14) In Chicago John sent a book to me in New York.
But we do not have:
But
The diamond ·brackets mean that NOT is present in both instances
or not at all. The result is really a simplification, the form
being neither Motional nor negative.
This rule must apply after the rule in 4.6 which makes all
prepositions in cons~ructibn with a Motional verb basically TO.
Both of these transformations must apply before lexical items
become mapped onto the prelexical string, since they operate on
prelexical formatives. ,There will be further reason for assuming
.the above simplification rule applies before prelexical items
are added to the string. (See 6.4).
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5.3 THE NATURE OF AWAY AND OTHER PARTICLES
Away appears to be a form that substitutes for a to-phrase .
. Thus in:
1) The duck swam away from the boat.
We actually have a source-goal pattern. The relative order of the
to and the from phrases has been reversed, however'. Thus note
that both sentences below have the same feeling of double specifi-
cation:
2) The duck swam away to the boy.
3) The duck swam to shore to the boy.
That is, in the above we have two source-goal patterns, each of
which has only. the to-phrase. Similarly, in a sentence such as
4) The duck swam away from the boat to the shore.
There is a syntactic ambiguity. We may have either of the two
parenthesizations:
5) The duck swam (awai from the boat)(to the shore).
6) The duck swam (~way)(from the bo~t.·to the shore).
That is, the away may either belong to the from-phrase to form
one source-goal pattern, or it may be alone in its own unit, the
following two preposi't'ions forming a unit. If we have:
7) The duck swam from the boat away from the shore
It is clear that the away must go with the last from-phrase because
it must always precede the from phrase it goes with. Naturally
we can say ,sentence 1) with the constituent structure implied by:
,8) The duck' swam (away)(from the boat).
But sentence 2) cannot be said in the form in which the away and the
to phrase belong to the same constituent. That is, we do not have
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the sente'nee:
9) *The duek swam (aw~y to the boat).
It is not possible to say this sentence with the same' intonation
that groups the elements of , away from the boat' in a separate ,unit.
Away may not be used before from when we have as its object a
prepositional phrase in or on, although it is acceptable for, other
prepositions such as above, in front of, etc.
10) John remained away from in front of the mirror.
But not
11) *John remained away from on the carpet.
12) *John is standing away from in the room.
13) John remained off of the carpet.,
14) John is standing out of the room.'
The impossibility of away is also a fact for this use of from
before other prepositions in sentences with verbs of motion:
15) *John ran away from on the carpet.
16) *John ran away from in the room.
At least the away cannot be a part of the same expression as the
~-phrase. 'The impossibility of away in these circumstances
indicates that the nature of away is that of a simple to-preposi-
tional phrase expressing goal so that it is not compatible with a
,complex one such as from in.
The obligatory away with from for the locative expressions
noted in section ~,now amounts to having an obligatory positive
prepositional phrase. Note we can also say
17) The book is down from the shelf.
18) John is, in from the garden (i. e. ;IoJi (some ~p·IOX·e ~ )
from the garden.)
However, it must be an adve~b of the type above, since we still
cannot have
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19) *The car is at the ~orrier from the house.
There are instances where away can be seen to take the place
of a to-phrase. Note that it is somewhat awkward to say:
20) *The ball f'loated from the bottom of the pool.
However it is perfectly acceptable ,to say
21) The ball floated away from the bottom of the pool
Here the necessity to have to-phrase is satisfied by having away.
We may say the above sentence with a to-phrase anywhere in the
sentence.
22) The ball floated to the surface from the bottom of
the "pool.
23) The ball floated from the bottom of the pool to the
'surface.
Thus if we specify that float requires a to-phrase in such instances
as these, we can predict that both away and a normal to-phrase
will work. Note also that down, up, out, in, etc., all of which are
to-phrases, satisfy float in this instance as well.
24) The ball floated up from the bottom of the pool.
25) The ball floated down from the surface.
It seems also that up·, down, back, forth can be used for
expressions of goal of ,a more particular nature. This would be
the meaning of up distinct from upward, which is of the essence
of toward. Thus a sentence such as
26) John ran up.
could indicate the achievement of some goal, e.g., of the highest
point. Similarly for the others. Note that in
27) John ran through.
we also have the indication of a goal achieved, but we also have
a source. Thus if we add a from-phrase to these sentences:
28) John ran up f~om the basement.
29) John ran through from the basement.
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We have a very natural statement in the first sentence. This in
fact may be the source-goal pattern, with the to-phrase first.
Note that it is not granunatically' well-formed to have the particle
following th~ phrase:
30) *John ran 'from the basement up.
The second sentence above, however, seems to give the feel~ng of
a from-phrase without any correlate to-phrase. This is so because
the through is a complete from-to pattern itself, whereas up is
only a to-phrase of some sort, and consequently the from-phrase'
must be in a different incomplete source-goal sequence.
Semantically there is difficulty in calling away a to-phrase.
In general a paraphrase is possible using a from-phra~e instead
of away. For example 'go away' may be paraphrased approximately
by 'go from the previous location.' It would be true to say,
however, that such a from-phrase has the same ~eaning as the to-
phrase in 'go to another location'. Somehow, in fact, this idea
of other must be maintained with away. We c.annot say that merely
the idea of motion implies that the motion is to 'another place,
since away appears in nonMotional situations. 'For example, in the
, sentence
31) All the workmen are away on vacation.
we must mean 'at another place'.
Such a word as another, however, must go with or imply a than.
This is true for other than, more than, rather than. I would
propose that Such pairs of words are in actuality from-to pairs
of an abstract nature. The first word, an adjec'tive or adverb of
some sort, is actually a to-phrase and than is essentially. ·from.
Note that from is used in the similar pair different from. And
the counterpart of other than used in front of the word it modifies
_._-..~_.-_._..•.......,..._._.-~ll
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is else from:
32) Bill was digging someplace else from where you are
digging. We can ~ay that we have a more general object of at in
these instances if we say that the idea of divergence is automatically
attributed to these morphemes since they always appear with or
always imply a from-phrase. That is, in the prelexical structure
we will not have forms that become directly other, more, etc.
Rather, we will have simply some forms meaning approximately 'at
an identity', 'at a kind' or 'at an amount', which when in conjunc-
tioD with a f~om (= not at) we imply the, desired comparison. 'A· man
other than Bill' is' approximately 'A man at an identity not at. the
identity of Bill'. 'Different from Bill' might be 'at a kind not
at the kind that Bill is'. 'More than two dollars' would have to
be more complex, since merely 'at an amount not at two dollars'
may imply less as well as~, although it does imply some
difference. Thus, we can say that in the prelexical string we have
a simple at or to-phrase. An appropriate, at or to-phrase in
conjunction with a from-phrase may become a lexical item such as
other, different, etc., all of wh~ch imply some kind of dive~gence
between the elements in the comparison. Tha~ is, they imply a
from. But this implication is due to. the environmental requirements
of the lexical items and need not be due to any elements or features
of the prelexical system or to any especially designed features
attributed to these lexical items outside of this environmental
specification.
Away, we shall propose, is an at or to phrase of this type.
We may say that in the pre lexical structure ~we have what amounts to
'at a place', which when in conjunction with a from-phrase means
away from, for example, 'at a place nbt at the door' is 'away from
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the door I.. Just like other, else, different, "etc., away. may appear
without the from-phrase present, although it is always implied.
We can say that the from-phrase has either been inc'orporated or
deleted in such inst~nces.
In abstract usages the idea of from becomes an absolute neces-
sity. In such expressions as 'fade away', 'die away', ~hile there is
an idea of motion of some kind, -the goal of this motion is diffi-
cult to imagine. In
33) Slowly all Mary's energy trickled away.
it is not, possibie to think of Mary's energy going somewhere,
although the fact that it is going" from Mary is ciear. In such
abstraGt usages we would want to say that we only ~ave a from-
phrase in the prelexical structure, unless Borne abstract interpretation
can be put to an expression 'trickle into the distance'. It might
be possible to assume that away is a to~phrase in these instances
also if a formative with some of the" features of distance, but not
all, could be found. Similarly~" such an abstract- formative would
be necessary in
34) Keepirig clean keeps disease away.
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6. FORMALIZATION AND SOME CONSEQUENCES OF THE PRELEXICAL STRUCTURE
'6.1 Constituent Structure on the Prelexical Level
We noted in 0.1 that the order of the prepositions in a to-from
pattern was significant. This significance has an immediate mani-
festation in ~h~ stress pattern of the sentence~ The stress pattern
is indicative of the constituent structur~ of the sentence. .Con-
sider first of all such -a pari of sentences as
1) The list .goes from A to Z.
2) The list goes to Z from A.
Both of these sentences are acceptable. The first of these is more
natural however, s~nce it brings out the natural relationship
between the letters more clearly. The first of these sentences
brings out more clearly the transitional relationship, whereas the
second indicates the 8n~ point and then as if a separate thought,
indicates the starting point.
The first of the sentences above has the intonation pattern
given by 2-3-4-1, in which the smaller numbers indicate greater
stress o The constituent structure which will correspond to this
and the sequence of applications of the nuclear stress rule\to obtain
it are given below. The nuclear stress rule assig~s main stress
to ~he rig~tmost stress marked 1 in a constituent. Essentially it
lowers every other stress. by one. Main lexical items begin by
being marked with 1 stress. The rule then applies cyclically
starting from the inmost parenthesized consti tuents outward. Thu·s
we have:
Ex-I}
( (the list .) ( (goa's)
1 1
(from A (to"Z) ) )) ~
1 1 '. j
2 1
~ t
. .
_iiI,'I~_.__.--_._._.__'~11~~
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On the other hand, the second sentence above is more natural with
the stress pattern 2-4-3-1. The nuclear stress rule can apply to
a different constituent structure to obtain this:
Ex-2)
( (the list) ( ( (goes) (to Z) ) (from A) ) )
1 1 1 1
2 1
3 2 1
4 3 1
In other words, the two prepositions are not considered in one
immediate constituent. Rather the first prepositional phrase
is considered to form a complete unit with the verb, while the
second seems to form the same"unit but with the Unit previously
formed between the verb and the first proposition.
Sentence 1) may have the intonation of sentence 2) described
above 0 However, the reverse is completely deviant. We can express
these facts by the following constituent structure rules o That is,
we interpret the above to mean that the struc~ture of such- sentences
as these consist of a number of prepositional constructions, which
we will call P, in connection with the Verb. Each of these P may
contain a from-to sequence in the given order. but may consist in
either the from or the to phrase. The concatenation of Verb and
P may then be treated as a unit which can be extended by a P again,
and the process may reiterate •. Hence consider the following rules:
R-l) Event --J- Theme + Qualifier
R-2) Qualifier --:, { Qualifier + p ~Verb
&-3) P-,. (NOT+Prep) (Prep)
R~4) Prep.~ AT ... NP
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Here we have indefinite iteration of a node which we will call the
Qualifier. We start with the node Event. Qualifier will continue
to iter~te until Verb is chosen. P stands for the prepositional
phrase construction, and Prep for the underlying prepositional phrase.
Whether we have AT or TO is determined by the nature.of 'j i.e o whe-
ther it is Motiona~, Durational,' Possessional, or Positional, by
the rule in 4.6.
Consequently we shall have for the constituent structure of
sentence 1) and 2) respectively:
Ex-3)
Event
r~~ .............., ----···---Q~-alifierI~-p
/ /. /.A...,.,~
.........
Theme Verb ~OTPrep prKPI I \ 1\ 1\
NP I \ AT NP AT NP~, I' \/ i J iI "" \I I I J
The list goes from A to B
.-) .
Ex-4)
NP
l"....,~:-;
...~
The list
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The intonation pattern of
3) The ball rolled to the bank to the man.
is the same as for 2)0 Namely 2-4-3-1, in which we have separate
constituents necessarily. Here the pattern 2-3-4-1 is impossible,
since we cannot have a source-goal.pattern to enable these two
phrases to be of the same constituent. Such a sentence as
4) The b~ll rolled to the bank f~om me to the man
has a pattern which indicates that the final two phrases form a
unit, thus:
Ex-5)
«The ball)
1
2
«(rolled)
I
2
3
4
(to the bank»' «from me) (to the man)
I 1 1
1 2 1
2 3 1
3 4 I
) ) )
It is not possible in the above to unite 'to the tree' and 'from me'
in one phrase. In such aG sentence as
5) The ball rolled from the hill to the bank from me
to the man.
We have the.pattern given as follows:
«from the hill)(to the bank») «from me)(to the
man»»
1 1 1 1
2 1 2 1
3 1
4 2 3 1
5 3 4 1
2
3
4
11
1
Ex-G)
«The ball) «(rolled)
The important thing to notice is that ceteris parabis if the two
phrases are in the same unit the stress increases from the left to
right. However, if they are not, the stress decreases. Example 1)
is uncomplicated by the part under study being at the end of the
sentence. Hence we can see clearly that a pattern which would unite
the first two phrases is .not possible. This would be as follows:
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Ex-7)
«The ball) «(rolled) «to the bank) (from 'th~ hill»)(to me»).
1 1 1 1 1
2 1
2 3 1
3 4 2 1
2 4 5 3 1
This is not a possible intonation pattern for this sentence. Even
though the morphemes were selected to go together, we cannot
construe the first two prepositional phrases as one unit. At
best, the above sentence can be construed as having three P units,
all separate from each other, which would give the pattern 2-5-4-3-1.
If we reverse the order of the first two prepositional phrases. in
the above sentence we would have:
6) The ball rolled from the hill to the bank to me.
which very naturallyr1.":.:'has the intonation pattern above.
In order to account for the generation of locatives and
accompaniment forms we must permit free expansion of P in associa-
tion with the Theme and with Event. This simply means that we
must add the rules:
R-5) Theme ~ Theme + P
R-G) Event -t Event + P
This would give the desired result. We therefore have for the set
of rules for 9tir prelexical structure:
R-7)
R-8)
R-9)
Event ~ fEvent )
lTheme ~ Qualifier + P
Theme ~ ~~eme 1+P
Qualifier .-, ~Qualifier } p
. {Verb ~ +.
P ...., (NOT+Prep) + (Prep)
R-ll) Prep ~ AT+NP.
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Possessional or Positional. However, at any' one time the verb"
fMotional ~
Durationall~ondescript
(Positional 1
)Possessional l
) Id.enti.ficational J
\..Circumstance
It is true that certain lexical items may- be used to express
R-12)
be cooccurent in the statement of the environment of a lexical item.
these features are not cooccurent in the prelexical string, but may
various options regarding the prelexical ~trings onto which it can
Durational; escape may be Motional or Dur,ational, take may be
save may be "Positional or Possessional, and may be Motional or
The node Verb will be developed into a set of features.
Those which will be generated in the pre"lexical component are
those of sufficient generality to be expressed here. For example,
the feature V, f"or the verbal quali ty itself, which we have
be mapped.
Such a statement would merely specify that a lexical item may have
must be just one of these. This restriction is similar to the
entered into our lexical statements. Also, we have the mutually
exclusive features Motional, Durational, and Nondescript, and the
mutually exclusive paramet.ers Positional, Possessional, Identifica-
tional, Circumstance'. Consequently we shall have a rule of the
more than one of the mutually exclusive items above. For example
Since the accomp~niment phrase is generated in construction
with the theme we will need a transformation which permutes this
phrase with the" verb.
following type, which rewrites the node Verb as a complex of
requirement for homogeneity in from-to patterns. Consequently
features. The brace~ represent optionality, while the comma
("-
represents occurrence, as usual:
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There are certain inter-connections between the features above.
For example the Durational and Motional have in common some verbal
quality discussed in section 4.5. The Durational and Nondescript
have it in common that theyonl·y. have prepositions in the Ioeative
fot-ro o The Positional and the expression of Circumstance must have
something in common since a great number Positional verbs can be used
with noun clauses as objects. Consequently we might want to sub-
sume the Circumstance parameter under the Positional. The data
regarding all this is not clear enough to formalize, however,' so
that for our purposes we have set up the features as independent of
each other.
It may-be repeated here that the prelexical structure is
designed to cover all possible sentence patterns that appear on the
surface. The particular environmental characteristics of a certain
verb is a special case of what is po~sible in the pre lexical
structure. The vast number of verbs, which will be unmarked
regarding environmental possibilities, can have all the possibilities
inherent in the prelexical structure. These are such verbs as roll,
f!l, ~, hurry, slide, etc. Environmental specifications and incor-
poration possibilities for certain verbs are reflected by restric-
tions on what part of the possibilities inherent in the prelexical
struc~ure actually occur •. This will be discussed more fully in
6.3 and 6.4.
The adverbial particles such as up, down, 'baCk, across, ~,
through, away,as noted may all be considered prepositional phrases
in the prelexical structure, which become manifested as single
morphemes.
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hand environment forward. Thus, it is superfluo'us to mention that
the subject is the th~me. Under ordinary circumst~nces it has to
Verb
I
V
I
word
Event,
~
Theme Qualifier
I ~
p
~
Pp NP
2
Ex-I)
L-l) /word/ in env V
be. This will give 'us a tree such as:
by V can branch into word. Since the theme is generated in subject
position there are no special characte~ist1cs regarding the left-
be discussed in Chapters 8 and 9.
Having generated the prelexical structure and given the le~ical
entries in the form presented. so far, the mapping of lexical items
subjects are not Agents. Such verbs and their formalization will
onto the prelexical structure procedes naturally. If we have the
theme as subject and no incorporation then the lexical entry woulq
be as fo"llows J taking word as the:~'morphe.e wi th the fea ture V
Here we shall consider. only verbs which ar~ not causative, or whose
This is interpreted as a rule which says that a node characterized
6.2 The' Mapping of. Le~i,cal Forms onto the Prelexical String
Let us now consider formally the means by which the,prelexical
constituent structure becomes manifested in terms of lexical items.
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I'n other~ordsJ the Pp is not deleted but subsumed under the node
which immediately dominates V, namely Verb. We assume this to occur
by convention for processes of verbal incorporation. The end result
is a Verb and not a preposition. If,we had permitted a simple
mapping onto the string without changing 'the constituent structure,
then ~ord would be as much a preposition as a verb since it would
~
be dominated equally by Verb and Pr
The string is left in a form similar to that which it would
have if Pp had merely been deleted. It is probably true that
deletion renders a verb subject to transformations that apply to
transitive verbs, just as incor~oration does, provided the rule for
the deletion occurs prior to the transformational rule in question.
For example, if we have deletion of for in
1) Jo'hn fetched me the book I wanted.
the passiveization rule must apply after this deletion, since we
can have the pas~ive:
2) I was fetched the book I wanted by John.
However, the deletion of for in certain complement constructions'l
apparently applies after passivization·"~'. A word such as yearn does
not incorporate for since ~e must say:
3) John yearned for abaok.
and not
4) *John yearned a book.
However, for is deleted in the formation of the complement from a
noun clause object of for:
5) John yearned that he might go.
However, we cannot have the passive here.
6) *That he might go was yearned by John.
7) *It was yearned by John that he might go.
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However ~pec! incorporates for. We can say'both of the following:
8) John expects that he might go.
9) John expects a book.
Conseque,ntly we can have the passive:
10) It was expected by ·John that he might go.
11) That he might go was expected by John.
IncQrpora~iDn occurs very early and al~ays before passivization;
so that with respect to it the incorporating verb is always
transitive.
Among the verbs that must or may become transitive as above
by means of incorporation we have already seen cross, pierce, ente!:.,
leave,ascend, descend, etc. Verbs that incorporate whole prelexical
pr.epositional phrases such as rise, fall, cross, depart, enter, etc.,
will be treated in a parallel manner to that above except that the
whole prepositional phrase becomes affixed to' the node Verb with Vo
In case we have a subject derived from a prepositional phrase,
as, for example, in acquire, we have used a notation· as follows,
where word' • represents the lexical item:
L-3) /word' '/ in env Pp V
Before the lexical entry can be made the theme and the prepositional
phrase involved here must be reversed in' the prelexical string.
Thus, we must aI·low a transformation to set up a tree such as the
.tollowing:
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The lexical item word' , will be:~ mapped onto the string Pp V, as
given as i ts sim\ll taneous environment in t.he lexicon.; The trans-
formation that will effect the necessary reformation in the pre-
lexical string is as follows:
R-l)
Theme V< Qualifier> Pp NP
1 2 3 4 5 7' 5 4+ 2 1( 3 I1J (£1
The plus (+) indicates that the two nodes so conjoined have the
same immediate domination. Thepp becomes affixed with V to "the
node Verb. The less. than and greater than signs mean dominated by
and dominating respectively. Hence we specify the Qualifier which
dominates V on the left and some prepositional phrase on the right.
It is necessary to specify the Qualifier node for two reasons. We
wish to s~y that we have the theme placed immediately following
the verb but immediately dominated by the Qualifier node. Also,
we·wish to say that we may have P's or Prep's or whatever besides V
the qualifier may dominate intervening between V and the prepositional
phrase which metathesizes with the theme. We may have such an
intervening Prep with the word acquire. This is the case in the
sentence:
12) John acquired a book from Bill.
Since here we have reverSll of a to-phrase wi th t'he theme, we have·
an intervening from-phrase. We have decided that normally the
fro~-phrase is generated ordered before the to-phrase in the
prelexical string, so that the from-phrase comes after the V before
.the metathesizing to-phrase.
Let us go through the process whereby we generate the sentence
above. First we'-,genera te a prelexical string by the rules in
section 6.1, resulting in the fol1owi~g tree:
Ex-4)
Event
~...~~ ~--_ .
...~._- . ~ ........~---....
..-r- ---~
Theme Qualifie~
------------------
Verb ~ p
1
~....-------- ./~ r ~
l/Prep Prep
v, Mot~onal I l'....... /"'-
NP1 Possessional NOT AT NP2 AT NP3
Because we have a Motional verb, the AT's- become TO's by the
,rule given in section 4.6. This will also occur due to it being
Possessional. This rule happens to apply vacuously in this case,
since the TO (or AT). is incorporated and doesn I t appear on the
surface to be manifested as to, and from is the for~ used both for
the Motional and the nonMotional negative preposition.
The AT in the tree before NP3 satisfies Pp in the transfor~ation
formalized above and NP3 satisfied NP. Applying the transformation
we obtain the tree:
Ex-5)
Event
The lexical entry for acquire is essentially:
-------_··'''..'1
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L-4)
'/acquire/ in env
V, Motional
TO Possessional
Consequently the phonological form /acquire/ becomes mapped onto
the string in the designated simultaneous environment. NOT TO
becomes from. NP3 becomes John; NP1 becomes a bookj and NP2
becomes Bill. We therefore have, for the pre-terminal and terminal
levels of the tree:
Ex-G)
NP3I
John
V, Motional
TO Possessional
~"-""--''''''''_"-''"'-'''.-.
'acquired
NP1
./~
a book
NOT TO
\' /"",.
v........
from
NP2
!
Bill
This gives us the desired result. Throughou.t· we have not, included
models and tenses of verbs. This is only to provide simplicity in
our considerations and because our concern has not involved them.
Such transformations as given above to arrange the prelexical
string in a form appropriate to the_mapping on of our lexical items
should not be considered a distinguishing part of the ,grammar in
which they are of use. Their only statement that should be
considered in judging the simplicity of a grammar is the statement
in the lexicon of a verb for which they must have occurred. This
is the marked lexical item, as opposed to the unmarked. The
unmarked case has the theme as the subject and is much more common •
.. ' The marked case has incorporatioD of a preposi tional phrase to the
left of the verb. Actually, we use the notion of incorporation here
as a formal tool to indicate that the subject is derived from a
prelexical p~epositional phrase. Both thi~ use of incorporation and
the form~lized transformation "may be considered as potentialities
of any grammar. They are heavily based on the formalism of our
system •. Their complexity should not be thought to imply that the
~---~-...-------~---------------wsr----I~rrnnr"'"""ITrn-n"""""ifi'l"""'l1!I-i'--'ii1~1'lj"""""'I!!1T!J'l"I'Irn~ri -1-1--_.-.----.-
----~-------:......-----------,--------~~!'1TI'rrrrr'1"'lM"II·J,lr,,'r11Ji',1':'r,"r~--
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6.3 Environmental Possibilities of' Incorporating Verbs
It appears that Motional verbs that do not incorporate any
prepositions or prepositional phrase after them permit free
extension of source-goal patterns, including the possibility of
all expressions of goal, location, accompaniment, and direction.
These verbs are' the verbs unmarked in the lexicon. They permit,
in other words~ the complete range of possibilities generated by
the prelexical constituent structure rules. In Table' 1 below
we list such verbs. This list is not exhaustive, but is meant
to show that such freedom should be considered the general and
lexically unmarked situation.
Some of the verbs in Table 1 have solely Agent subjects,
i.e. causatives, with the object as theme and others have the
theme as subject. This is the unmarked situation. There are
some verbs also listed, such as send, throw, carry, etc., which
do incorporate some, phrases or are otherwise marked in the lexicon.
But this incorporation does not seem to alter their freedom of
manifesting the potentialities of the prelexical system very much,
and hence they are included. For example, verbs like send
have subjects derived .from a from-phrase. The possibilities in
the environment following the verb is thereby limited to some extent.
This ha~ al~eady been treated in section 5.1; There are also some~
like carry, which have subjects derived from an expression of
accompaniment, which will be treated in section 7.3. 'These also
are however relatively free in their use. Some verbs also
optionally incorporate to before Human nouns, such as threw.
They are, however, still relatively free in their expressive
possibilities when they do not incorporate, and it is in this
sense that we list them here.
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move
flit
shift
slide
glide
roll
flow
stre'am
ru·n
drift
wander
t~avel
journey
course
migrate
moto·r
sauQter
ride
drive
trot
amble
prance
gallop
walk
step
promenade
strut
coast
skim
skate
sail
navigate
drift
Table 1
cruise
row
float
swim
dive
fl'y
soar
transfer
transmit
transport
convey
carry
bear
send
spurt
scut.tle
scamper
race
dart
hurry
hasten
creep
crawl
push
thrust
throw
spring
propel
fling
cart
pitch
toss
hurl
I
Among those which do incorporate, there appear to be types
which permit freedom of expression~and types which do not.
In Table 2~ we list these verbs which incorporate but which do
allow this freedom along with what we decided was a probable
lexical. entry for them. This subdivides into two lists. In
column I we have verbs which incorporate expressions of direction
or goal. In Column II we have verbs' which incorporate expression
of accompaniment, as described in ~g. We list alongside of each
its incorporations in the usual notation.
In Table 3, we show verbs which are limited in some way -as
to their possibilities of expression.The lexical entr~es for them
are also given. These also subdivide into two lists. In Column I
we have verbs which incorporate expressions of goal. In Column II
we have verbs which incorporate expressions of location.
For completeness, we include in the list of le~ical entries
·the appropriate statement regarding whether or not the subject
is an Agent. C-Agent stands for causative Agent. P-Agent
stands for permissive Agent. If the subject is theme. there is no
mark. If the subject is an Agent we indicate this by indicating
the incorporation of C-Agent or P-Agent,. as the case may be, to the
left of the verb. For example, raise has a' causative-Agent subject,
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the theme being the object of the ver~, and we write
THROUGH).(
UP(WARD»( , '
v
v
(C-Age'nt)
C-Agent
/pierce'/ in env
/raise/ in env
L-l)
L-2)
C-Agent before the verb, but not underlined indicates the subject
0")11'1
is not~the theme, but also an Agent.
The notion of Agent will become cleared in Chapters 8 and 9.
both causative or have the theme as subject. Then we write
Parentheses are used to represent options. Thus pierce may be
Table 2
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V(FORWARD)
V BACKWARD
V FORWARD
I
V~THROUGH)
V ACROSS (NP)
V (ACROSS NP)
V(DOWNWARD ON (NP»
V(DOWN (WARD»(FROM NP)
V OVER .(NP)
V(UPWARD ON (NP»
V UP (WARD).
v(Up (WARD»
V(up (WARD»
.!..(UPWARD ON (NP»).
V(DOWN (WARD»
V(DOWN (WARD»
(C-Agent)
(C-Agent)
(P-Agent)
(C-Agent)
C-Agent
C-Agent
C-Agent"
/transport/ C-Agent
-----------+-----_+o
/leap!
/proceed/
/progress/
/descend/
/advance/ (C-Agent)
--------'-----1-
/recede/ C-Agent
------------
/.cross/
/sink/
lelevatel
/pierce/
/drop/
fraise/
/ascend/
/lower/
/climb
Ifall/
" /rise/
II
/precede/ V BEFORE
Ilead/' C-Agent V BEFORE
/chase/ C-Agent V~AFTER}
/follow/ V(AFTER (NP)}
!accompany/ V WITH
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Table 3
T:~
/enter/ (C-Agent) V(TO IN (NP))
/infiltrate/ C-Agent V(TO IN)
/insert/ C-Agent V(TO IN NP)
/depart/ C-Agent V TO NP(FROM NP)
/leave/ C-Agent V TO NP FROM (NP)
/arise/ V UP (WARD) (FROM IN NPJ.
!emerge/ V(FROM IN NP)
/dodgel C-Agent V(TO DET N FROM (NP))
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/hover/
II
141
__ I
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The verbs listed in Table 1 for the most part exhibit the
full potentialities of the prelexical structure. The phonological,
matrices for these verbs are simply mapped onto a complex of
.verbal features without incorporation, dominated by the nodes
Verb only. The complex or verbal features relevant for them
to the idebsyncratic cha~acter of the verb. For example, it is
strange to say
1) The rabbit scuttled through the air.
because scuttling is thought of as occurring on a' surface.
Similarly we cannot say
2) The bird flew on the ground.
for just the opposite reason. These possibilities will be eliminated
by the strangeness or impossibility ,of semantic interpretation
based on· the purely semantic characteristics of the verb. Often
these semantic requirements put restrictions only on the object
of the preposition apd not on the preposition itself .. For example,
it is possible to say
3) The rabbit scuttled through the room.
4) The bird flew strictly on the course for which it was
trained.
Such restrictions have also been noted when we have incorporation
of propositions. The requirement that piercing be done through
a continuous, resistant object eliminates the possibility of saying
5) The train pierced the tunnel.
Though we can say
6) The train went through the tunnel .
. We shall say that such restrict~ons as this are purely semantic
and do not involve characteristics of the prelexical structure.
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Let us take as an example the word~, to review the range
of possibilities. We have various expressions of goal in the
sentences:
7) "The bird soared out of the tunnel into the tree.
8) The bird soared into the tree to its usual perch.
9) The bird soar"ed up away from the bullet.
10) The bird soared across the room.
11) The bird soared through the tunnel from Bill to Mary.
We have expressions of location in
12) The bird soared above the top of the tree for a
long time.
13) Outside of the house the birds were soaring happily.
We can combine expression of goal with expressions of location in
14) The 'bird soared into the tree in front of the house.
meaning that the bird was in front of the house throughout the
activity" described. We have expression of accompaniment in
15) The bird soared after the airplane.
We have them in various combinations and amibguities in
16) The bird soared after the airplane above our heads.
17) The bird soared before the airplane in the thin atmos-
phere.
18) The bird soared along with its companions up to the
mountain peak beneath a clear blue sky.
In Table 2, Column II, we list verbs that incorporate expressions
of accompaniment. These verbs set up no limitation on the
expression of goal or on the expression of location. The reason
for this is that the expression of accompaniment is generated in
the prelexical string ordered before the place of generation of
expressions of goal and location. Consequently, "if we generate the
expression o.f accompaniment it will always follow inunediately after
I~fe""
the verb, as seen in section 4.8. The lexical~that incorporates
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an expression of accompaniment can then be mapped onto the verb
followed by such a prepositional phrase, leaving 'untouched what-
ever expressions of goal and location follow.
For example, the word chase with its object derived from an
expression of accompaniment can have all the instances of expression
of goal and location in the environment after this object that are
'indicated above. For one instance, we have
19) The man chased the rabbit through the, tunnel into the
forest.
However, because we have incorporation of some particular expression
of accompaniment we cannot have another incompatible with it in
the environment:
20) *The man chased the rabbit after the butterfly.
The statement in the lexicon for incorporation means that the
incorporated element must follow immediately after the verbal
complex in the prelexical st~ing. Consequently, since if we have
an expression of goal or accompaniment it must precede an expression
of location in the prelexical string, the incorporation afan
expression of location after the verbal complex automatically
precludes the possibility of having an expression of goal or of
accompaniment in the environment. The verb hover, given in Table 3,
Column II, incorporates a generalized expression of location,
OVER NP. Hence we cannot say any of the following
21) *The bird hovered to the tree.
22) . *The bird hovered after the flying insect.
Because of uncertainty we have not listed any more verbs in Table 3,
Column II. However, it may be that we can account for the idea
of motion inherent in some verbs which nevertheless cannot take
expr,essions of goal or aC,companiment. For example ,. we may have
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incorporation of a generalized expression of location, e.g.,
AT A PLACE, i~ such verbs as wallow, grovel, pervade, jiggle, wiggle,
twitch,jostle, oscillate. Some of these may take expressions
of goal, e.g., 'twitch ~nto the ro6m'. But ·th~se seem to be
extensions of the basic meaning.
The incorporation of an expression of direction in miss
(ALONG A PATH AWAY FROM), 13 difficult to understa,nd regarding
the possibilities that may occur in the environment. Miss takes
no expressions of goal or accompaniment. We cannot say
23) *The bullet missed me into.the tree.
although we can say
24) The bullet sped (along a path) away from me into the tree.
We have no means' to explain this, unless we abandon the idea that
miss incorporates such an expression of direction. For example,
miss may be the negation of a sentence with an expression of goal,
e.g., a negation of the prelexical string for hit, meaning 'the
bullet didn't hit me'. Hit will be treated in section 6.4.
Note here, however, that we cannot say, just a~ for miss:
25) *The bullet hit me into the arm.
but must say
26) The bullet hit me in the arm.
However, the problem is more complicated than this, because, though
we can negate the sentence with hit above, we cannot have
27) *The bullet missed me in the arm.
When we have incorporation, there is the necessity that
elements that appear on the surface be semantically compatible with
ihe elements that.are incorporated just as.they must be compatible
if they are all expressed overtly. Thus, for ~xarnple, we cannot
say either of
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28") *The dog ran down up the mountain.
29) *The dog descended ·up.the mountain.
Just as we cannot have particles such as up, ~, away
following a prepositional phrase i·n a surface string, so if a pre-
positional phrase is incorporated we cannot have such pa~cles
following. We can say
30) The bird flew away.
31) The dog ran up.
32) The boy walked over.
But we cannot say either of the pairs:
33) *The bird flew up the chimney away.
34) *The bird ascended away.
35) *The dog jumped over the fence up.
36) *The dog jumped the fence up.
37) *The boy walked across the field over.
38) *The boy crossed the field over.
However, these adverbial particles must occur, if at all, before
an overt prepositional phrase:
39) The bird flew away up the chimney.
40) The dog jumped up over the fence.
41) The boy walked over across the field.
We shall not assume 'the order is inherent in the prelexical struc-
ture, since we do not have such particles as these until they
become manifested as morphemes after the mapping of lexical items
on the prelexical string. Consequently, such an ordering must be
imposed after the manifestation of phonologi6al forms. This may
be by a transformation, which will block if incorporation has occur~
red, or by an inte~pretive method, the string blocking just in case
the order is not correct.
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Note that. in the sentence
42) John' fell back on the sofa.
doe.s ?kJ-t
we must have something like 'went down back' which appear on the
surface. Similarly in
43) The plaster fell away.
44) The balloon slowly rose away.
45) The man crossed through.
we" have forms in the prelexical structure that would be impossible
on the surface:
46) *The plaster came down away.
47) *The balloon drifted up away.
48) *The man went across through.
It seems that if we have a simple adverbial particle incorporated,
instead of arnmore complex prepositional phrase, we can have a par-
ticle following on the surface. Recall that the prepositional
phrase incorporated in ascend is more complicated than t.hat in rise.
Another manifestation of redtrictions that apply both when
one of the elements involved in the restriction is incorporated
and when it is not, is the requirement·, for homogeneity in source-
goal patterns, as discussed in 5.1.
Two of the words listed in Column I of Table 3, optionally
incorporate out of X or obligatorily have it in the environment.
Thus arise and emerge; always implies such a phrase, even in a
sentence such as
49) John emerged into the kitchen.
in which the out is not at all visible. The sentence means 'come
out into the kitchen'. That is we have the same as the optional
incorporation of the adverb out which we may consider a pre-
--' .
positional phrase. What is now peculiar about these words is that
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we cannot have a to-phrase -after them:
50) *John emerged to the reo£_
51) *The balloon arose to the ceiling-.
Into is perfectly permissible
52) The saplings arose into the sunlight.
This is also true for other words which imply the incorporation of
out of, e.g., expel, eject, discharge.
53) The plant discharged its pollen uselessly into the corner.
54) *The plant discharged its pollen uselessly to the corner.
However, while to cannot be' used, onto may be, and also other complex
prepositions such as above in the expression of goal.
55) John emerged above the reef.
56) The fish arose onto the surfac~ of the pond.
57) The plant discharged its pollen uselessly onto the table.
This appears to behave in the same way as noted previously
in 5.1, in which both members of a source-goal pair must be
sufficiently similar. We noted that the simple prepositions from
and to could not be mixed wi th the complex' ones in the same from-to
pattern. Consequently if we have an out of obl~gatorily with a
certain verb, it is also obligatory that any other prepositional
phrase that pairs with it must be compatible with it. That is,
we must have a complex prepos.ition, not to.
Similarly, when we have incorporation of into as in enter,
insert, infiltrate, intrude, we have the same restriction. Here~
however, we see that the negative preposition that pairs with the
positive preposition incorporated in the verb must be complex.
However, it is manifested as from and not off of .or out of. From
often has· the prel~xical structure of out of and off' of.
"
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58) John entered the room from the kitchen. (out of)
59) John entered the pit from the side. (off of)
But we cannot have
60) *John entered the house from the tree.
which can only 'imply the simple preposition. Similarly, note that
away, which cannot be used before off of' or out of, cannot be used
"before from in the above instances, corroborating the idea that we
have out of and off of in actuality:
61) *John entered the room away from the kitchen.
62) *John entered the pit away from the side.
63) *John entered the house away from the tree.
There is a principle that applies especially for incorporation.
If we have oblig"atory incorporation of some element, or if we chose
the option of incorporation, then this incorporation must apply to
all from~to pairs. In other words we have. the rule that obliga~
tory incorporation dem~nds incorporation in the whole environment.
This can be seen in such cases as the verb cross which obligatorily
incorporates across. Thus it is natural, but perhaps redundant,
to say:
64) John ran across across the dam.
for
65) John ran across along the dam.
However it is not possible to say:
66) *John crossed across the dam.
for
67) John crossed along the dam.
Similarly for dodge which incorporates away from optionally. If it
is not incorporated we have, with parentheses indicating the con-
stituent structure
--_.-------.-"-·--~""1
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68) John «dodged away from the enemy) away from the
shower of bullets.)
But if we have incorporation, we carinot say
69) *John «dodged the enemy) away from the shower. of bullets.).
This· is so because taking the option of specified incorporation, we
imply that there must be incorporation.
In Table 2, Column I, we 'have incorporation of very particularized
prepositions and prepositional phrases. For the most part we have
incorporation of adverbial particles, which are expressions of goal
with particular o~jects. The ON· NP, incorporated in ascend and
de.sc.e.nd, while it has a general object, is really attached to the
UPWARD by a relative clause, as in 'along a path which goes up
which is on ••• ' may have such a locative expression. Consequently,
.-in immediate construction with the verb, ~e hav.e preposi tional
phrases incorporated which have oriV particular objects.
This means that the rule for incorporation above· doesn't have
too much effect on the possibili ties t,hat may occur in the envi-·
r,onment. .The incorporation of an up or an across, becaus·e they
are particular, do not demand thata~y to phrase not appear in the
environment. The specificity for incorporation is such that just
those prepositional phrases with the particular 6bject indicated
must be i,ncorporated. Hence, for oblig-atory incorporation, we do
not have certain prepositions appearing in the environment. For
example, though we have incorporation of~ with jump, this does
not interfere with having expressions of goal in the environment:
70) John jumped the fence from a place by the"tree.
71) John jumped (over something) into the river.
72) John jumped from Bill to Mary.
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However, with the verbs in Table 3, Column I, we have
definite limitations on the possibilities for the expre~sion of goal
in the environment. This we shall say,_ in general, is due to the
p~inciple stated above, th~t whenever we have incorporation, what-
ever is specified as being incorporated must be effected throughout
the environment. This is of course the essence of obligatory
incorporation. Naturally it also applies when we have optional
incorporati~n and have chosen incorporation, although often it
applies vacuous1y in this case. The point is, however,. that since
the incorporations specified in Column I of Table 3 have objects
of such generality, or the prepositions are of such generality, we
automatically exclude any particular element from the environment which
happens to be subsumed under the set of elements specified as
being incorporated. For example, if we have incorporated TO NP,
then no TO NP, no positive expression of goal, can occur in the
environment ..
Consider the word leave. We have here the~·~··incorporation of
TO NP FROM (NP). Consequently we'cannot have away, down, or any
phonological fO,rm which includes- wi thin ita to-phrase'. We also
can neither have a simple nor a complex to phrase in the environ-
ment. The specification TO NP includes the possibility of a com-
plex goal phrase. The NP in suehcases is simply of a special
nature, e.g., 'to a place under th~ bridge'. ~lso, because from
must be incorporated we can have no from-phrase.
73) *John left away_
74) . *John left across.
75) *John left to ·the house.
76) *John left into the room.
77) .*The bird left f~om the cage.
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Depart is similar in that it incorporates a' generalized to-phrase,
but only optionally incorporates a from phrase, and only the whole
phrase.
78) *John departed to the store o
79) *The bird departed away from its cage.
Dodge incorporates a to-phrase, but only a simple one, namely
TO DET N, which cannot be into, etc. Consequently, while we cannot
.. -
say
80) *John dodged to the tree.
we can readily say
81) John dodged under the bridge.
82) John dodged into the tent.
The incorporation of TO DET N will not apply to complex prepositions.
Stray is similar, since we have
83) John strayed into the foresto'
84) *John strayed to· the 'tree.
Semantically, note that l~ave and depart mean something like
.go away, where away is a kind.· of generalized to.-phrase _ (See 5.3)
Similarly stray and dodge also have the impl,ication of a kind of
away_ However, note that for leave and depart it is possible to
consider the inside, the underside, etc., as being left, while for
dodge and stray we consider only the position of the object or' some
1ocation. In other .words, for stray arid dodge we incorporate
approximately TO DET N. (DET = determiner, e.g. the)
There are certain environmental restrictions that are not 'so
easily handled, however. Thus, though we can have complex pre-
posi tions together wi th simple preposi tions, so .long as they do
not belong .to the same source-goal pattern with ~on-incorporating
verbs, if a complex preposition is incorporated. we still cannot
have a simple one following:
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85) The bird darted out of its cage to the tree.
86) *The bird emerged to its tree.
87) The bird darted out of the room away from the its cage.
88) *The bird emerged away from its cage.
Similarly for enter which incorporates into. We have into-to
sequences'for non-incorporating verbs, but if into is incorporated
we cannot have to, or away from, simple prepositions:
89) John ran into the"room to the blackboard.
90) *John entered the room to the blackboard.
91) John ran into the room away from the man chasing him.
92)' *Joh.n entered the room away from the man chasing him.
We must conc.lude that incorporating a complex preposi tian" posi tive
or negative, eliminates the possibility of having anything'but this
in the environment. However, as seen for dodge, we might like to
say that the incorporation of a simple prepositio~ does not pro-
hibi t the appearance of complex preposi tions from·- theeBDvironment.
This is not the usual rule since the specification for a complex
prepositi9n does not include the specification for a simple one,
and hence merely saying that the incorporation·of a complex one
implies the incorporation .of· a simple one doesn't work. This must be
a special harmony rule, similar to the rule for homogeneity of
source-goal patterns. It might for example be handled by marking
the verb with a feature for haVing only such prepositions•.
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6.4 Consequences 'of the Simplification' of Secondary
Expressions of Goal for Incorporating Verbs
We noted in Section 5.2 that in cases of sequences of two
Motional prepositions, the second may become nonMotional. This fact
appears to apply even when the first prepositional phrase is
incorpor~ted.* This has some very interesting consequences.
Among these verbs which incorporate, down it is possible to
have fairly free iteration of'from-to patterns. It is also possible
to have a simple positive preposition. In such a case we will have
from the point of view of the prelexical structure a to~phrase
(down) followed by another to-phrase. Consequently note that
we can say
I} The ball dropped on the table.
2) The meteorite. fell in the lake.
3) John lowered the ladder on the ground.
4) The app.le fell at the foot of the tree.
The above are also possible with the Motional forms onto, into,
and to; hence in this instance the formation of::cnonMotional
prepositions is optional. This is precisely the same situation
when down is overtly present •
.5) The ball came down an(to) the table.
6) The meteorites showered down in(to) the lake.
7) John let the ladder down on(to) the ground.
8) The apple came down at the feet of the tree.
It is interesting to note that descend does not permit this.
We cannot say.
9) *The meteorites descended in the lake.
10) *The apple descended at the foot of the tree.
The reason for this is related to the fact that descend, even when
it stands without an overt noun phrase after the verb,' is 'go down
*F or this ····observat10n 1 am indebted to Prof. Edward Klima.
--...,------------------~--........ ....."tiliii$i-T-~-·~ l" ~ ~ ~r'I"" fir' !'J
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NP' incorporating down NP. Note that after down used as a pre-
position it is not possible to have a nonMotional form, but 'the
Motional form is ,p~ssible:
11) John climbed down the ladder into ·the lake.
12) *Jo~n climbed down the ladder in the lake.
This is also true for descend used transitively:
13) John descended the iadder into the lake.
14) *John descended the ladder in the lake.
We noted in Section 2.3. th~t down NPis really a compound pre-
position DOWNWARD ON or DOWNWARD ALONG in which we have a pre-
-position not expressing goal following the adverb down itself a
prepositional phrase. We used this observation to distinguish
.descend from fall. The former obligatorily has DOWNWARD ON NP
in the environment, optionally incorporating the complex preposition
DOWNWARD ON. The word down as an adverb is DOWN in our prelexical
structure, whereas as a preposition it is DOWNWARD ON. De~cend
obligatorily has DOWNWARD ON NP in theenvirORfrlent the whole of
which it may optionally incorporate. It may' also optionally i'Dcor-
porate the pr~position~ DOWNWARD ON. Thus we would have the
structure:
L-l)
/descend/ in anv
V, Motional
PQsitional (DOWNWARD ON (NP»)
Due to the fact that descend has a nonMotional preposition
'placed as it is in front of the Motional ~, the formation of a
.no,nMotional -preposition out of some following one is prevented.
Consequently we have this syntactic difference between descend and
fall.
Under normal circumstances the formation of a nonMotional
preposition is prevented if a nonMotional preposition intercede~ as
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above. Thus· notice the following, where we have across, which
amounts to 'from one side to the other one
'
•
15) *Johnran to Bill into the palace.
16) John ran to Bill in the palace.
17). John ran to Bill across the moat into the palace.
18) *John ran to Bill across the moat in the palace.
down.
19) *John ascended the hill at the top.
20) John .ascended the hill to the top.
21) John ascended up the stairs onto the stage.
22) *John ascended up the ·stairs on the stage.
Sink doesn't permit the formation of nonMotional prepositions
either. Thus although it is possible to have
23) The rocks fell down on the floor of the tub.
we cannot have
24) *The rocks sank on the floor of the tub.
Although it is possible to have
25) The rocks sank onto the floor of the tub.
We attribute the impossibility of nonMotional preposition formation
here to the fact, that sink must have immedia.telypreceding the
Motional preposition above afram-phrase, incorporated in the verb.
In order for there to be nonMotional verb formation it is necessary
to have either both positive or both negative prepositions. But
i t would not be possible if the. from-phrase is incorpora ted to
have another from-phrase in the environment. (See 6.3). The formal-
ization of the semantic~fact that these verbs imply ~ departure
from some specific place, e.g., from the surface, then has the
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syntactic reflex in the impossibility of nonMotional verb formation.
In other words, we cannot say
26) *The rocks went down from the surface on the floor of
. the tub.
but must say rather
27) The rocks went down from the surface onto the floor
of the tub,
just so, since sink incorporates down from NP here, we must have the
Motional form.
Finally, lift is of the same simple nature as fall with regard
to postverbal incorporation. Here we have incorporation of ~ as
a simple adverb. This allows us to have:
28) John lifted the book an(to) the table.
just as we can have:
29) John carried the book up on(ta) the table.
The words rise, raise, retreat, withdraw, proceed, advance,
progress do not behave in the expe6tect manner. The final prepo-
sitional phrasescannot be expressionsof goal below:
30) *The balloon rose. in the cloud.
31) *John raised the p~le at the ceiling.
32) *The army retreated in the mainland.
33) *The army advanced on the hill.
Although we can say, having expressions of goal
34) The balloon fl~ated up in the-cloud.
35) John hoisted the pole up at the ceiling.
36) The army was forced back in the main~and.
37) The army managed to step forth on the hill.
All the above adverbs are goal phr.ases, in to, and hence the
reduction occurs. However, note that it doesn't occur with the
directional forms:
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38)' \lTbeballoonfloated upward in the cloud.
39) *John boisted the 'pole upward at the ceiling.
40) .The arm, \Va. foroed backward in the mainland.
41) *The arlll' managed to. step forward on the hill.
This difference _as' account for the dlfflcultywith the incorporating
verbs above. For the.e adverbs tbe directional forms do not permit
the reduotioD. Henoe we might be led to say that the lexical forms
tor the incorporating verbs above eODs1st 1n these' d1rectional
adverbs, derived from toward, instead of ~.
We now bave the possibility of understanding several other ·words.
,!.rr1"8 and reach are certainly Positional verbs wbich 1IDp1y motion.
Yet arrive takes nonMotlonal prepositions:
42) John arrived at the house.
43) John arrived in the room.
44) John ar'r1ved on the platform.
It •••1lS that all Positive nonMot1onal prepositions' can occur after
arrive, and that reach is of the same form except that it can have
only the obligatorily incorporated preposition, at.
Thus
45) John reached the platform
doesn't imply that be got on it, for example.
We can treat the.e verbs very slap1, if .e &••um8 that they
obligatorily incorporate a to-phra•• such as 'to the goal', 'to the
d••tination t. Then the foraatlon ot nonMotlonal verba would fcl·tow
a& before. Also, since the incorporated to 1s pos·1tive, positive
Motional prepositions become positive nonMot1Qnal ones. Negative
Motional prepositions are Dot simplified. Hence ". have
46) Jobn arri.ed .from England.
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Arrive will have a structute such as:
L-2)
V, Motional
/arrive/ in env Positional TO THE GOAL
Since all prepositions are free t6 occur after the above, nothing
further need be specified~ Reach only has'to, which is obligatorily
incorporated, and consequently we have:
L-3)
V, Motional
/reach/' in env Positional TO THE GOAL TO liP
.............
where NP indicates that we have a 'simple noun phrase. Achieve and
.
attain are similar to reach, except the object of TO must be
somewhat differently specified.
Succeed and fail are interesting in this light as well. Succeed
may be thought of as the same as reach except with having a clause for
the object of the preposition. Thus we have
47) John succeeded irt fooling ev~ryone.
The nonMotional preposition in is c0t:lceibably originally into which
has become reformed. The sentence may be paraphrased by "John
arrived at 'fooling everyone', which, although ungrammatical, can
show tha t the senses are; the same.
Similar to arrive are such verbs as settle, ~, alight,
which are Motional verbs which nevertheless take nonMotional
prepositions.
48) The falling leaves settled ·on the ground.
49) The pla~e landed ,on the water.
·50) The bird alighted on the branch.
Also, perch and rest can be used in a Motional sense •
.51} Suddenly the sparrow perched on my arm.
But these can also be used in a Durational sense, as in
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Hit, in the sentence:
) The ball hit the ground with a thud.
is similar to reach. lVe may say that we have something like 1 the
ball ca~e to a surface on the ground' or something of the sort.
Simply having 'the ball came onto the ground' doesn't give a proper
paraphrase, just as for reach. It is necessary to have an inter-
vening to phrase in order to indicate that the principle goal need
not have spatial extension. The object of to may be t~ought of as
a point, whereas that of .£!!.(to) as necessarily having extension.
Another interesting verb is spread as, in
53) Bill spread jam qn(to) the bread.
Here we can say we have incorporation of something like 'to all
places'. The above sentence then means 'move jam to all places on
the bread D ' With theme subjects it apparently may be Motional
or Durational:
54) The water was spreading in the corners.
55) The blanket .. spread on the ground.
Cover may simply be spread over. Compare the following:
56) The blanket spread over the ground.
57) The blanket covered the ground.
58) The water was spreading over the ground.
59) The water was covering ·the ground.
Here we have both Durational ·.and Motional senses also.
Emerge and arise can be used in a somewhat different sense
than previously discussed. In a sentence such as
60) .Suddenly a blister arose ·on his nose.
61) A flock of birds emerged on the horizon.
Here we have incorporation of into view, or something of the sort.
It then becomes obligatory to simplify the form of the Motional
Preposition. We have two uses of these words. Compare the two
sentences:
62) John arose onto the platform.
63) A dread arose in his heart.
The first 'of these may mean that a man came out of his bed onto the
floor. The other makes no such commitment to physical motion. It
incorp6rates into being, perhaps. Note that it is only if there
is some positive prepesitional phrase that it is possible to have a
nonMotional preposition here. This means that it is only in this
abstract sense incorporating into being. Hence it is strange to say:
64) *John arose on the floor.
since it is unlikely John would come in being on the floor.
ments as Ct:~)
here too.
face of the earth.
INTO VIEW
V, Motional
Positional/appear/ in env
L-4)
73) John ran away and disappeared into the forest.
69) Suddenly the man disappeared from the corner.
70) Suddenly the man disappeared at the corner.
the earth.
72) Aft.er such a war all life wi 11 vanish on· the face of
71) After such a war all life will vanish off of the
66) A man suddenly came into view in the room.
68) The magician made the rabbit disappear in his hat.
While appear means 'come into view', disappear or vanish
67) The magician made the rabbit disappear out of his hat.
65) A man suddenly appeared in the room.
Note that this means that he disappeared from a viewpoint out of the
forest, but that in the forest ,he might be visible. However in
a negative Motional one. This of course occurs when there is not
incorporation, as well. We can have positive Motional prepositions
from a negative Motional one, according to rUle, since it follows
Similar to emerge and arise but more specific is appear.
This obligatori Iy incorporates into.~~view. Thus we have such state-
means 'go out of view'. Thus we can "say the following two ~entences
with the same meaning:
meaning
Here we have the formation of the positive nonMotional preposition
For appear then we should have a lexical structure such as:
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Cthe sentence
74) John ran aw~y and disappeared in the for~st •.
we may mean that he disappeare~ out of the forest, so that he
is no longer visible in the fore~to
At often appears in a Motional-sense as in
75) John threw the ball at the window.
76) The .et~or came hurtling at the earth.
The meaning of at in this usage is similar to toward, but not
horse galloped at the man' th~re is the~implication that the horse
is going to the man, whereas in 'The horse galloped toward the
man I. there is only the implication of direction. If we assume that
this. at is ~eally TOWARD A POINT TO, then the latter TO must become
at following a 'positive goal.phrase. Hence the first sentence
above means
) John threw the ball toward a point at the window.
This seems to Match ~ll right semantically.
Semantically the same at is used after certain words which
appear .only to take toward. Look takes just about any preposition,
Motional and not, so long as it is not to.
77) John looked at himself in the mirror.
-78) John looked under the bed.
79) John looked in(to) the room.
80) John looked aneta) the carpet.
If we notice how prepositions behave after 'toward a point' we
see· the following:
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'81) *John threw the book towards a point to the window.
82) John" threw a book towards a point at the wi-dc;OW.
The change here is obligatory because of the smallness of a point
s~· that ther~ can be no ~ossibility of construing the first phrase
to be more general than the second. However we ,can say:
83) John thre~ a book towards a point, into th~ room.
84) John threw a book towards a point in the room.
That is, for complex prepositions it is optional. This is precisely
what happens after look. Cons~quently we c~n say that look means
'send one's gaze toward a point' with toward a point obligatorily
'in the environment, optionally incorporated. The abstractness of
the ¥,ind fo motion implied here, whether or not a word such as
gaze should be considered as under,lying the sentences as the theme,
will not be considered here, so that this shall not be explicitly
formalized. However, the incorporation of toward a point followed
by any preposition at all, explains what occurs.
Watch differs from look 'in the same way.,~~~~t I threw to' differs
from 'threw at'. Semantically, someone may look at something and
not see it whereas if someone watches something he does see it.
Hence watch 'we may say obligatorily incorporates to, with;,~
toward. Watch is similar to listen to. If someone listens to
something he has heard it. For listen the to is not incorporated,
although the whole prepositional phrase may be incorporated in
'John is listening'.
Aim takes expressions wi th toward. I Aim does not take to ,.
hence' all the forms are basically toward.
85) *John aimed to the target.
86) John aimed on(to) the table clotho
87) John aimed in(to) the room.
88) John aims towards the target.
'I
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7. FURTHER SENTENCE TYPES
7.1 Positional and Possessional Transitions: the Absence of to
It is necessary to decide whether or not the absence of to
when directly before the verbs is a case of transformational
deletion or a case of incorporation. If the phenomenon is frequent
and regular for a definable class of verbs then it is better to
vironments.
position which do not delete to, but which allow to in their en-
consider it a rule and not a case of incorporation. But this
convey
lift
return
transport
II
release
drift
pull
drag
carry
transfer
raise
deliver
bring
slide
hasten
lower
pitch
hurl
float
ship
I
Table 1
send
mail
throw!"
toss
pass
hand
roll
push
does not seem to be the case. In addition to send,. there are a
large ~umber of Posi tional Verbs which manifest the leletion of .to,
which we list in column of Table 1. In column II· we have verbs of
It seems possible to say:
1) John lowered Bill the ladder.
2) Alfred floated Bill the log.
3) Will you bring me a book?
However it ~s no~ possible to say:
4) *John raised Bill the ladder.
5) *Alfred drifted Bill the log.
6) *Will you carry me a book?
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Although we may certainly have:
7) John raised the ladder to Bill.
8) Alfred drifted the log to Bill.
9) Will you carry a book to me?
It therefore appears· to be the case that even fairly close
semantic equivalents differ as -to the possibility of the- absence
of to. It doesn't seem possible to find a regularity on which to
base a rule. In fact, if we do compare the words in Column I with
Column II there is a vague sense of goal o~ientedness for those
in Column I, which, we could say, is captured by the statement
that. they may incorporate to.
In general it is the case that if the to is Doter cannot be
in the folloWing sentences the order must be permuted:
10), *Mary carried to John the book Q
11) *Mary raised to Bill the ladder.
must also be permuted and in such cases as
12) *Mary sent to Bill the book o
13) *Mary threw to Bill the ball.
in which the option to leave to present has been 'taken. If the
theme is extended, for example, by a relative clause, the per-
mutation is not opligatory:
14) Mary threw to Bill the ball which he had received for
Christmas.
If the theme is a pronoun, in general the permutation is obligatory.
15) *Mary threw to Bill it.
But if incorporation occurs th~ sequence is acceptable:
16) Mary threw Bill it.
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V, Motional
/throw/in env Positional ~
For hand, the parentheses cross the underline only, since to is
obligatory 10 the environment.
For Possessional Verbs among those which delete to are sell, loan,
lease, grant, -offer, give, and serve. It seems however that donate,
contribute, and lose ca-nnot delet-e to.
26) *Joho lost Bill all his money.
27) *John contributed charity a small fortune.
Here we certainly would prefer
28) John -COY\t ~l,bc);ted. n.1!:~~Si01.o.1t.- ta!tt\J"l!- ~'olcJ,a."'i~.
29) John lost all his money to Bill.
,All these possessional verbs may stand without a prepositional
phrase with to:
30) John sold two books already.
31) John offered two dollars for the-book.
32) John has. b~en leasing the apartment for a mbnth.
Grant, is 8omewha~ doubtful:
33) *John granted a thousand dollars.
However, if sell, loan, lease, offer, serve, stand alone without
a prepositional phrase adjunct it seems that they imply the trans-
ference of the theme to some person or organization.- But not lose:
In
34) Joh~ lost his money.
it does not imply t-hat any pers.on came into possession of it. However
1~ ~n,~of 30) through 37) such a transference is definitely implied.
_This di,fference can be characterized by allowing optional incorpora-
tion of the whole prepositional phrase with to, for all the verbs
except lose and possibly grant. For many of these to will be
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incorporable. This is optional incorporation of an obligatory
environment, hence we will have, for a verb like grant or sell:
L-2)
V, Motional
/sell/ in env . FROM Possessional ~TO(NP)~
the feature specificationsfor-;~thenouns ,involved follow from the
feat~re Possessional in the verb. The above prelexical structure
represents either of two different incorporations from an obligatory
environment.
Give may stand in the absence of the prepositional phrase only
in the sense of donate or contribute. That is,
35) John gave a thousand dollars.
cannot mean that he gave it to a single person. This semantic
peculiarity can be expressed by saying that give incorporates some
possibilities of its obligatory environment. Give has in its
environment a prepositional phrase. with to with either ·an individual
as object or som~ organization. Only the latter may be incorporated,
which is the total environment for d·onate. For give the to may be
deleted as well. Give may therefore be characterized by the
prelexical structure:
L-3
V, Motional . IN,· )
/give/ in env FROM Possessional TO\Organization
l )
In other words;we have the option of treating give exactly like
donate (with the noun) in which the object of to has the feature
Organization, and in which to alone is not incorporable,. as in
.36) *J'ohn donated money to Bill.
37) *John donated Bill money.
38) *John donated c~arity money.
39) John donated money to charity.
and for which the whole prepoSitional phrase may be incorporated
--~~~- ;- -&_"' ""~~'~I'''''''' lI'I'f:f"I"1I"M'!'lI~-:r~r1'lr"
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40) John donated money.
without the noun specified we simply imply the optional incorpora-
tion of to which must obligatorily stand in the ·environment. Thus
for give in contrast to donate we allow deletion of to:
41) John gave the Jimmy Fund five dollars.
42) *Johndonated the Jimmy Fund five dollars.
Thus the deletability of ~ is not necessarily dependent on the
distinction between the features Organization and Human. For give
the possibl~'appearanceof both Human and Organization nouns for the
object of to follows from the feature Possessional.
We do not, however, find it necessary to give a complete
characterization of the environments and incorporation possibilities
for all the verbs here, nor will we formalize the transformation
involved. It is merely to be pointed out that it is considerably
more efficacious to consider'the absence of to to be actually incor-
poration. The variety of- possibilities seems to favor such'
treatment.
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7.2 Transitions Involving Information Nominals as the Theme
Verbs with abstract themes also manifest incorporation of
prelexical prepositional phrases in the subject. The pair- learn-
teach is a reciprocal pair such as described in 3.2, and may be
treated in the same way as -the pair obtain-give. Here, however,
the theme is not a concrete object, but rather a word such as story,
speech, ~,etc. Whatever the characterization of this class of
nouns, we shall label them with the feature Information. In the
sentences
1) John is learning from Bill.
2) Bill has already taught John.
we see that we have the theme incorporated into the verb.- Sentence
1) means 'John is obtaining knowledge' whereas sentence 2) means
'Bill has already given Bill knowledge.' In the sentences:
3) John leaned that the earth was flat from Bill.
4) Bill taught- John that the earth was flat.
5) John learned from Bill not to eat with his hands.
6) Bill taught John not to eat with his hands.
we have -the complements of an incorporated noun. That we do in fact
have a noun can be seen, since we-have as an interrogative,
7) What Bill taught John was not to eat with his hands.
Consequently we see that we have an i'ncorporated_ theme.
Formally then learn opt ionally' incorporates some word with the,
feature Information. This is some generalization of all the words
permissible for the theme when expressed. In other words the entire
theme may be optionally incorporated, leaving the appropriate
vagueness. We therefore have for learn, approximately,
L-l)
/learn/ in env
V, Motion,al N,
TO Possessional Information
- (-.---t-}
For teach, we note that in the circumstances when to must
follow the' noun, it must be d~leted.
8) *John taught to Bill that the earth was flat.
To Bill is restricted from appearing after the theme here.
9) *John taught that the earth was flat' to Bill.
However, we can say
10) John taught the story to Bill.
We shall ascribe th~s deletion to incorporation as in 7.1.. Although
it is pdssible to say
11) John taught that the earth was flat.
without a to prepositional phrase, there seems to be the implication
of understood communication. Hence the incorporation' of a whole
phrase as well:
L-2)
/teach/ in env -_F_R_O_M_P_o_s_s_e_s_S....i_o_n_,a_l_ Informatio~TO(NP)}
t . -)
Semantically, there is definite significance to whether we
have the Possessional or Positional ascribed to the verb. When the
theme is abstract referring to some information the significance
remains. A verb such as explain is very similar to teach, although
explain cannot delete to.
12) ·*John explained Bill the story.
13) John taught Bill the story.
14) John explained to Bill the story.
Semantically we then notice that teach implies that the person who
is being taught does in fac"t learn, does in fact obtain knowledge.
However, to explain mayor may not mean that the person explained
--'.......--."'''''''I
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to understood. Thus, for example, there is no contradiction in
15) John explained to Bill how to solve it again and again,
but Bill never understood.
whereas it is never logically sound to say
16) John taught Bill how to solve it again and again"
but Bill never understood.
The same difference is observable in tell and say~ The former
"o~i*.>;~: to, whereas the latter" cannot. Tell indicates that what
is told is subsequently heard whereas for say it is possible not
to be understood. Thus one ,can say something to a wall, but one
will never succeed in telling it anything. Consequently tell has
the feature Possessional whereas say has the feature Positional.
Whatever th~ exact nature of the theme, the prelex~cal struc-
ture of say and explain in contrast to tell and teach, is approxi-
mately:
L-3}
V, Motion
FROM Position
N
(Information)
·~,;The pair write-hear exhibit the reciprocal relation in
17) John wrote to Mary that he woulm see her soon.
18) Mary heard from John that he would see her soon.
However the reciprocity is not complete, due to slight-differences
in the theme.
19) John wrote a letter to Mary.
20) *Mary.heard a letter from John ..
Nevertheless the essentials of the relation are explainable by the
identity of the prelexisal .prepositional phrases.
A clear case of a Positional' verb with an informational theme
that also incorporates to is signal:
21) John signaled to me that he was through.
22) John signaled me that he was through.
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There is also a clear case of a Possessional verb with an
inform~tional theme, like tell and teach, which, 'however, cannot
incorporate to. In other words, communication is definitely implied
but to must be manifest. This is the word communicate itself.
23) John communicated to me that he would not pe finished
on time.
24) *John communicated me that he would not be finished
on time.
Consequently we see that deletion must be attributed to incor-
poration rather' than grammatical rule in the case of abstract theme
as well,' due to the variety ,of possibilities. The frequency with
which, to is incorporable over that of other prepositions may be due
to its being the most simple and basic one.
_I
7. 0 3 ReduplicatiOn of Su~ject Prepositional Phrases
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Among other verbs of motion that show this phenomenon are
pull, drag, trai1, 'haul J tug, all of which must take a preposi tion
---- "---
that indicates that the theme is behind the sUbject. Namely
behind, after, in back of. Thus we can say
7) John pulled the rug behind him.
but not
8) "John pulled the rug ahead of him.
unless we mean an expression of goal. Here we intend the expression
of accompaniment. Similarly, push must have a preposition indi-
cating that the theme i's ahead of the subject. Namely, ahead of,
before, i~ front of. For example
9) John pushed the box ahead of him.
In the appropriate sen~e, we cannot say
10) John pushed the box behind him.
as this only indicates the expression of goal.
We noted in various prepositional expressions (4.8) if the
object of the preposition is the. same as the sUbject of the sentence,
reflexivization is optional. Thus we can say
11) John rolled the cart in front of him.
12) John flew the kite behind him.
or
13) John rolled the cart in front of himself.
14) John flew the kite behind himself.
iOn which cases we may have ei ther expression of pos1 tiOD or of
accompaniment. That is, either John is stationary and causing the
theme to move at a place relative to his position, or he is moving
with it, keepil'l:t the same relative "position.
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,But in the case of the verbs described here, for the expression
of accompaniment reflexivization is imp'ossible.
15) *John ,brought the 'book with himself.
16) *John took' the mon~y with himself.
17) *John carried the money with himself.
For push, pull, tug, ~, etc., this is ~ot so certain, however.
The sentence
18) John pushed the cart in ~ront of himself
may conceivably mean the eKpressionof accompaniment. We may
therefore say that push, pull, etc., we merely have restricted
-- -
enviro;nments. But 'for carry, bring and take we note that this phen-
omonon of the impossibility of rellexivization goes along with the
impossibility for the object of these prepositions to be anything
but a word with the same referent as the subject.
19) *John brought the book with Bill.
20) *John took the money with Bill.
21) *John carried the money with Bill.
For pu.~h it may be possible to say
22) John pushed the cart in front of Bill.
indicating the relative positions of the cart and Bill in motion.
It would seem that we should endeavor to e~plain these two
phenomena: the impossibility of reflexivization and the necessity
~for Identity of reference, by the same reason.
The semantic distinction between convey and carry seems to be
that in the latter verb' the subject necessarily accompanies the
motion, and not necessarily in the former. This suggests that we
have incorporated ,in the subject a prepositional phr'ase with a
preposition that would indicate this. Such a preposition would be
one like with. In other words, we might say that in
____-r-- --------------=.........---~......=,ru.""-~.. """'""""~.-·rl--"'I"!' "~'~ ~ ,- ".
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23) John carried the book to Bill.
the prelexical form also serves to underlie 'The book went with John
to Bill~' Thus we may suppose we have the same phenomenon as
descri"bed previously wi th the to or from incorporations "into "the
subject.
For bring we have the lexical entry therefore
L-l)
/bring/ in env
V, Motion
WITH Position (TO)
since it optionally incorporates to. (cf .1.~we here disregard the
fact that the subject is also an Agent.) This will be discussed
in Chapters 8 'and 9.
We saw in section 3.4 that incorporation into the subject" is
evidenced in certain·s~ative verbs by the optional appearance of
that prepositional phrase, with some redundancy:
24) The list includes my name" in ito
25) The bucket contains water in it.
Here too it is not possible to say
26) *The bucket contains wat~r in the vase.
The referents" must be identical. Reflexivization is forbidden here
too:
27) *The bucket contains water in itself.
Inanimate nouns do reflexivize, however, as in
28) It is axi9matic that the bucket contains itself.
29) It is axionatic that the bucket is contained within itself.
Reduplication occurs with have
30) John has a book with him.
But for Possession it does not reduplicate. Thus we cannot ~~y
31) *John has a book to him.
We must have reflexive here
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32) John has the book to .himself.
Have may be either Positional or Possessional. The subject is
derived from a simple with ~r to-phrase but the latter is 'not
reduplicated. We cannot say
33) *John has t~e book to Mary.
because of semantic implausability. Other prepositions do occur
after have, however:
34) John has the book with Mary.
35) John has the book in the yard.
This repetition does not occur in\'verbs that are both Possess-
ional and Mot,ional either. There·are no forms such as
36) *John obtained the book to him.
37) *John bought the candy to him.
For the 'Positional form, consider the sentence:
38) John received a book to him.
This does not seem ,to be possible. However, other Positional and
Motional forms do show this repetition. Thus, among these that
incorporate a from in the subject, we have this reduplication in
throw, repel, hurl, etc. Thus we have'sentences of the following
type in which it is not possible to substitute .any other Human noun
for the object of from.
39) In disgust, John quickly burled the slanderous news-
paper away from him.
40) The mixture is intended to repel insects from it.
There are also words, Positional of course, which incorporate to,:
in the subject and reduplicate acco~dingly. Some would be summon,
call, attract:
41) John summoned his servants to him from their rooms.
42), John attracts women to him like a magnet.
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We do not have possible here any other Hu.man noun, nor can we
reflexivize:
43) *John threw the newspaper away from himself.
44) *John threw the newspaper away from Bill.
The incorporation of a prepositional phrase in the sUbject is some-
times optional, ·however, as for send,· repel, sununon, and attract.
In such cases we can have both some other Human noun and reflexi-
vization:
45) John is trying to attract flies to the poison,
but he only succeeded in attracting them to himself.
When the subj ect is D.Ot derived from a preposi tional phrase it is
purely Agent. However an inanimate subject cannot be Agent. Con-
sequently we can never have:
46) *The poison is attracting flies to itself like a ma~t.
but only:
47) The poison is attracting flies to it like a magnet.
For verbs of motion whose subject is purely Agent we of course
must have reflexivization:
48) John transferred the book from himself to MarY.e
49) *John transferred the book from him.
The last sentence is grammatical only in the sense that him refers.
to someone 'other than John.
It therefore appears that for positional expres~ions the
prepositional phrase from which the sUbject is derived may be
optionally expressed' elsewhere in the sentence. If the rule that
optionally effects this occurs after the markers for reflexivization
are ~dded, ,then reflexivization will be 'prevented for the reduncantly
expressed subject. More specifically we could have a transformational
rule which would oper~te before lexical entries are established in
~~---r---------------~--------_m_'iln_iliillll_~Wll_"'--I~'n~11'l1lrrT'lTil1l'T7liIii,';i1dll,j 1i'1"!1;1 --I---
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This is considerably ·simpler. We shall say that
the'preposition in Prep to the left of the verb is automatically,
by convention, affixed to the node Verb, to the left of V, when
we have incorporation of a prepositional phrase in the subject.
This is the same convention that is used for post-verbal incorpora-:-
tioD, in which the incorporated element becomes dominated by Verb
to ,the right of V. Hence the two processes are analoguous.
The above transformation will be considered in the same light
as the one given in section 6.2. That is, it is still' not to be
construed as a distinguishing part of the grammar in which it is
the string, but after the mark~rs in the string have been labeled
for reflexivization. This -transformational rule would simply
reduplicate the prepositional phrase in subject ~osition. Both
the rule for marking reflexivization and this reduplication rule
should necessarily follow the e3t'ablishment of what prepositional phrase
is to be the subject.
We must now reconsider the transformation of section 6.2
which sets up the string for lexical items to be mapped on .when the
subject is derived from' a prepositional phrase. In order for redu-
plLcation to occur we must have the whole prepositional phrase in
its original form, dominated by. Prep, but to the left of the verb.
That ls, we must not effect the change whereby the preposition
becomes dominated by Verb, alongside of V. The preposition and
its object must still be dominated by Prep. However, the theme and
this Prep will have been reversed with respect to their position
relative to V. Thus we can write instead:
2 1<3
v < Qualifier > (NOT) Prep
2 3 4 ~ 4
Theme
1
R-I)
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used. Its form now suggests, however, that having such a transforma-
tion amounts to saying that certain elements are fre~ly permutable
in the prelexical string. Only simple prepositions, to, from, at,
with, and the complex in have been found to be manifested in the
---.-. -
subject in English. The above formalization will allow for simple
prepositions, positive and negative, to be established to~ the left
of the verb. Also some complex ones, such as in, ~, under, etc.,
,whose complexity amounts to a complexity in their noun phrases.
However it will. not permit through, across, alan.g, whose complexity
is also based on their being from-to pairs. For this we waid need
the reversal to apply to P.
To the prelexical string to which the above rule has applied,
morphemes must be marked for-being reflexivized. Thus it is
'necessary that the referents of noun-phrases be determined at the
prelexical l~vel. After Reflexivization we can have a rule which
reduplicates the prepositional phrase which app~a~s to the left
of the V, placing it to the right of V'. Thus w-e have the rule:
R-2)
(NOT) Prep
1
V,Positional
2 91 2+1
This will give us sentences such as
50) The mixture repelled from it insects.
51) John carried with him books.
The order of the r~duplicated prepo~itional phrase and the theme
must be reversed if the theme is small. Length, however, will
permit.it to'stay post-verbal:
52) John carried with him. the books which he had been
entrust.ed 'with.
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We have seen a number of transformatio'Ds which occur pre-
lexically. Below we list them in the order in which they must
appear-:
1. AT TO for Possessional and Motional verbs.
2. Simplification of Secondary Expression. of Goal:
(NPT)TO ~ AT
3 0 ,. Reversal of the Theme and (NOT)Prep
4. Reflexivization
5. Reduplication of (NOT)Prep for Positional Verbs
All of these transformations must be considered as applying before
lexical items are added to the string. Passivization, for' example,
which occur.s only to verbs that are left transi tive after incor-
poration (or deletion) applies necessarily after the prelexical
string has become rewirtten into phonological forms (and also
after some deletions).
We thus have reason for wanting to determine reflexivization
before the phonological matrices appear, not simply to have
reflexivization ignore the matrices. The irrelevancy of the
phonological matrices .for reflexivization can be seen by the fact
tha t the following sentence is 'deviant or humorous:
53) *Napoleon loved Bonaparte more than his mistresses.
This implies that Napoleon and Bonaparte are different people. We
must. say
54) Napoleon loved himself more than his mistresses.
In reduplicated forms the from that .may appear as an image of
the subject will not enter into a source-go~l relationship with
a to-phrase that happens to appear. This is due of course to the
means by which it was ge·nerated. Even after its metathesis with
the th~meJ it will not be, dominated by the same Pas a to-phrase
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that happens to be there. In
55) John hurled the book away from him to Alice.
only have we the intonation app~opriate to labeling 'away from qim'
as a 'constituent separate from 'to Alice.' However in a sentence
such as
56) John hurled the book away from himself to Alice.
we have the natural ambiguity, in which 'away' may be a constituent
distinguished from the constituent 'from 'himself to Alice', or
we may have 'away from himself' as a constituent, and 'to Alice
as another. For another example, 'compar.e the sentences:
57) The mixture repelled insects: from it to the trap.
58) John repelled the insect from the food to the trap.
In the first of these a source-goal pattern is not possible as it
is in the second. Indeed the first sentence is equivalent to
59) The mixture repelled insects to the trap.
60) ThE;! mixture .repelled insects to the trap from it.
The order has no significance for the' reduplicated from.
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7.4 ThePreventio·n of Reduplication by Post-Verbal Incorporation
The reduplication is apparently not possible in some cases.
For example, deliver is like bring, but does not reduplicate the
subject:
1) John brought a book with him.
2) *John delivered a book with him.
However, note that bring does not incorporate the with-pprase if
to is incorporated.
3) *John brought Bill a book with him.
4) John delivered the letter.
5) John brought the letter.
Wi th deliver there is a clear sense that the letter .is coming from
some person and to another person. This is absent with bring,
which merely has the implication of 'come'. This suggests that
we have incorporation wi th deliver, which prevents the redupl~c"tion'.
We have seen that reduplication puts the reduplicated phrase
dir,ectly after the verb originally. This will prevent incorporation
of the to in bring because of its interposition. In the case that
we have obligatory incorporation of some member of the from-to
pattern, if the reduplication rule applies, the generating string
would automatically block when an attempt was made to map in the
lexical entries. The entries simply would not fit.
Consequently deliver can be thought of as obligatorily incor-
porating some general to-from patterns, such as the word across
or ~.represents. Note the expression 'come across with'. Also
note that we have approximate paraphrases in
6) John brought the money over.
7)'~n delivered the money.
, --_.._~._. _... "I
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2) -John got Bill to do the dishes
V, Motional
TO Possessional/get/ in env
L-l)
·Get can be used as a Possessional verb with the subject from
1) John got a book yesterday from Bill.
in such a way_ that get maintains the same lexi.cal entry for the
abstract theme as'for the concrete:
However, the theme for get may be abstract as well as concrete.
Instead' of having some infor'mation word, however, as for tell and
a pre1exica1 pr~positional phrase in to in the same sense as obtain.
say, etc. we may have a noun clause indicating some action. In
otherwords we shall analyse the sentence:
7.5
If get used in this way is in fact a Possessional transition,
then we can make a savings in the lexicon by uniting in one statement
the uses of get for the two possible types of theme -- specifying
an action or a physical entity. We must satisfY"_ourselves
semantically and syntactically that get used in·this sense does. in
fact have a subject derived from a prelexical prepositional phrase
in to.
Note that the following two sentences are granunatical:
3) John got himself to clean the room.
4) John got to clean the room.
A general rule for reflexivization that works mo~t of the time is
th~t a noun in construction with and having the same referent as the
subject becomes reflexivized. For deletion of the subject of the
emb'edded clause' a general rule is that it occurs if a noun with the
same referent occurs earlier as a principle noun in the main clause,
i.e. as subject object, or indirect object, for informal examples. 9
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Consequently' we would expect that in sentence 3) the 'himself is
some constituent of tbe main clause, !Vhereas in sentence 4) we should
expect that this constituent is absent, permitting the deletion of
the subject of the embedded clause due to its correspondence of re-
ferent with the subject of the main clause. The embedded clause
appears to be the obligatory part of this ~onstruction, and we ~ould
therefore like to ,say it is the theme, as apparently the other
element is optional. That is, the constituent to which himself
belongs is optional,. If get ,used in this way does parallel the
use of get to mean obtain then we should have an optional prepositional
phrase with from. It is thus possible that in the prelexical struc-
ture we have in sentence 3) what would correspond to from himself.
We would have to say in this circumstance that this from is
deleted before 'the action noun at some early point in the grammar.
It cannot be formalized as incorporation because the incorporation,
would be obligatory when it occurs, yet the element itself is
optional. However, if it were incorporation then the' lexicon would
be complicated by the fact that get in the sense of obtain does not
incorporate, and hence the simplification would be greatly'reduced.
However, that we do have such a rule can be seen in similar instances.
For example we have
5) John wants abaok from Bill.
but not
6) *John wants Bill a book.
and hence we do not have incorporation of from for want. We will
show that the of that a~p~ars in
7) John wants it of Bill that he clean the house.
is very likely a reduced form of from. Thus note the from and of
possibility of both in
8)' What John wants from Bill is for him to clean the house ..
9) What John wants of ,Bill if 'for him to clean the house.
However, we cannot say
10) *John wartts, of Bi~l to clean the house.
lost,ead we must diete the of before the action clause.
11) John wants .Bill to clean the house.
Similarly, with ask we may have either an information clause and an
action clause. In the former case we may have o,"f, again a form of
from,
12) John asked of Bill if he would be allowed to go.
But the of must be deleted before action clauses:
13) *John asked of Bill to go.
14) John asked Bill to go.
In these sentences the subject of the embedded clause is intended
to be the same as the subject o~ the main clause, John.
One unfortunate point is the difficulty in manifesting the
from of get in a sentence parallel to 8). Conside~ the possibility of
15) What John got from Bill was that he cleaned the house.
If no form such as this is allowable we might say that the restric-
tion is on the particular form of the action clause. Note that we
certainly can say
16) What John got from Bill was his cleaning the house.
It is significant to note that this, form of the action clause is not
possible i~ the straight-forward form:
17) *John got Bill's cleaning, the house.
18) *John got from Bill his cleaning the house.
Having demonstrated the. syntactic feasibility of this analysis
of get, we 'may consider it semantically. Note that the sentences
3) and 4) are considerably different in meaning, though they both
A4_~-----._-----~,,-----""",""-.- -'1
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have the subject of the embedded clause identical to the subject of
the main clause. The difference in inte:rpretation seems to be that
in the first of these John's accomplishmBnt is over himself the,
action being perhaps against his will. In the second of these, however,
John's accomplishment seems to come ultimately from someone other
than himself or from no one at all, it being a grant or a piece of
luck. The idea of 'getting something out of himself' is clear in
3) but not at all present in,4). This semantic distinction seems
to pe acceptably attributable to having a prepositional phrase with
from in one case and no such prepositional phrase in the other.
Sentence 2) seems to be amibguous according to these two senses.
That is, it may mean that J~hn got Bill to do the dishes by some sort
~f chance, There is no information regarding Bill's willingness or
the presence'of communication between Bill and John. In this sense
we have also
21) John got the tree to fall down.
Howevef, in the other sense sentence 2) implies that Jo~n acquired
.something which was Bill'S to give, that Bill in fact lost something.
This ambiguity is perhaps clearer in a sentence in which the embedded
verb mayor may not have an Agent subject. If we have a case with
from deleted then the subject of 'the embedded sentence must be an
Agent. Thus, we cannot say
22) *John got himself to inherit the money.
since we must have from deleted here and inherit must not have an
Agent subject. However, we can say
23) John got to inherit the money.
,since this requires no act of will. Thus in
24) John got Bill to inherit the money.
we do not have from, deleted, whereas in
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25) John got Bill to fetch the money.
we may have it deleted. Consequently, the ambiguity with a verb like
float which 'maY,or may not have an agent'subject is apparent:
26) John got Bil~ to float.
Here if Bill is being treated as an inani~ate object we will not have
from deleted, since the presence of fro~ in the prel~xical structure
demands an Agent subject in the embedded clause. In the presence
of from ,in the prelexical structure then, th~s sentence implies
some sort of bending of Bill's will.
Hence sentence 2) has two origins. One in which there is not
a from prepositional phrase and one in which there is the subject
of the embedded clause being identical to the object of the from
and obligatorily deleted,.
For the transition of possession of physical enti~ies, if the
subject is the recipient, that is, derived from a to prepositional
phrase, there are certain peculiarities. In the sentences
27) John bought the book for twenty dO.lIars.
28) John got the book for twenty dollars.
29) John borrowed the book for twenty dollars.
we ~ay have the interpretation t~at the ·twenty dollars went from John.
The opposite is true for sentences whose subjects are derived from
from prepositional phrases:
30) John sold the book for twenty dollars.
31) John gave Bill the book for twenty dollars.
32) John loaned Bill the book for twenty dollars.
We therefore may have evidence for the fact that get used with action
cLauses has a subject derived from a to prepositional phrase. We
see that in the sentences
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33) John got Bill to do the dishes for twenty dollars:
34) John got to do the dishes for twenty dollars.
as expected, if this is the case, ~ohn loses the twenty dollars.
Note in fact that if Bill comes from a from prepositional phrase
in 33) Bill should be the recipient of the twenty dollars. This is
so on one reading of 33), although due to the ambiguity observed
above that the money may go to some other unmentioned person, as it
does in sentence 34). In
35) John got himself to do the dishes for twenty dollars.
we have the expected absurdity that John paid himself. Note, however,
that in similar constructions it need not be construed that the
'subject loses the money. In
36) John caused the tree to fall down for twenty dollars.
This reading is not possible. The reading that John receives money
follows from the fact that the subject is Agent here. Similarly,
the att·empt to give the reading tha t the tree gets the money fo~lows
from the attempt to interpret the subject of the embedded sentence
as Agent. This is not possible since tree is inanimate. The fact
that a subject Cl.i an Agent is interpreted as the recipient of the
money gives possible addi t ional readings for sentences 33)c through 34).
We therefore conclude that get corresponds to a prelexical'
structure which indicates transition of possession unspecific with
regard to whether it-·is an action or a physical entity transferred.
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7 .6 The Identifl'cational Parameter
The parameter of Identification occ~s 1n botll a nonMotional
sense and a Motional sense, already seen with the verbs turn»
--
c.hange, transform ~!,nvert. etc. (See 3.1). 'In the Nondescript sense
tbe verb used 1s b~ just as be is also used for the Nondescript
Positional. That 1s. in sentences of tbe type
1) The house turned into a shack over night.
the noun phrase of the object of~ 1s in a class tbat also occurs
after be as in:
----
2) The house is a ahack.
That this 1s so can be shown by the fact that in both cases it is
impossible to have a 'quantifier in the noun phrase:
3).*The house turned into every shack.
4) *The house is every shack.
The object of into in other parameters, such as the Positional,
-------
may be quantified:
5) The ball rolled into every room.
In addition there is the same semantic properties in each case if
the noun should be determined definitely. In the sentences
6) The house turned into the shack.
7) The house is the shack.
we have in both oases the necessity to interpret the determiner
as being used to different1'ate the refeI~ent from others like it,
or in contrast with it. It cannot be used merely to signal an
object previously referred to., For this, t~e words this and~
are mo·re suitable:
8) The house turned into that shack while the palace
turned into this one,
9) My house 1s the shack, but yours is the palace.
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For this reason it is not possible to pronominalize in the usual"
sense. ~We can say 'Look at the shack. The dog ran into it.' But
we cannot say 'Look at the shack. The hotise turned into it~'
Similarly we can say 'Look at the shack;. the dog is in it.', but not
'-Look at the shack'; the house is it. r
Having demonstrated the similarity between these t~o instances
of the Identificational we can conclude either of "tw6 things. Either
turn" into and like constructions actually have a complement" with be
underlying them, the be being deleted, or we actually have here
a parallelism between Motional and NonMotional verbs of the same
parameter, the Identificational. That be is not so special and that
there is a prepositional phrase underlying the sentence 'The house
is a shack' with shack as" object would follow from this. In fact,
this latter hypothesis may be simpler in that we would not have to
assign any characteristics to be more special than those that al-
ready appear regularly in the language. All we would need do is
mark be and turn as Identificational, the latterChaving the feature
Motional" the former not. In addition," ,'"we would not have to specify
tha t turn has its speciali ty of obligatori~y deleting be. \Ve wi-II
give evidence 'for this la~ter possibili ty lit
First of all it should be'noted that the verb turn can be used
in two distinct senses within the parameter of class membership.
,Co"mpare for example the sentences:
10) The coach turned into a train.
11) Bill turned cook.
In the first sentence we have 'a sense of," permanent or complete
change of identity, whereas ~n the second sentence we ha~e a sense
of impermanency or change of a characteristic that is not essential to
the ~dentity of the object changing, i.e. in essential~to the
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identity of the theme. The con~tructions used.to express the
Identificational transition are significant. They cannot be
interchanged.
12) ,*Bill turned into a cook.
13) *The coach turned train.
With be these two may have a syntactic distinction as in:·
14) The coach is now a train.
15) Bill is now cook.
At first glance this seems to be the optional deletion of a.
However there is a semantic distinction between the sentence ~ith
I)
and wi thout a.· I t seems ·that the sentence wi thou t B: the same in
meaning to
16) '~ Bill is now the cook.
This determination, however, refers not to any definite 'cook',
but rather to the only 'cook' of some specifically understood
organization. It is not possible to say
17) *Bi11 is now. cook that I saw yesterday.
In other words the the which Lay be deleted is one used to single
out for contrast the profession of the individual as unique for
some given circumstance. This is the same the which is permissible
to use in front of be and turn noted above. Hence we need specify
only the deletion of the defini te det·ermirier after be here. For
turn both·~ and the may be deleted.
For the Motional verb turn it is not implied that Bill
become a specific cook. Due to this semantic distinction we cannot
say that the syntactic distinction for be precisely parallels that
for turn. Evidence for be deleted after turn would consist in
the same, not different, deletiort possibilities.
The syntactic distinction for other Motional verbs is manifest
in a slightly different form. Thus we have
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18) John converted from a Protestant to a Catholic •
. 19) John converted into a dwarf.
'Again~ is used ·for the more permanent, complete transition.
Here however we ~ee to being used for the preposition indicating a
more superficial chang~. Note again that these propositions are
significant and the conStruc~ions cannot be interchanged:
20) *John converted to a dwarf.
21) *John converted into a Catholic.
If acceptable, these sentences require special interpretatio'n e
Similarly, a color change, which is not·· a complete change of form,
takes to:
22) Suddenly the light changed to red.
23) *Suddenly the.; light changed into red.
24) *Suddenly the light turned into red.
Change can be used in the sense of intrinsic transition, however, as
in
25) SUdderily the coach changed into a pumpkin.
But we cannot say
26) *Suddenly the coach changed to a pumpkin. The distinc-
tioD then is between to· and into. The to is either deleted or
"
incorporated after turn. The article therefore optionall~ deleted
in front of the simple preposition; it is interesting to note
that the deletion of the article either occurs to all noun phrases
or not at,all. We cannot have
27) *John turned from a doctor to cook.
28) *John turned from doctor to a cook.
The separateness of the" deletion of the' article and the deletion
or incorporation of ~ is shown ~Y the fact that we do not have to
have the article deleted to have to absent:
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29) John turned (a) doctor.
30) His complexion turned a funny shade of green.
As in the second of these above we note that the article
cannot be dieted before certain kinds of ·nouns • It can be deleted
before adjectives
31) John turned clever gardener in a few days.
But not before shade
32) *John turned funny shade of green.
Similar to shade are:
33). The milk turned a thick consistency.
34) Bill turned a too large weight.
It appears that the article will only be deleted before names of
professions, religious ti t.les, poll tical affiliations, etc. We can say
35) Bill turned a lazy boy.
assuming he is a boy already and this is not a complete change. But
we cannot say
36) *Bi11 turned lazy boy.
unless we interpret boy as some sort of superficial affiliation.
Emphasis on lazy permits-this sentence, however:
37) The t~ee turned flagpole in a few days.
·there is the humorous feeling that the tree did it by some willful
means, since the deletion of the art'icle implies a profession e But
38) The tree turned a flagpole in a few dayso
is natural, meaning someone fashioned it as a flagpole in a few days.
The deletion of the article is also possible for the other words:
39) John converted to Catholic.
40) Bill changed to cook.
Thus'we see that an article is deletable before professional
names after the simple preposition, in the Identificational
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the Positional~ the statement in the lexicon for incorporation would
be no simple 'matter. This is so because the obligatory 'incorpora-
tion,::of an 'optional element, it being ei ther Posi tiona! or Identi-
f~cational, cannot be stated and according to our formalism must-
be attributed to deletion. Hence for be we simply say that we have
the lexical entry
L-l)
/bel inenv
V, Nondescript
fldentifica tional}
tpositional
We need specify no particular prepositions, as all will be possible,
but a.II will be deleted. In case of a negative preposition, only
the NOT will remain. Note that be may be either Positional or
Identificational. Only the Identificational prepositions are deleted.
We shall 'say that Identificational, nonMotional prepositions are
in general always deleted.
It may be noted here that the d.istinction_~~~_s,~,the choice of
prepositi:-ons' is'paralleled in Russian by the use of the instrumental
after be to express the superficial affiliation. Assuming nouns
in a particular case are the same as prepositional phrases on an
,underlying level, we can identify this case with our at.
This distinction in the use of these preposi~ions is consistent
throughout all the words which ·express Identificational transitions.
It is interesting to note that the two prepositions here are the
same as those used for the Posses~ional transitions o We noted in
4.3 thatthe object of' the simple preposition to is the possessor,
a$ in 'John gave a book to Bill', wher~as the object of the complex
preposition into is the thing possessed, as'in 'John came into a
fortune'. Similarly, in the Identificational transitions, the
object of to is a superficial identification, whereas the
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object of into is an intrinsic identification. It may be possible
to relate these two distinctions by observing that the intrinsic
property may be thought of as a property. belonging to the theme.
The superficial one is a property, such as an occupation, to which
the theme clings.
Th~ absence of to for the construction with turn may indicate
_. -
incorporation of to. If we have incorporation of to for turn it
seem~ to be obligatory. Thus we cannot say:
41) *John decided to turn to (a) redcoat.
but rather
42) John decided to turn (a) redcoat
However, if we have a from-phrase interposed between the verb and
the. to, incorporation does not occur. Unless we have incorpora tion
of a to phrase would mean that if we had a from phrase interposed,
the string would block. Rather, however J we have an acceptable
string:
43) John decided to turn from a loyal patriot to a redcoat.
j
.We may say, however, that from NP is incorporated along with the to.
Consequently we should have. for the lexical entry:
L-2)
/'turn/ in env
V, Motional
Identificational(FROM ~p TO)
This specifies that we have optional incorporation of the whole
string or that it is obligatory in the environment after the verb.
Consequently we must always have at least the object o'f the to-
phrase expressed in the environment. As seen turn cannot stand
alone without a prepositional complement, nor is a from-phrase alone
sufficient. Thus we cannot say either
44) *John turned.
45) *John turned ·from a doctor·
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However, when the from-phrase is not expressed we- must assume that
it is incorporated. Our formalism predicts and necessitates this.
But into is also possible in the environment and is not incor-
porated. ~ is TO IN, so that when the TO is incorporated above,
the string will block- and we shouldn't be able to have into in the
environment. However, the problem is more severe, because even
if we specified that the to incorporated have a normal noun phrase
as object and not IN_NP, we would still have here a case of obliga-
tory-incorporation of an element which varies optionally with other
elements in the environment. As noted in 2 0 1 this situation is
impossible to fo~malize by our methods. It might be more favo~able
to consider this deletion of to then, instead of incorporation.
Note that another reason for assuming that it is deletion and
not incorporation is the absence of to also incausative for~s:
46) John turned Bill cook.
47) *John turned Bill to cook.
Here we have the same conditions. However, for- incorporation it
is essential that we have the incorporating and incorporated element
juxtaposed. Above the theme seems to interpose between the verb
and the would-be incorporated to, and we should have incorporation
prevented. Since this is obligatory incorporation the whole string
should block. Note that for words like pierce, which may be used
as a causative, we do not have incorporation when the theme inter-
poses in the causative:
48) *John pierced the paper the pencil.
Also, when we have to incorporated after send, we must have the to
immediately after senQ; we cann9t have, for example:
49) *John sends a - book 8i11 •
Deletion, however, may occur at a distance from the conditioning
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element. We shall leave this questiOn unresolved, since it depends
considerably on the formalization used.
The presence of FROM'NP incorporated is, however, evidenced by
the meaning of turn. Compare turn wi th become which' is simi lar in
that it expresses an Identificational transition and incorporates to.
Howev~r, there is no reason to assume 'that become incorporates a
frqm-phrase which in fact cannot appear in its environment. Compare
the sentences:
50) John turned a doctor.
51) John became a doctor.
Turn implies the ,existence of a significant previous occupation. Thus
it is better to use become when there i.s no previous occupation. We
say
52) When I grow up I intend to become a doctor.
but it is odd to say
53) *When I grow up I 'intend to turn a doctor.
For become, as ~een, we need specify obligatory incorporation
of TO or INTO so that we nave for the lexical entry:
L-3)
V, Motional
/become/ in env Identificational TO(IN)
This means that become will appear only as a transitive verO. The
impossibility of having a from-phrase with become follbws naturally
from the given order of the phrases, the from-phrase preceding the to-
phrase. Consequently since a to-phrase must be incorporated immediate-
ly after the verb, ,the strin~ will block for become if a from-
phrase has been generated interposed between the two., We cannot have
more than one from-to pattern for the transition of Identification,
as noted 'in 5.1, and therefore we cannot have a from following the
to which has been incorporated:
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54) *John became a doctor from a cook
o
\
For change note that we can .say
55) John changed.
56) John changed to a clown.
57) John changed from what he used to be.
Hence change ~ay be thought of as completely general and unmarked.
Hence we have the entry:
L-4)
V, Motional
!change/ in env Identificational
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7.7 Adjectives and the Identificational Parameter
Adjectives may appear after turn,· as well as after be. Among
those already studied which express Identification, only turn can
-be used wi th adj ectives immediately following the verb:
1) ·Alice-turned intelligent since I·saw her last.
2)
3)
4)
5)
But not
6)
7)
8)
The tree turned green.
Bill's'cat turned wildo
The weather turned favorable for a picnic.
The milk turned sour from standing too long.
*The milk changed sour from standing too long.
*The tree converted green.
*Ali~e transformed intelligent since I saw her last,
For these words it is possible to have a construction such as
9) The fruit changed from sweet to sour.
10) Joh-n transformed the shape from spherical to rectangular.
11) His a tti tude was converted from belli~-:erent to fairly
composed.
In addition, turn can be used in this form:
12) The temperature turneq from cold to hot o
Unlike the Identificational trahsitions discUssed in 7.6 it
is not possible to have a to prepositional phrase stand alone apart
from the source-goal pair.
13) *The fruit ch~nged to sour.
14) The ice cream changed to a liquid.
The from phrase al.so cannot stand alone,
15) *The fruit changed from sweet.
The peculiarity of turn with respect to the other v~rbs of
Identification in that the adjective can stand in front of the verb,
is clearly a reflection of the incorporation or dele.tion of to.
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Sentence 12) shows that t~n acts in the same way towards adjectives
as toward nouns:
16) The weather turned from bad to worse.
17) Bill turned from a doctor to a cook.
18) The weather turned worse.
19) Bill turned a cook.
20) *The weather turned to worse.
21) *Bill turned to a cook~
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7.8 The Positional Parameter and the Progressive
A connection between the progressive and the ordinary Positional
expressions on the one hand, and the expressions of Identification
and the adjectival attribution on the other, is brought out with the
word become and the possibility of modifying a sentence to begin .
with the introductory there.
In front of become we cannot have ei ther the 'Posi tional pre-
positions or the progressive:
1) *John became in the room.
2) *John became into the room.
3) *John became playing the piano.
However among the other possibi Ii ties that we can. hav~ after be, the
.expression of class memberslip and the adjective can appear:
4) John became happy.
5) John became a cook
6) The coach became a pumpkin.
This is the same possibilities as for turn. On the other hand we
have just the reverse possibilities for the introductory.fhere.We
have both of
7) There is a man in the room.
8) There is a man p~aying the piano'.
but for the noun and adjective we ,cannot have this construction:
9) *There is a man happy.
10) *There is a man a pumpkin.'
Evidently the progressive and the Positional have in common the
property that the subject is referential, perhaps referring to some
perceiva.ble enti ty.. This is not possible for the adjective and the
Identificational noun. The sentences
11) A man is in the room.
12) A man is playing the piano.
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may be a report of the observation of some event, whereas
13) A man is wise.
14) A man is an animal.
must be interpreted in the generic sense. In order to be refer-
ential here we must use a ,definite article or pronoun.
15) That man i~ wise.
16) He is a cook a
Because we cannot interpret
17) *A man 1s a cook.
in either 'the generic or the referential sense, it seems deviant.
Sim~larly for the adjective~
18) *Aman is witty.
The property of referentiality for Positional prepositional phra-
ses may be related to the concreteness of the Positional parameter,
that it is associated with concrete realityo This may also be so
for the progressive in which a particular action is referred to. The
expression of Ident~ficatiQn and the adjective do not refer to any
particular circumstance.
The connection between these pai~s must be due to the features
marked on the verb. Somehow adjectival modification must be a kind
of expression of Identification, whereas the progressive must be
a kind of Positional. These observations would suggest that adjec-
tives after ~, change, tr,ansform, etc. should not be treated as
deletions of be if the expression of Identification is not. Similarly
the progressive could be considered similar to the ordinary use of
~ with prepositional phrases of position. That is, the progressive
may be thought of as a noun clause acting as either the theme or in
a prepositional phrase. Historically the progressive did appear as
a noun clause in construction with on.
That the progressive ,should be considered a normal use of be
\..,
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'follows from some observations regardi'ng the adverbs of time it·
takes.' Thus still can be used with all forms of be and all stative
verbs, including other verbs in the generic or definitional sense:
19) John still had the book.
20) John, is still a doctor.
21) John was still a doctor.
22) John is still dancing.
23) John s'till looks young.
24) John· still writes with his left hand.
25) John still tilled chickens when I saw him last.
but not when there is no possibility of a generic interpretation as in:
26) *John still killed a chicken while I watched him.
27) *John still looked into the room e
28) *John still acquired the book.
Simi larly the progressive can be use'd in instances where a verb
such as be is required in the normal uses. For example after think
we must have be or any other stative like construct±on, such as the
perfect tense:
29) John thought Bill to be in the room e
30) John thought Bill to be a doctor.
31) John thought Bill to have gone into the room.
32) *John thought Bill to go into the room.
33) John thought the book to belong to 'Bill.
34) John thought Bill to be playing the piano.
With the observation that the progressive behaves not as a
tense of a verb but as a normal use of be it is more apparent that
we should consider it as a Positional use of be. Parallel to the
prepositional phrase following be,in the Positional, we ,should have
the same for the progressive. That is, the'progressive is simply
be followed by a stative prepesition (in, ~J at) in construc-
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tion with a noun clause expressing circumstance.
That it is in fact the case that Positional verbs may often
be used with noun clauses instead of physical entities are objects
of the preposition. For example, we have:
35) John wandered from playing to doing his nomework.
36) The weather went from being insufferably hot to
amazingly ·cool •
. 37) John wi thdrew from smoking 0
38) John fled from doing the dishes.
39) John escaped doing the dishes.
Interestingly escape incorporates from before both names of things
and clauses as above:
40) John escaped the trap.
Thus we may associate the Identificational with the adjective in
one parameter and subsume the progressive in the Positional
parameter. ,All the forms of be really have preposi tional phrases
in their prelexical structures follow~ng'a simple NonDescr~pt verb.
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7.9 Analysis of Remain
Besides be and verbs of 'motion' such as~ certain other
verbs can be used for the Identificational Parameter.
1) The house remained a shack.
2) Bill remained a cook.
3) Nevertheless, man remains an animal.
It is apparent that these are similar to th~ forms after be and
turn.in, that they too do not take quantifiers:
4) *The house remained every shack.
We have noted in the Positional sense that the distinction between
this verb and be is that between the feature Durational and Non-
descript, turn is Motional. "f
Note here that remain, and stay, delete the article as in all
the other cases of the Identificational, when we have some profession.
5) Bill remained cook.
6) John stayed doctor.
We note that this is more like after turn than after be 'because
the deletion. does not necessarily imply that there is only one such
person. Hence both the definite and indefinite article can be
deleted here. The deletion does not occur for these identifications
which refer to something permanent or characteristic:
7) *The house remained shack.
This. is as expected.'
However there appears here a form which is'new. Consider the
sentences:
8) Bill remained as a doctor.
9) John stayed as physicia~.
This as does not occur with motion forms:
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10) *8111 changed as a doctor~
11) *B111 changed to as a doctor.
12) *Bill turned as a doctor.
One possibili ty that comes to mind is that this a's is the one
used for sentence· comparisons, meaning"i'in the same way as', as in
13) John hopped around the room as a clown would.
which may reduce to
14) John hopped around the room as a clown.
However it certainly isn't correct to say that sentence 8) means
15) Bill remained as a doctor would.
Another possibility is that it comes from a construction such as
'as if one were', for example, in
16) John started giving orders as if he Were a god.
But this itself does not seem reducible to
. 17) John started giving o~ders as a god.
which implies either that John is a god or ~eans f as ·a god would' ~
We note that very often we have paraphrases such as:
18) Being president, I can assume these powers.
19) As president, I can assume these powers.
This may come from the use o.f ~ meaning because, as in 'As I am
president ••• '. However, this doesn't work for our case either. We
do not have the sense
20) *Billremained as he was a doctor.
However we may have on a level deeper than the surface, deleting as,
21) Bill remained (as) being a doctor.
This- is semantically feasible, but this only begs the question because
now we must discover what this as is. Like sentence 8) it does imply
that John was a doctor. But it cannot ·be an adverbial- adjunct for
. the reasons given above. Indeed it seems that these as phrases in.
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sentences 8) and 21) are obligatory elements of the sentence, which
might indicate that they are major sentence parts. Sentence 21)
in fact can be reduced to sentence 8) by assuming it comes from
22) "Bill remained as one who is a doctor.
which is the same form.
Sen~ence 8) .implies that Bill is indeed a doctor arid differs
from the unacce~tab1e sentence
23) Bill is as a doctor.
Such a sentence if grammatical might be the same as 'Bill is as a
doctor is' and does not necessarily imply that Bill is a doctor.
It is interesting to note, further, that in such ,sentences as
24)· Bill was elected as a senator.
25) Bill stood at the head 6f the~sle as an usher.
26) Bill spent his whole life as a social worker.
we have the meaning that Bill actually does have the occupations
ascribed to him. Sentences 25) and 26) may be syntactically ambi-
guous, in that they may imply that Bill only had-- the appearance of
the occupatio~s ascri·bed to him, coming from, for example 'Bill
stood at the head of the aisle as an usher would' 0 But if this
were the only source we could not get the reading that Bill is an
usher. Thus we can have the two types of ~ together:
27) Bill· spent his wlIiLe life as a social worker as many
altruistic people (do).
Rather the as that we are after has the meaning 'in the capacity
of', or 'in the occupation of'. In other words there is no change
in meaning between
28) ~ohn remained as a social worker.
29) John remained a social worker.
It seems that we could take the hint from the paraphrase above and
from this identity to say that this·~ is a manifestation of a
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single preposition, namely the at which is obligatorily incorporated
in be and which is the .nonMotional counterpart of to for the
·.ldentificational parameter. Since it is obligatorily deleted after
be we know why the ~ that appears after be must be due to a kind
of conjunction, which implies similarity but not identity.
This preposition may then appear optionally in front of remain.
and stay as ~, but is obligatorily deleted after be, so. that we
cannot have the meaning that "Bill was a doctor' in 'Bill was as a
doctor'. Apparently this may appear elsewhere than after be and
re~ain as in sentences 24) through 26)6
Having decided on the nature of this as must now discover
whether or not remain 'takes ~ just as be does, or whether it
deletes be. It is of course possible to derive such sentence as
28) from a sentence such as
30) John remained being (as) a social worker.
We may say that the as in question is not deleted until after the
rule for being deletion has appl~ed, so that it may appear else-
where with the appropriate meaning. It is probably the case that
sentences such as 27) are derived from
31) Bill spent his whole life being a social worker.
In fact it is favorable to do it this way since we prefer not to
have to label the preposition itself as :t>eing Identificational,
independent of the main verb. However, if it derives from be,
the main verb there, be, used in the Identificational sense pre-
dicts the form. In addition we get the following forms from the
deletion of being:
32) Bill spent his whole day happy •.
33) Bill spent his whole day a cook.
34) Bill spent his whole day in that room.
35) Bill spent his whole day pinned to the wall.
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The passive itself is not permitted, however.
'36) *Bill spent his whole day pushed down the mountain by John.
although we can say
37) Bill spent his whole day being pushed down the mountain
by John.
Certain passive forms may be used as adjectives as in 35).
We have the same range of possibilities after remain, and since
remain does take stative verbs, the parallelism with be breaks down
somewhat. ,Thus we can have.
38) Bill remaine'd happy.
39) Bill remained a cook.
40) Bill remai'ned in that room.
41) Bill remain~d pinned to the wall.
42) *Bill remained pushed down the mountain by John.
The restriction on the deletionoof be from true passives with the by
phrase suggests that we have a regularity more favorable to rule
than incorporation. Consequently we can say that remain has the
possibility of taking Positional prepositional phrases, including
the possibility that ,the o,bject is a clause. Then we have a fairly
simple system. Remain· is merely marked as bei'ng Posi tional.
Consequently for the lexical entry for remain, all we need have
is:
L-l)
/remain/ in env
V, Motional
Posi tiona'l
CHAPTER 8 AGENTIVE VERBS
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8 0 1 Manifestation of Agentive Verbs
We have noted several times that the relationships among words
were often complicated, by the fact that certain subjects had the
peculiarity that they were also what we termed Agents. In this
chapter we shall investigate their occurrences and the relevant
formal~zations.lO
The difference in meaning between such pairs as
1) John sold flowers to Bi11 0
2) Bill bought flowers from John.
is that in the first of these John wills action and intentionally
effects it whereas Bill is relatively passive. On the other hand,
in sentence 2) the active agent is Bill, while John is relatively
"passive. In fact if we look at the passive form of the first sen-
tence and compare it to the second we can perceive the differ~nce
in meaning:
3) Bill was sold flowers by John.
4) Bill bought flowers from John.
The passive, we would hold, does not change meaning. Consequently
comparing these two for meaning is about the same as comparing the
two active sentences. It seems to be apparent t~at the difference
lies in the interpretation of who was the intender tof the action.
A noun that has this property will be said to have the feature
Agentive. Note that we can say, for example,
5) "John bought the flowers from Bill intentionally
where the adverb refers to John, but in
6) John was sold the flowers by Bille
intentionally the adverb clearly refers to Bill.
Certain verbs, such as receive, a$ distinct iDm "buy are
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necessarily not Agentive and we therefore cannot say:
7) *John received the book from Bill intentionally.
We have seen many verbs that optionally or obligatorily have
subjects which are interpretable as an Agent. The subject may be
the theme, or come from preposi tional phrases wi th to, from·, wi th,
etc., or it may be an Agent only.'
Verbs whose subj~cts are Agents only are generally called
Causatives, for example:
8) John turned the ball into a grapefruit.
9) John rolled the ball down the hill.
10) John transferred the ba11 from ~ohn to Mary.
in·which ball is the theme ~nd John the Agent. With abstract'
themes we may have
11) John reported' to Mary from Bill that the war would
end soon.
And with abstract source and goal phrases we may· have
12) John turned Bill away from doing his homework o
13) John forced Bill to do his homework o
and many others., In the above Bill is theme while 'to. do his
homework' is clearly the Nounclause object of some Motional pre-
'position since we have
14) What John forced Bill into was to do his homework.
We have already seen many cases where the theme is optionally
interpretable as an Agent. In fact if the subject is Animate this
interpretation is generally possible.
15) John went into the room.
16) ~ohn rolled down the h~ll.
17) John floated across the lake.
If the subject is nonAnimate the interpretation of Agent cannot be
.given:
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18) The log floated across the lake.
There are very few verbs which are ~1otional or Durationa,l and
which cannot be interpreted as being Agentive when the subject is
Animate. For Nondescript verbs it is the other way around. They
are usually necessarily nonAgentive.
19) The child belongs to its mother o
does not permit John to be an Agent, whereas the Durational
20) The ch~ld kept to its mother.
implies an Agent. Among the-Durational nowever it is also possible
to say
21) John remained in the room.
and mean that he intended to stay. In"addition to there being an
option, however, there is not such a large number of verbs whose
subjec~are themes and also obligatorily Agents. It seems that in
the sentences
_22) John ran into the fire.
23) J·ohn fled out of- the ki tchen.
we may have Agents obligatorily.
In addition we have seen many cases in which a to prelexical
prepositional phrase is in the subject which is obligatorily in-
terpreted as an Agent. Among some in which the interpretation is
optional, we have
24) John got a book.
for which we need not have an animate subject:
25) The house got a new roof.
However in
John ~etched the book.
the subject is obligatorily an Agent and therefore may not have an
inanimate subject:
26) *The plant fetched a new leaf.
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Simil~rly as we may have an Agent for the subject which comes
from from from prepositional phrase. There are many verbs for which
this interpretatibn is obligatory. Among" those in which i~ is
option~l is lose.
27) John lost th~ game intentionally.
28) The house lost "i ts roof.
Among those verbs which incorporate nonMotional prepos~tions in
the sUbject, we have have and,ho.!-d.
Nondescript and generally nbnAgentive are the first, while the
second is Durational which may therefore be Agentive. Thus
29) *John had the book intentionally.
30) John held the book intentionallyo
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8 0 2 Syntactic and Semantic ,Properties of Agentive Verbs
The Agnetive is distinguished by having various peculiar -
~mantic and syntactic properties.
If the subject may have the interpretation of being an Agent,
then it may 'be used with be to form the progressive. Thus for
-
example we can say:
1) John is forc'ing Bill to swim.
2) John is reporting to Bill about the war.
3) John is rolling the ball down the hill.
4) John is turning the coach into a pumpkin.
5) John is selling Bill a book.
6) John is getting his lambchops now.
7) John is keeping the book.
8) John is remaining in the room
These ar'e all either Durational or Mati-anal verbs. It is possible
to use be with certain adjecti~es in an Agentive sense, meaning
'acting', in which case the progr~ssive is possible:
9) John is being Witty.
10) John is being obnoxious.
But not
11) *John is being tall.
12) *John is being intelligent.
In such a sentence as
13) John is having steak tonight'.
the subject may, be an Agent. However, it seems that we can say
14) The reof is having a n'ew coat of paint.
which means that for have to be used in the progressive does not
imply it is Agentive. Rather it would be better to say that the
Nondescript verb is generally not interpretable as being'Agentive.
The above use of have, but not of be which must it appears be
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Agel)tive here, can be ambi tuous wi~h a Motional verb such ·as get.
The Motiorial verb then may have the option of being interpreted
as Agentive.
It might be that be can be used like act sometimes, which is
obligatorily Agentive. Then we could maintain our generalization
that Nondescript verbs·donot have this optional interpretability.
While it appears to be true that if the verb has an Agent
subject .it can be used in the progressive but, as an active verb,
the converse does not hold. There are Motional verbs which are not
Agentive. For exampl~ we can say
15) J6hh is inheriting his father's .money.
16) John is losing his hair.
But these sentences cannot be interpreted a~ Agentive. The parlances
'Agentive' 'active', and 'Motional' verbs must be kept distinct.
The general interpretability of Motional verbs as Agentive is true,
but there are' exceptions. The notion of Agentive verb and the
notion of active verb are different things. The latter does not
~tself require an Animate subjecto Nor does it attribute will to
the subject. However, it remains that the Agentive verb is always
of the type which can be put into the progressive, and hence active.
This is even true for causatives in which the subject is an Agent
but in which seems to be the causative of a stative verb.
17) At this moment the manager is putting us in room 209·.
·18) *At this moment the manager puts us in room 209.
19) *·At this moment ·we are being in room 209.
It is true that all Motional verbs are active in that they
take the progressive. But again the converse is not true. For example
we have the nonMotional stand used ·actively in:
20) At this moment the pole is standing in the corner.
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Similarly we have~, lie, lean, all of which can be construed as
nonMotional verbs, yet they take progressive. In addition, like
Motional verbs, they are" interpretable as Agentive if they have an
A'nimate subject.
21) John is standing in the ,corner intentionally.
·It is interesting to note that the simple Durational verbs remain
and stay may. be interpreted as Agentive in which case they take the'
progressive.
22) John is remaining in the car.
But they are not active for inanimate nouns in which the inter-
p~etation o~ Agentive is not possible:
23) *The book is remaining in the car.
The interpretation of the subject as an Agent has syntactic
effects~ This means that the determination of the subject as Agent
must precede the decision r.egarding the grammaticali ty of an
embedded sentence in be to form the progressive. If the grammati-
cality of the progressive is 'determined within the semant~c com-
ponent by interpretive rules then the determination of the subject
as Agent may be either by interpretive rules in the semantic compon-
ent or may be already marked in the prelexical structtire.
Another effect of the Agentive is the possibility of having
purposive constructions such as so that~ in order that, etc.
With all Agentive verbs this is possible:.
24) John remained .in the room. in order to see who would arrive.
25) John forced the tree down in order to obtain wood.
26) John rolled down the hill in a barrel in order to
thrill the .peop Ie •
But when the Agent is not possible" nei ther is the purposive con-
struction.
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27) *Theball is rolling down the hill in order to reach
the bottom.
28) *John inherited the money in order to get rich.
29) *John lost the money in order to look poor.
30) *John owns the book in order to look intellectual.
31) *John knows the answer in order to surprise everyon~.
32) *John remains in the room in order to see who arrives.
In the last sentence above we have remain being used statively,
treating John as an inanimate object. Hence it cannot be Agentive,
and hence we cannot have the purposive phrase.
A semantic phenomenon associated. with the Agentive verb is the
interpretation of a because clause in construction with it. If it
occurs with an Agentive verb then it is interpreted as the person's
own reason for doing the action indicated.
34) John fo~ced the tree down because he doesn't like shade.
But if we do not have Agent the interprelation must be the reason
for the whole event's existence.
35) John remains in the room because no one pulled him out.
Compare the nonAgentive sentenc.e above wi th
36) John is remaining in the room because someone asked
him to stay, which pleased him.
Of course even a sentence which must be Agentive may have the
because clause which refers to the reason for the whole event:
37) John forced the tree down because there was no one else
to do it.
A verb with an Agent subject cannot be permitted in the ing
complement of accept, protest, resent, ignore, suffer, require •
.We can say:
38) John accepted knowing the answer .•
39) John protested losing the book.
40} John resented inheriting so little.
41) John ignored being told the answer.
q;-- .~~-_._._.--"'""""_.--q
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but not
42) *John accepted teaching Bill the answer.
43) *John protested giving Bill the book.
44) *John resented fetching so little money_
45) *John ignored telling Bill the answer.
47) John protested getting the book.
48) John resented floating across the lake.
In the above we must interpret the sentences as not having an Agent
subject.
An instrument phrase can only o·ccur if the subject is an Agent o
49) John sent the letter to Bill with a pigeon.
50) John gave Bill the book with his,hands.
51) John learned with a tape recorder.
52) Bill was turned to a cook with a littl~ persuasion.
But without an Agent SUbject this is not readi~y possible
'53) *John lost the book to Bill with bad luck.
54) *The board flca,ted on the surface of the water wi th an
inflated tube.
But we do have
55) John floated on the surface of the water with a rubber tube.
It appears that by and by means of also have the same distribution
and can· be treated as abstract instrument phrases, their objects
may be noun clauses or abstract nouns.
56) John taught Bill by being persistent.
57) Bill turned John into a pumpkin by magic.
It seems that P.l. may be used without Agent subjects, indicating the
physical reason for the event, however.
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58) John lost his 'money by associating with vagrants.
59) The log floated on the water by means of its buoyancy.
Here we have the same semantic distinction as with because.
Often, in the absence of an Agent Subject the instrument phrase,
may be used in the subject:
60) When it was fired, the gun ,killed many animals.
61) John killed many animals with the gun.
62) If used properly, these barges will float a few tons.
63) John floated several tons with these barges.
64)" Simple persuasion sold the book.
65) A lie forced John to confess.
66)' Knowing the right pemple will get you what you want.
The instrument phrases cannot ordinarily be used without the
subject being Agent, even if the verb looks the ,same in both Agent
and nonAgent uses:
67) *The window broke with a hammer.
68) John broke the window with a hammer.
69) A hammer broke the window.
Thus we see that there are a number of syntactic and semantic
reflexes of the feature Agent being in the subject. These facts
will be relevant to our formalizations in Chapter 9.
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12) John is leaving his toys in the room o
meaning 'let stay'. However, the nonAgentive form
13) *At this moment the toys are staying .in the room.'
is not possible, as noted. The purposive clause is possible:
14) John released the bird in order to see its manner
of flight.
15) John granted Bill the book just to see if he would
accept ita
Similarly because and instrument phrases may occur with the inter-
pretation expected for Agentive forms:
16) John accepted the gift because he wanted to have ito
17) The canary admi tted",the sparrow' into its cage by not
acting frightened.
18) John dropped the lead to the ground with a release
mechanism.
That the permissive aspect of these sentences should be
c.lassified with the Agentive is evidenced by the fact thati t main-
tains the same semantic properties as the arm na'ry Agentive in
necessitating an Animate willful subject,and maintains the same
peculiarities regarding the interpretation and.the possibility of
various phrases in its sentence. It c~nnot be that the permissive
Ag~ntive is actually a normal Agent acti~g upon some situation irt
which permission is implied, because it is apparent that there exist
no verbs which can have such a meaning. There is no' difference in
meaning, for example, between the following two nonAgentivesentences
which can be attributed to this:
~19) The ball fell to the ground.
20) The ball dropped to the ground.
Though these are related to forms that differ as to whether they
are permissive or causative Agentives, they do not seem to be so·
differentiable as nonAgentives. Consequently we say that we have
two types of Agentives.
Note that these do not seem to be verbs which are optionally
nonAgent or permissive Agent~
Thus for comparison we have the following possibilities:
Table 1
Permissive Causat'ive NonAgent
Possession accept receive acquire, inherit
grant give less
Position release, let send travel
free force go
admit enter enter
drop "fall fall, drop
Release and free both require Agent subjects, and optionally
incorporate a w~ole prepositional phrase. Release seems to
necessitate OUT OF in the environment: this is obligatorily formal
as from however, as is common. We can say
21) John released the bird from the cage.
22) *John released the bird from the paleo
which doesn't have an inside. In
23) John released the bird.
24) John released. the bird into the open air.
In all of these cases this prepositional phrase is implEd' • It is
interesting to note that when we have a Human noun here, as in
25) John released Bill from the angry policeman.
the implication clearly is that the policeman had been holding Bill.
Release and free dq not permit away, nor any other ~-phrase:
26) *John released the bird to the river bank.
27) *John released the bird away from the cage.
'These verbs demand into, and out of in their environment. We need
specify only out of however, since the rule for consistency in
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from-to pairs will follow:
- Let can be used as a fairly general permissive Agent of Motion.
28) John let Bill ·.into the. room.
29) John let the b,ird out of the cage.
30) John let the dog at the man. (at ~ toward.)
31) Alice let her hair down.
3?> Now let the pole to the ground slowly.
Thus ,we have the prelexical structure for release, and let,
in the positional Paramet~r.
L-l)
/release/ in env P-Agent
V, Motional
Positional FROM IN NP( )
L-2)
/letl in env
V, Motional
P-Agent Positional
For verbs such as grant, accept, we should have
L-3)
/grant/ in env
V, Motional
P~Agent FROM Possessional (TO)
/ac,cept/ in env P-Agent TO
V, Motional
Possessional
Here C-Agent means causative Agentive and P-Agent means permis~ive
Agentive. We will adopt the convention of writing the marker for
the Agent ·to the left of the preposition if we have a subject
derived from a prepos~tional phrase or in the same·place as a
preposition incorporated in the subject if the subject is purely
Agent. Compare this notation to that for give in which we have
C-Agent. (See 3.2).
L-5
/give/ in env C-Agent FROM V, Motion
Possession (
N,
TO Organization
I,
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8.4 The Subject as Causative Agent Only
There are, however, a number of Agentive verbs which take
noun clauses as objects of their prepositions. For, example
Table 4
cause
make
coerce
conduce
induce
force.
All of these fall into the following sbrt of pattern.
1) John forced Bill to do it.
2) John made himself do it.
3) *John caused do it.
The subjects of all of these verbs are only Agents an·d there seems
to be no reason to attribute any other property to them, except
various ideosyncratic properties of the verb. The fact that reflexi-
vization occur:s would indicate, as in 7.5, that we have a Human
noun in the main clause. In fact, it appears that this noun is obli-
gatory, ~ince we cannot have it absent as in sentence 3). This
sentence would have been grammatical if we had only the subject
and a clause in which the Subject 6orresponded to the subject of
the s~ntence, thereby necessitating deletion.
Apparently, however, this noun doesn't have to be a Human noun,
since we have for some of the above:
4) John caused the rain to fall.
5) John forced the roof to cave in.
6) John made the wheel turn.
But not for the other 'verbs:
7) *John coerced the rain to fall.
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8) *John induced the roof to cave in.
9) *John conduced the wheel to turn.
The obligatory noun before the clause, however, suggests that
it is the theme. In the case of force the nature of "the noun
clause is suggested by the sentences
10) What John forced Bill into was for him to do it.
11) John forced Bill into it.
However, this is not possible for nonAnimate nouns:
12) *John forced the reef into it.
Although we can say
13) John forced the roof: off of the top of the house.
In fact force is like let in being a general Agentive verb for all
kinds of motion.
14) John forced the ball into the hole.
15) John forced the paper onto the wall.
16) John forced the firt under the rug.
It would seem favorable to be able to say that-in the cases in
which we have an embedded sentence, we really have a noun clause
as the object of one of these prepositions, e.g o , into o In fact,
these prepositions.do appear before a clause, indicating that there
is some deletion of the preposi tion be"fore or in the fornH:ion of
an infinitive complement.
17) John forced Bill from doing th~ dishes.
18) John forced Bill into doing the dishes.
The first OI these with from is questionable. The latter may be
put into the form
19) John forced Bill to do the dishes.
Note that this must be the deletion of in~o and not the incor-
poration of it; obligatory incorporation only for one prepositions
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before a particular form of clause would be a complicated thing
·to specify in the lexicon. Prepositions are generally del.eted
before infinitival complements.
There are, however, some additional complications. We noted
above that some of these verbs do not permit nonAnimate objects.
There ar'e other properties that differentiate these words. For
example for some in the class that permits nonanimate objects we
can have what appears to be no object at all:
20) John caused there to be rain.
21) John made there appear a fantastic image on the screen.
However, force does not per~it this:
22) *John forced there to be rain.
In addition some of these cali take ordinary concrete and abstract nouns:
23) John caused the rain.
24) John made the toy.
25) John made the rain.
But this is not possible for any of theothers.
26) *John forced the rain.
27) *John coerced that event.
28) *John induced these events.
29) *John conduced the snow.
Another property that we may i~vestigate similarly is whether
or not the embedding of a passive sentence means the same as the
embedding of an active sentence. For example, we have
30) John caused Bill to buy the groceries.
31) John caused the groceries to be bought by Bill.
Both members of this pair seem to mean the same. However in
32) John forced Bill to buy groceries.
'33) .John forced the groceries to be bought by Bill.
we do not have the same meanirigs. In addition, for force another
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peculiarity is brought out, that the embedded verb must be active:
34) John forced the ball to roll into the lde.
35) *John forced the ball to be a red color.
36) *John forced the ball to weigh-five pounds.
But with the verbs that take Animate objects we have a clear
difference of meaning
37) John coerced Bill to visit Mary.
38) John coerced Mary to be visited by Bill.
39) John induced Bill to visit Mary.
40) John induced Mary to be visited by Bill.
And similarly for conduce. Force and cause also have this differ-
ence with Animate'~ouns, in which the ,object of the verb is acted
upon apart from action indicated in the embedded clau~eo
41) John forced Bill to visit Mary.
42) John forced Mary to be visited by Bill o
Apparently, for Animate subjects, the embedded sentence" does not
have to be a Motional verb. This is jrobably due to- the fae t that
'having an Animate subject the embedded verb may ~e inter~reted, as
it seems to be, as having an Agent subject. This automatically
implies an active verb. (See 8.2).
Noted above, ,the possibili ty for some of these verbs to take
inanim~te nouns and the possibility~~to embed a sentence introduced
by there cooccur, as in make and cause. Both of these observa-
tions give evidence to assuming that the clause that does appear
may at times itself be ihe theme. The inanimate noun should be
thought of as originating in the clause. And certainly there
could not be conceived as originating as a noun in the main clause,
Consequently it wou'ld appear that cause and make at least some of
the time may have the whole clause as theme. However this would
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allow at such times the del~tion of the subject of the embedded
clause when it~ agrees with the subject. However as seen by 3)
this is not possible.
Instead of making a restriction on the deletability of the
embedded subject, it is possible to prohibit the deletion by
assuming an' underlying structure which would naturally prevent it.
This could be done' if we assumed that the clause in question is
not the theme at all. Nor can the noun be that appears immediately
after cause and make, since this would not permit there.
For cause and make we might assume that the theme is some
generalized nominal meaning 'the situation' or 'the universe',
which is obligatorily incorporated. The noun clause would then be
exactly of the same function as that after force, namely the object
of some preposition like into.
Consequently for cause we would have the lexical entry
L-l)
V, Motional N,Abstract
/cause/ in env C-Agent
-------------------
INTO
For force we have the possibility of having other themes, none of
which are incorporated. In fact we can also have ordinary objects
after many different preposi tions of motion:, as well as a noun
clause. Thus we need write only
L-2)
V, ltrlotional
/force/ in env C-Agent Positional
This formalization will not exclude 17). We do not formalize its
necessity to have active verbs in its embedded clause. Coerce,
induce" conduce obligatorily have an Animate theme. Consequently,
the prelexi~al structure:
L-3) V, Motion
/coerce/ in env C-Agent Circumstance N, Human INTO________________...... -J ,
Note that for coerce and the others the preposition is positive
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only, and must have a noun clause as object. We can not say:
.43) *John coerced Bill from 'playing the game.
44) *John coerced Bill into the room.
45) *John coerced Bill from his book.
Having the clause's we noted in 7.8 is probably best considered a
subfeatureof the Positional, ·namelycircums.tance • It can almost
be said that force can be used for both, hence being Positional.
Drive is even a more general causative Agentive than force.
For drive we can have very certainly a noun clause as the object
of from:
46) John drove ,Bill from dancing so much.
Similarly, for the positive we have ei ther of the following,:
47) John drove Bill into dancing too much.
48) J~hn drove Bill to dance too much.
We also can have the full range of Motional prepositions:
49) The man drove Bill out of his house, by being an
obnoxious neighbor.
50) The man drove Bill into the corner, by frightening him.
Note also, just as we can say 'go ,insane' we can say:
51) John drove Bill insane.
I t may be tha t insane is qui te l'i terally 'out of. one I s mind' in the
prelexical structure, as this would account for its use with
Motional verbs.
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8.5 The SUbject as Permissive Agent Only
The permissive Agentive has been shown in 8.3 to parallel the
causative Agentive in several instances in which it is associated
with a subject· derived from some prepositional phrase. It is also
.possible·to have the permissive Agent alone in the sUbjectJas was
seen with release and let for the Posit·ional aspect. Just so we
can have noun clauses as objects.of the prepositions.
1) John let the cat walk on the table.
2) John permitted Alice to go for a walk.
3) John alLowed Mary to read his book.
These words act similar to the C-Agentive in 8.4. They permit the
embedded sentence to begin with there, yet do not permit the· subject
of the embedded clause to be deleted when it corresponds to the
subject of the ~ain clause.
4) John let there be twenty people in the room.
5) John did not permit there to be anyone playing the piano~
while Alice was asleep.
6) John permitted himself to sleep.
7) *John permitted to sleep.
In addition there is a difference in meaning between the embedding
of an active and a passive sentence.
8) John permitted Bill to visit the teacher.
9) John permitted the teacher to be visited by Bill.
This poses the same problems as before in 8.4. The presence
of an embedded sentence introduced by there means that sometimes
the embedded clause does not cooccu~ with another noun· in the main
clause; whereas the change of meaning and the presence of reflexi-
vization do. In fact this other noun must be obligatory, since we
must have reflexivization. The sentence
10) *John permitted him to sleep.
I
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Thus we may have a very simple representation ~or the P..Agentives
Leaye here means • let remain' whereas permit means 'let be t' • Hence
lYe have the lexical entry:
Let w111be as given previously
..........
V, Nondescript
..Po...-8_1t...1...o...·· n_a....·}-.... ~/permit/ in env
1.-2)
15) John induced Bill not to enter the room.
ie) John allowed Bl1l not to enter the'room.
11) John let Bill Dot enter the room.
)lote tb'e difference in:
here dese:ribed in the lexicon.
10·8.3. with the'extension of the Positional ,to expressClrcumstance.
We must, .,however. modify this to permit the incorporation of some
generalized a.bstract noun as the theme, whlch we symbolize in the
prelexical structure by IT:
......
L-i) V, Jlotional
/let/·10 en\*' ~s1t1onal .~
4110w and per.it are similar except that tbey arenonHot1onal,
whicb can be seen ·by the Post tional express,ions tbey IUl.ve:
18) ,Jobn allowed the cat on the sofa.
19) John permitted his son out of the house.
20) *John allowed the cat onto the sofa.
21) -John permitted his son into tih.e-;~~:.oom.
This lleaDS that we have tile same thing as fOl~ let,. except 'with
the feature Duratlonal or Nondescript instead of Motional. Since
there is no clear idea. of· theDurational I'lara ,va shall say that it
is Nondescript.. Contrast the use of l~ave, wh1ch bas a clear
Durat1onal. sense, with (»erDl+t:
22) John left tbe book on the table.
23) John permitted the book on the table.
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24) John permitted Bill to leave at any time he ~ight choose,
but he never did'leave.
25) *John let Bill leave at any time he might choose, but
he never did leave.
The second sentence is deviant semantically. This is because the
Motional transition implied by let means that John refrained from
hindering the coming of the event, which necessarily did come; but
the first sentence is all right since permit onlY'means that John
refrained from hindering the manifestation of the event, but the
event need not actual~y occur.
The above verbs must have the noun clauses in infinitival form.
However there exist verbs which have permissive Agents alone in the
subject but manifest the preposition with noun clauses in ing. Thus
we have
26) John released Bill from having to do the job again.
27) John freed Bill from working so hard.
It is permissible to have positive prepositions as well, but'here we
have the infinitival form preferred.
28) John released Bill to visit his parents'.
29) ,John freed Bill to do what he wished.
However" the semantic sense of these sentences, their distinction
from the sentences with permit and allow, strongly suggests that
these are cases of optional incorporation of a .!.!:2.!!!.-phrase that is
obligatory in the environment. Thus we can have both in 'one sentence:
30) John released Bill from having to do the job again
to visit his parents.
31) John freed Bill from doing the laundry to do what wished.
It is clear that free ,and release are expansions of an ordinary
Positional sense,
32) John released the bird from the cage.
33) John freed the bird into the tree.
34) John released the bird from the cage to its nest •
.- ~----------------------·~r-,l"'~
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which does not concern us here.
However in
Positional J
Possessional
Identificational1AT in env
VJDurational
P-Agent/leave/ in anv
L-3)
All the forms of leave except the Positional, must have a
37) John left the book on the table.
44) John l~ft the dog at the corner.
43) John left the. pad off of the table.
38) John left the cat to its owner.
42) *John left the cat from its owner.
41) *John left Bill from cook.
40) John left Bill as cook.
39) John left Bill to wash the car.
with braces:.
meanin~ 'let it stay'. Also in ~ Possessional sense we can say
althriugh in the Positional we can say
positive preposition. We can say none of
meaning that he didn't want to change him. The sentence can also
indicate the state in which Bill was when John departed from him,
is not the sense with allow, permit, and let.
Leave 'it appears can also be used in the Identificational sense:
Note that away is not possible with noun clauses as well as for the
ordinary Positional sense. (See 8.3):
35) *John released Bill away from having to do·the job again o
36) *John freed the b,ird away from the cage.
A D'urational verb might be leave. ,Surely this is the case in:
Hence we may write for leave, expressing" the appropriate options
we cannot mean that John was allowed to remain washing the car. This
5) The top kept spinning.
6) The top remained spinning.
Naturally, if the subject" is Animate this usage can be interpreted
as Agentive:
7) John kept dancing in order to prove his stamina.
8) John remained dancing in order to prove his stamina.
Thus we can have both
9) John kept playing the piano.
and
10) John kept himself playing the piano.
In the first of these we have the subject being the theme which
since Human can be interpreted as an Agent. In the second of these
'himself' is the reflexivized theme, the subject being an Agent alone.
There is, however, some difference between keep and remain
or stay. The latter occur with all stative prepositions and has
complements with all verbs. The former, how~ver, is restricted.
Thus we can say
11) The box remained in the room.
12) The box remained red.
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But we c~nnot say
13) *The box kept in the room.
14) *The box kept red.
If sentence 13) were to be acceptable then we would want to say
the box had some mobile properties. This is not ~o say that box
must be Animate. It is perfectly acceptable for example to say
15) The ball kept in the room.
Similarly we have
16) The doll remained as a toy.
17) *The·doll kept as'a toy.
18) The puppet stayed looking like its owner.
19) *The puppet kept looking like its owner.
20) The immobile brick remained on the shelf.
21) *The immobile brick kept on the shelf.
22) The immobile brick remained away from the wall.
23) *The immobile brick kept' away from the wall.
'With keep we can say:
24) The door l~ept swinging.
25) The brick kept falling.
26) The water kept within the .pool.
27) The molecules kept being active.
28) The leaves kept red for a long time.
29) The fire kept hot.
It seems that ·the sentence is permissible 'just in case the
situation 'which is· kept is somehow contrary to expectation or
necessitates some control. Consequently, if the subject is mobile
'or animate one might need control·to keep it in place, and keep
can be used. Similarly, if the subject is prone to change,
~----r----------------------'*-I·~·7rn11'1'lllTIl~~r'Trtr"''''''f''''1I:.-:-i__i~__~ ~~~__ """"'I
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as leaves and fire in'examples 28 and 29 keep may be used. Remain
doesn't imply the necessity o~ some control.
One might consider attempting to relate this idea of control
to the fact that keep may also be 'used as an Agent verb. However,
it would seem to be satis~actory to treat this as an ideosyncratic
feature of keep. If the theme in the subject is Human, and we can
interpret it as an Agent, then sentences similar, to those which
are ungrammatical above, b~come grammatical:
30) Bill kept as cook all day.
31) , Mary kept, looking as young as her sister.
32) John kept being wittier than the other folks on the block.
33) John kept on the platform.
34) Mary kept away from the \vall.
The reason Why these are acceptable could be attributed to the
same fact. That is, certain control on the situation may be
t
necessary. Consequently we will say that this problem belongs to
interpretiv~ semantics and lies without our area of study.
The construction in which we have. an Agent only as subject,
permits the same forms as after remain:
35) John kept the doll looking like Mary.
36) John kept the ball red.
37) John kept the wheel turning.
38) John kept the ball on the shelf.
39) John kept his profession cook.
Just as for remain it is possible to treat the nouns and adjectives
that may appe~r as deletions of being. (See 7.9). However, also,
just as remain, it is not possible to have passives after keep~
40) *John kept Bill tied to the bed by Alice.
41) *John kept the barrel rolled down the hill.
Adjectives made from sentences, diff.erent from the passive, are,
however, permissible:
42) John kept the lion t.ied down.
We can consider the complements as noun clauses governed by
prepositions. Thus we can say
43) John kept Bill washing dishes.
44) John kept Bill from washing dishes.
The positive preposition is optionally deleted. Thus:
45) John kept Bill (at) washing dishes.
46) John kept Bill at it.
47) What John kept Bill at was washing dishes.
This is also the case for the noncausative use:
48) The wheel kept (at) turning.
49) The wheel kept at it.
50) What the wheel kept at was turning.
The disappearance of the at is considered as deletion before
the noun clause because if it were incorporation' we would want
it to also occur in the Positional aspect. That is, we could say:
51) *Bill remained his desk.
for
52) Bill remained at his desk.
which is not possible. Incorporation is valuable when it is
consistent in all cases for a word.
The deletion of~being depends upon the deletion of at:
53) *John kept Bill at happy.
54) *John kept Bill from happy.
Note that this is not true for prepositions in Motional verbs:
55) John went from being sad to being happy.
56) John went from sad to happy.
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We shall treat keep as having the same environment as remain.
The difference described above we attributed to some ideosyn-
cratic semantic behavior which the interpretive semantic co~ponent
should handle. We have therefore for the lexical for keep:
L-l
/keep/ in env
V, Durational
C-Agent PosiUbnal
Here note that we may write an optional C-Agent for some
verbs, such as keep, which may be used either with theme as subject
or with 'an Agent as subject. Without anything written before the
verb, weunderstand.ourselves'to have the most common occurrence:
the theme as subject. This, if Animate, may be interpreted as
an Agent.
Keep can also be used in the Possessional sense. Thus we can
say
57) John kept the book to himself.
58) John kept the dog to its cage.
59) The child kept to its mother.
60) The ball kept to the far corner of the room.
However, because of the semantic peculiarity of keep noted above,
it is not possible to say
61) *John kept the book to Mary.
because book is not mobile, and doesn't require sufficient control
for keep to be used.
We also have, however,
62) John kept the book.
which may be either the Durational of Possessional or of Positional.
Thus it is apparent that the subject may 11 incorporate a simple
preposition. In the case of the Positional we may disambiguat~
this by reduplication:
63) John kept the ball with him.
l
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The Possessional, however, does not reduplicate:
64) *John kept the book to him.
This is the same as for have. See 4.3 The sentence
65) John kept the book from Bill.
is ambiguous between the Possessional and Positional senses. It
may be the Positional, as in 'away from Bill', or it may refer to
Bill's posse~sion of the book.
While hold is Dura t ional , it has an in in· the subj ect, as
seen in 3.4., and consequently we have a difference in the sentence
66) John held the book away from Bill.
67) John kept the book away from Bill.
In the former, we mean that the book is held i~ John's grasp,
whereas for the latter it is merely 'with John'. Also, for
keep the incorporation of with in the subject is not obligato·ry,
since there is some possible difference in meaning between
68) John kept the book wit~ him~ay from Bill.
and sentence 67). Sentence 67) need not. imply that the book is
'with John'.
We may alter our lexical structure for keep somewhat to
include the Possessional possibility. It will now appear, that
we sh·ould allow keep to be ambiguous between the Possessional
and the Positional. When it is Possessional, however, there will
perforce be no preposition reduplicated. If an Agent, the subject
may also be derived from an AT phrase attached to it, which we
may assume may represent both the Positional WITH and the
Possessional TO sense.
L-2)
/keep/ in env
(C-Agent (AT»)
,v, Durational
~~ossessional)
"Positional )
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This implies that if we can have C-Agent in the subject we can have
AT also.
Retain may be used in the sense of keep except that it is
obligatorily Possessional and must not have any preposition .in the
environ~ent. If obligatorily incorporate in the subject the
positive Possessional preposition, to, indicating the subject
is the possessor like have. The absence of a from-phrase in
the environment is also true for have.
69) John retained the book for five years.
70) *John retained the chemistry set from Bill~
Hence retain is a Durational counterpart of the Nondescript have.
For retain we have the lexf6al entry therefore
L-3
/retain/ i~ env
V, Durational
AT Possessional
Save can be used in a Durational sense as well. It is not
altogether clear whether or not it is Possessional or Positional.
The difficulty is probably due to a semantic peculiarity of save,
which is' that it always implies something or someone undesirable is
being curtailed or avoided. Thus it is certainly Possessi~nal in
71) John saved the food from Bill because he wanted it
all for himself.
in which we mean to convey the mean~ng of retention. In a sentence
such as
72) John saved Bill from the onrushing train.
we cannot have anything but a Positional sense. In all of these
cases it is possible not to imply any Possessional or Positional
connection between, the Agent John and the theme, and hence as for
keep ,the preposition in the subject indicating this accompaniment
is optional.
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Save may have a from prepositional phrase only.
73) *John saved Bill in the room.
unless we absurdly mean that the r,oom was the place for John's
preservation. It may however standalone without any overt pre-
positional phrase:
74) John saved the cheese.
One may interpre~ this~ as Positional or possessional, in one sense
implymng that John remained possessing it and the other simply having
it with him. However, it appears to differ from keep which is also
Positional or Poss~ssional. Co~pare the above with
75) John kept the cheese.
It seems that save as well as implying that the cheese was kept,
seems to imply that it was displaced from normal position. In
otherwords kept away. We note also that save does not permit
aw~y to appear:
76) *John saved the cheese away.
Note also the semi-paraphrase for-save in ~ut away' or 'put aside'.
The sentence, with save away has a peculiar redundant fe~lin~,
similar to that in 'John left away for Chicago.' We can say there-
fore that away is incorporated in save. This will imply the
impossibility of having any other positive preposition. Away can
be considered to be Sdmething like 'at another place'. If it is
incorporated it would not be pos~ible for it to be repeated or
some other form to stand in its place.
In addition, if save can also be, Positional it is necessary
--'
that we somehow prevent reduplicat'ion of the preposition of accom-
paniment, in, the subject. We cannot say:
77) *John saved the milk with him.
as we can
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78) John kept the milk with him.
As was seen for deliver, in 7.4, reduplication.will not become mani-
fest if there is obligatory incorporation. Since we have incor-
poration of away, reduplication causes blocking when ~exical
i terns are applied. ~onsequently having away obligatorily i,ncor-'
porated is supported both s~ntactically and semantically. by the
preven~ion of any preposi-:tional phrase other than one in from,
and by the prevention of reduplication. In addition, no less
important, it will explain the absence of away after save, but
not after keep.
Save, unlike retain, and keep,has an ~bligatory Agent:
79) *The house saved its roof through the storm.
We therefore have for the lexical structure for save, so far:
L-4)
/save/ inenv
C-Agent (AT)
AT NP stands for away here.
V, Durational
Possessional
Positional AT NP
Rescue, delive~, and salvage may be used as. Motional forms
which we should consider. Like deliver in the sense of bring,
these also have an incorporated prepositional phrase in the subject.
Rescue and deliver are Positional. Thus we have the following
sentences:
80) John rescued the child ,from the fire.
which implies that the child was in the midst of the fire, but was
taken from it. This'is in contrast to the Durational
81) John kept the child from the fire.
Similarly, salvage can be used in the sense of take:
82) John salvaged the books from the fire.
Here the theme i~ likely to be something which is possessed and
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nence we may call salvage Possessional. It is somewhat absurd to
say:
83) *John salvaged the ch:D..d from the flames.
unless the child were a servant or slave.
Note for rescue and salvage it is clear that it is not Possible
to say
84) *John salvaged the books away from the garbage h.eap.
85) *John rescued the child away .from the monster.
86) *John salvaged the books to their owner.
87) rescued the child from the dragon to its ~*John mother.
Th~t is, for rescue and salvage it is not possible to have away,
and once mbre in a parallel fashion, it is not possible to have
a positive preposition. This again implies that away is
obligatorily incorporated. Indeed, rescue is closer in meaning to
take away than take. For rescue this will also prevent the p6ssi-
bility of manifesting redupli'cation, as any incorporation should.
For deliver it is not so clear that we cannot have away:
88)' John delivered the child away from the monster.
In addition, it is conceivable to have a to phrase:
~9) The Lord delivered the children of Israel from bondage
to the Promised Land.
Consequently this use' of deliver is not essentia~ly different from
that which means bring. The redtiplication is prevented from
becoming manifest py the obligatory incorporation 01 across as
seen in 7.4. The difference between the two sentences
90) John rescued the child.
91) John delivered the child.
does seem at,tributable to the presence of the from in across which
is not in the away incorporated in rescue, though it is difficult
to pinpoint.
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Thus for salvage and rescue we have
L-5)
L-6)
/salvagej in env
v, Motional
C-Agent AT Possessional AT NP
V, Motional
/rescue/ inenv C-Agent AT Positional AT NP
Note, the AT becomes vacuously TO here.
Save, however, can now be seen to be even more general than
being both Possessional and Positional. It is possible for save
to be used in the sense of both rescue and salvage. That is,
, save may be Motional as well:
92) John saved the water.
may mean the John rescued the water from contamination, a Motional
sense, or it may mean that he stored it, a Durational sense.
In the sentence
93) John saved the book from the fire.
we may either mean that he rescued ,it or hid it in such a way that
it was kept from the fire in the first plac~.
Save as a Motional verb can certainly be used in the Positional
sense, since we can say
9~) John saved the child from the flames.
in the sense' of rescue, for which salvage is not possible.
96) *The Lord saved the Children of Israel from bondage
to the Promised Land.
Also, reduplication is not possible as it is after take.
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97) John took the ball away with him from the fire.
98) *Johnsaved'the ball with hi~ from the fire.
We may therefore write as a final version for save:
L-7)
/save/ in env
C-Agent (AT)
SDurational~
V, (Motional -
Possessiona17
Positional 5 AT NP
Just as we have ordinary nouns as objects of the prepositions
above, in most cases we can expand this to- noun clauses, which,
it appears, operate the same way:
99) John saved the child from burning.
100) John rescued the rabbit from being eaten by the wolf.
'l@l) John salvaged the book' from being thrown in the junk heap.
102) The Lord delivered the Children of Israel from labor-
ing in bondage.
103) *The Lord saved the Children of Israel from bondage to
living in a land of milk. and honey.
Prevent is Durational. It paraphrases keep when we have only
from followed by a noun clause:
104) John kept Bill from watching television.'
105) John kept the television fr~m being fixed.
106) John prevented Bill from watching television.
107) John prevented the television from being fixed.
The impossibility of having a positive goal is again correlated
with the absence of away:
108) John kept Bill away from watching television.
109) *John prevented Bill away from watching television.
110) John kept Bill'working hard.
Ill) John prevented Bill working hard.
The last of the~e may be possible in a negative sense and hence
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be an optional incorporation of from.' Hence we may say that
prevent incorporates AT NP obligatorily, preventing any other at
phrases from occurring in the environment. In addition it incor-
porates from optionally:
L-8)
V, Durationa1
/prevent/ in' env C-Agent Circumstance AT NP (FROM)
·Save in some uses is therefore exactly like prevent, except that
the former has some notion of danger being avoided.
112) John saved the house from burning, by fireproofing it.
113) John prevented the house from burning by fireproofing it.
Save, of course, can also be Motional, and hence an alteration in
the midst of the burning. The context above is designed to bring
out the desired meaning.
oth.er verbs with essentially the same -structure, but with
various different shades of meaning, are 'restrain, prohibit, bar,
debar. All of these impl,Y a part"icular kind-,~Q~. preventio~.
Restrain seems t6 imply some physical contact, and may therefore
have an accompaniment phrase in the subject. Prohibit, bar, and
debar imply prevention by command or legal means. In this sense,
the last three wer~indicate a prevention that is binding onward
into the futbre. Thus it is semantically feasible to say:
114) John restrained ~e from watching television, but I
managed to get to do it now.
However, there is something wrong with saying:
115) *John prohibited me from watching television, but I
managed to get to do it now.
Prohibit is nevertheless different from forbid-which is really only
an order not to do someth,ing, and does not imply that this order
was carried out, as prohibit does.
-,1
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116) I was forbidden to watch television but I did it
anyway.
117) *1 was prohibited from watching television, but I did
it anyway.
Restrict is more like keep in that i,t allows both positive and
negative prepositions.
118) John restricted Bill to playing the piano only.
119) John restricted Bill from .drinking wine while Uncle
was in the house.
However, the prepositions that occur here a~e differBnt~ "They
also are th~ only ones whi~h occur when ordinary places are named,
instead of having noun clauses:
:tOO) John restricted Bill to his room.
121) John restricted Bill from the yard.
122) *John restricted Bill under the tent.
123) *John restricted Bill at the door.
Although we can have
124) John restricted Bill to under the tent."
In which the basic preposition is this to, which is not deleted
before the Linear prepositions as at is. Nor is it deleted
6ptionally before" the noun clause as at is:
125) *John restricted Bill playing the piano only.
126) J~hn kept Bill playing the piano only.
This to is the form of AT which implies a much stronger connec-
tioD between entities concerned with Possession, as in 'belong
to'. The subject does not incorporate any prepositional phrase.
127) John restricted the book to Bill.
128) John restricted the paper to himself.
129) John restricted the territory from farmers.
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Compare this Possessional aspect, with the Positional, in
130) John kept his papers with Bill ..
131) John restricted his papers to'Bill.
In the second we' have a much stronger sense of attachment,
implying that only Bill would be allowed to possess or to read
the papers. In the first we merely mean the position of the papers.
Restrict does not have the semantic pecularity which keep has
demanding the theme to be mobile, hence the above. Restrict
can then be called Possessional, according to ,our usage, although
the objects of the prepositions do not have to be Human. The
necessity to state that the objects are Human is a subclassification,
just as it is for Position with send or obtain. We therefore
have for restrict the lexical entry:
L-9)
restrict
V, Motion
C-Agent Possessional
The fact that there are only two possible prepositions follows
from the feature Possessional. In fact, it seems acceptable to
have both in one sentence. ,Consider:
132) John restricted Bill to playing the piano only.
133). John restricted Bill from watching, television.
134) John restricted Bill from watching television to
. playing piano only.
Somewhat different from restrict and retain but still Possess·i-
on,al isdeprive. This verb obligatorily has of following it,
which we will take as the reduced form of from. That this ~~con-
ceivable can be seen due to the possibility of an any when the
object of of is a clause:
135) John deprived Bill of eating any bread.
We shall in fact say that in the prelexical structure we have out of
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here, the same out of that appears in the Possessional sense in
136) John is unfortunately out of money.
In other words, for the Possessional the possessed article is
the object of the complex prepositions, as seen in 4.3. Thus,
since the o~ect of the of after deprive is the would-be possessed
article we say that here we have a prelexical form amounting to
out of, the negative of in. Deprive is Durational, with the
mean~ng 'keep out of' in the Possessional sense. Thus compare
the two sentences:
137) John deprived Bill of money.
138) John kept Bill out of money_
It may in fact be the case that deprive,· as a word, is ambiguous
between the Motional and Durational senses, interpreting it also
as 'take out of'. That is, the sense might be in the above that
Bill had the money (or was 'in the money') and Bill took it from
him. It· is unfortunately not possible to use out of in English
in the Possessional and Motional sense so that we cann6t say
139) *John triok Bill out of the money.
any more than we can say.
140) *Bill went out of the money.
although ideomatically we have
141) Bill ran out of money_
It should be noted that using a simple preposition. before the
possessor also gives a similar meaning, different in the sense
described in 3.4. Hence sentence 137) can also have the approximate
paraphrase:
142) John kept the money from Bill.
in which we have from, the simple preposition, before the possessor~
Using this con~truction we can use take, the Motional verb, so
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that we have
143) John took the money from Bill.
which is a possible paraphrase for depriJe. This is possible
because from, unlike out of can be used in Possessional ·and
Motional· constructions.
Deprive does not have anything in the subject but Agent.
The full form of keep may allow both a positive and a negative
. preposition, but not together:
144)
145)
John saved his silver and kept himself in the money.
*John saved his silver and kept himself out of food)
in the money •.
However, keep does. take both as is natural for the Positional:
146) John kept himself out of the roo~ in the foyer.
The lack of the full form may be due to the only ideomatic charac-
ter of the expression 'in the money' so that it does not fall into
any from~to pattern. Similarly, after deprive we can only have
the one negative expression:
147) *John deprived Bill of food in the money_
Hence instead of our usual method of saying that the positive
preposition is restricted due to incorporation in the subject of
one such preposition (whi6h is .Dot possible here) or due to the
incorporation of some at-phrase after the verb (which is possible
here) we can restrict ~t merely to the negative preposition.
Since' out of is really FROM .IN, we can specify this in the verb,
so that our lexical structure is
L-IO) V, Durational
C-Agent Possessional
/deprive/ in env nonDominant FROM IN
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There are. some Duration verbS whose subjects are themes
which are also obligatorily Agents. This i.s to be compared wi th
keep whose subjects may be themes, and t'hen are optionally. One
such form that must have a negative preposition is avoid:·
148) John avoided dan~ing.
We treat this, for such reasons as have been :described, parallel
to keep away from. Thus we have for its lexical structure:
L-ll)
C-Agent V, Durational
lavoid/ in env Positional AWAY FROM
Note here that we specify the fact that the subject is' the ·theme
by having no incorporation in the subject. Consequently, 'the
line does not extend past the left of the verb. However, we
specify· that the verb must be i·n the environment of aC-Agent.
Here the C-Agent is not incorporated. The theme is the subject,
basically, which ,must also be a C-Agent. The relevance of our
formalizations for the lexical entries with the strings genetated
in the p~elexical system will be treated in '.3 .
Avoid can be used for both physical entities as objects of
. \
. the prepositions, and can have noun clauses;
149) John avoided the tree.
150) John avoided being witty.
C,onsequently Posi tional is an adequate feature. Refrain is simi la'r,
but must have a noun c~auseJ or abstract noun indicating a circum-
stance:
151) John ref~ained from acting too r~sh.
152) John refrained from lively activity.
153) *John refrained from the tree.
Corisequently we can use the feature Circumstance. Since no to
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8.7 The Causative Agentive in the Identificational Paramet~r
For the Agent forms for the parameter Identificational we
have noted several times that the subject of turn, change, transform
may be Agent only. They may in addition~be simply themes. This is
the same situation as for keep. We may formalize this by ascribing
to these verbs the following prelexical structure:
L-l.)
/transform/ in env
V, Motional
(C-Agent) Identificational
Without C-Agent,which is optional, we have the theme as subject.
With it we have only C-Agent in the subject. The theme, when alone,
,may automatically be interpreted as Agent as discussed. Thus we
h~ve respectively, Agent only, theme only, and the theme interpreted
as an Agent:
1) John changed. the snake into a dragon.
2) The trees changed color.
3) John changed to a doctor o
Turn, as noted, obligatorily incorporates or deletes the
simple preposition to. This is the case for the causative as well.
4) John turned Bill a doctor.
5) John turned ,Bill cook.
6) *John turned Bill to cook.
Consequently we have the difficulty for incorporation noted in 7.6.
Disregarding how we handle TO, we have for turn
L-2)
V, Motional
/turn/ in env (C-Agent) Identifi<;ation (FROM NP)
As was seen previously, we have a from-phrase incorporable.
Make and render can be used as a causative of Identification
also, similar to its uses as a causative of Circumstance:
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7) John made Bill a doctor.
·S) John made· Bill. farmer.
9) John made the coach into a pumpkin.
10) John made the coach a pumpkin.
11) *John made Bill to a farmer.
Hence it appears.that make also delet~s to obligatorily •. But it
optionally incorporates both into and to. This may be specified
as follows:
L-3)
/make/ in env
V, Motion
C-Agent Identificational TO IN·
This may be combined with the structure for make in 8.4. As usual,
we can have adjectives also, which correlate with the Identifica~
tional parameter.
12) John made Bill witty.
This is not deletion of be, since with be we may have an Agent
subject implied: ~
13) John made Bill be witty.
This has a different meaningo
There is a relationship between the above and such construc-
tions as
14) John made a pumpkin out of the coach.
Both the apparent theme and the object of out of can take a qualifier:.
15) John made every pumpkin o*t of a cbach.
16) John made a pumpkin out of every coach.
But not both at the same time:
17) "*John made every pumpkin out of every coach.
It seems that sentence (16) means the same as
18) John made every coach into a pumpkin
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despite the fact that we have reversal of theme and object of the
preposi tiOD. A simi lar 'si tuation may be observed in
19) The shrub developed into a tree •
. 20) The tree developed out of a shrub.
Just as w~ Cllnnot qualify the obj ectof into after turn 'and make,
we cannot say
2-1) *A shrub turned into every tree.
Whereas for the out of construction either can be quantified, but
not both:
22) Every tree developed out of a shrub.
23} A tree developed out of ,every shrub.
The last is identical to
24) Every tree developed into a tree.
It seems that the quantified object of out of must 'be different
from the ordinary element of a to-from pattern of the Identificational
parameter, since we can say:
25) The plant developed out of a shrub into a tree.
but not
26) *The plant developed out of every shrub into a tree.
The subject when the object of out of is quantified cannot be
definite. ~his may be for the same reason that it cannot. be
quantified. The subject then is forced to be of the same type as
the object of into. When we have out of either the subject or the
object may be the class name, which cannot be definite or quantified.
Both of them cannot be. One is the object which is being identified.
Thus in 22) while the subject is .the theme it is also the object
being identified, whereas in 23) the subject is theme again but
represents the class, being the same semantically as the sentence,
below it.
;··1
- I
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Other words that behave this way are result in-result from,
evolve, grow.
When the objects of the prepositions indicate the identification,
as both int6 and out of may in all these cases, we may say this
is the simple parameter of Identification. However, when the
subject or theme does, ~s may occur in all the above verbs as well,.
we have something different.
Except for the Durational leave there do not seem to be any
permissive Agentive verbs which express the Identificational
parameter.
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8.8 The Semantic Relationship between the Causative and
Permissive Agentive
The causative Agentive and ,the permissive Agentive enter into
a relationship with each other with not of the sarn~ type as that
between the Durational and Motional verbs. (See 4.5). Consider
for example the similarity ,between the pairs:
1) John didn't let Bill watch television.
2) John kept Bill from watching television.
3) John allowed Bill not to watch television.
4) John· didn't keep Bill watching television.
5) John let Bill watch television.
6) John didn't keep Bill from watching television.
7) John didn.'t allow Bill not to watch television.
8) John kept Bill watching television.
These sentences can be shown to be equivalent with both the
relationship between remain and go and an exactly similar one
between the C-Agentive and the P-Agentive.
E-l)
NOT C-Agent P-Agent NOT
Just as for remain and go, one is more common than the other, namely
the C-Agentive is more common. We shall, however, assume that
they are both equally basic, having no other reason to assume one
is derived from the other.
We can demonstrate some of the equivalences above. For
example, in the first pair we begin w1th NOT P-Agent, which
becomes C-Agent NOT. The underlying verb we consider Motional, so
that at this stage we have something like
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9) John caused Bill not to come to watch television.
The direct causative 'John caused Bill not to watch television'
may be a negation of the clause itself, and hence may imply motion
away fro~ watching television, while already watching it. That
is, since let is .Motional, we now also have the sequence NOT V,
Motional. This as we know is equivalent ·to V, Durationa! NOT.
Consequently we have keep, the Durational causative, followed
by a negative preposition. The 'others follow in the same fashion.
Using aemore clearly Motional verb suc~ as free we have the
~equivalences for the first two:
10) John didn't free Bill to watch television.
11) John kept Bill from watching television.
12) John freed Bill from watching television.
13) John didn't keep Bill watching televis~on.
Thus having matching pairs requires that we have a C-Agent
in one and a P-Agentive in the other, as well as one being
Durational and the other Motional.
In the Positional aspects with leave we also have this rela-
tionship. For examp~e, consider the pair:
14) John left the pad off of the table.
15) John didn't bring the pad onto the table
Since leave is P-Agentive and Durational, t'he equivalent form,
with the~eposition negative, is C-Agentive and Motional. Similarly
we can have an identity in the parameter Identificational:
16) John didn't leave the house as a shack.
17) John changed the house from a shack.
Similarly in the Possessional:
18) John didn't leave the book to Bill.
19) John took the book from Bill
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8.9 Table of Verbs
One test of a theory would be its degree of fitness in
organizing the elements of the data. \Ve have shown a number of
verbs all of which interrelate and overlap in their uses according
to various elements in the prelexical structure. In this section
we give a'table of ~ome of the verbs discussed in the preceding
chapters, according to' these elements.
'Attempt has been made to arrange, the entire table so that
when a word falls into more than one position, that set of posi-
tions can be seen together. The fact that such an arrangement is
possible must be considered of some significance.
The justification for the entries being in the positions
indicated has been given in the preceding text.
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CHAPTER 9 FORMALIZATION OF llGENTIVE VERBS
9.1 The Optional Interpretability of Verbs as Agentive
We have noticed that the majority of verbs which are not
obligatorily Agentive and which may havenonAnimate subje.cts as
well as have Animate subjects, become interpretable, as Agentive
when they do have Animate subjects. This is the case with the
Majority of Motional verbs, which may have the theme as subject or
a subject derived from some preposi tional phrase". We have treated
~his as essentially a marking problem from the point of view of
the lexicon. That is, those verbs which are optionally Agentive in
the sense described are unmarked. For example the lexical struc-
ture of float, omitting the characterization of the particular kind
of motion involved here, would merely be:
L-l)
/float/ in env
V, Motional
Positional
The above specification also includes the fact that the subject is
the theme, which, since it is the most common occurrence, is
unmarked. Thus float can be used with nonAnimat~ nouns, necessarily
nonAgent:
1) The log floated into the mill.
or it may be used with an Animate subject, being Bithet Agent or not.
2) John floated to Bill in order to prove to him that he could.
3) John floated out of the lake because he had fallen
asleep and wasntt paying attention to the currents.
The question that we must now answer, however, is whether
this property of most Motional ve~bs is due to semantic interpreta-
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tion only, i.e. whether the underlying structures of two sentences,
identical except that one is interpreted as having an· Agent subject
and the other not, are the same) or whether in the prelexical struc-
. .,
ture onto which these words are ~apped there is a difference. In
ei ther case our 'lexical .assignment for such words would be the
same. If we choose the first course in which there is no struc-
tural difference, then the semantic component alone will be assigned
the task of deciding which it is, t~e lack of marking indicating~
the possibility for two interpretations. If we choose the latter'
course then our lack of marking indicates that the lexical item may
be mapped either onto a prelexical structure which itself is
marked Agent or onto one not marked with Agent. That is, the
syntactic distinction if any will always be made on the prelexical
level. Such words that are not marked in the lexicon may be
mapped onto the prelexical ,structure whether or not the subject
has been determined to be Agent on that level.
We have 'yet to indicate in what way the presence of an Agent
is to be manifested on the prelexical level. But it is clear that
,this will be necessa~y. There are, as has been shown, verbs which
have subjects that are solely Agentive. For example the subjects
of
4) Bill caused John to suffer.
5) Bill rolled the ball into the room.
6) John pierced the pencil through the paper.
are clearly purely Agent, the activity being willed being entirely
separable from the subject. This of course is not the case in
7) John brought Bill a book.
in which the subjebt necessarily participates in the activity. In
such cases as this we have prepositional phrases incorporated in
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the subject. Since we can have sentences such as:
8) John inherited money f~om his uncle.
we know that prepositions can be incorporated in th~ subject without
there being an Agent subject at all. "Consequently there are verbs
which~ve only Agent SUbjects, verbs which have subjects derived
only from the theme or from Some prepositional phrase, and subjects"
which either optionally or ob~igatorily may have the theme.or
prepositional-phrase deri~ed sUbject combined with Agent.
In such sentences as
9) The accident caused Bill to be more careful.
we have a kind of abstract instrument phrase. Such instrument phrases,
it will be seen, can be generated without a Human Agent as sUbject,
since we cannot say, due to semantic incompatibility:
10) John caused Bill to be more careful by an accident.
Such constructions would be possible. The abo~e is semantically
impossible because no-one can possibly have influence over the use
of an accident. However we do have similar constructions, to
which, syntactically, the above belongs:
11)" John caused Bill to be more careful by telling him,
of an accident.
Without having explicitly generated a Human, Agent, we can have the
abstract instrument in the subject:
12) Telling "Bill of an accident caused him to be more careful.
We will discuss this more fully subsequently.
Since the Agent does occur alone" as the subject it will be
necessary at least in these instances to have a particular re-
presentation of this in the prelexical structure. The cases in
which the subject is obligatorily an Agent, but is also from some
source, or the cases in which it mayor may not be an Agent, can
be handled by som~ sort of feature-type marking system in the
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~exicon. However, if we desire consistency, we should be aware
that all the types can be handled by considering there to be a
distinction of Agent or nonAgent manifested in the pr~lexical struc-
ture. In fact, since the sUbject may occur as purely an Agent
it appears that the Agent should be manifested in the prelexical
structure at least sometimes as an independently-generated noun
phrase. Having it manifested as a feature of the verb here would
be superfluous since it would eventually have to be interpreted as
a node in the underlying structure anyway.
It may be feasible then to say that when we have the Agent
combined with some theme or prepositional phtase derived subject,
we ha~e a situation in which the independent node specifying the
Agent has the same referent as·the theme or prepositional phrase
which ~ltimately is combined with it·. That is if we shbuld have
a structure such as
Ex-I)
Agent
f
NP
Theme
J
NP
Verb
I
V
p
"-Pp NP
we would have the NP's under Agent and Theme identical. Then by
some process or other these may be combined. For example, they
wou1d be combined for a verb with which the subject is both the
theme and an A~ent. In the sentence
13) John slid to the tree.
we may have a subject which is both an Agent and the theme. Slide
is like float in that with the theme as subject we have optionally
the interpretation that the subject is an Agent. Slide.may also
be used with· a subject that is only an Agent, as in
14) John slid the man to the tree.
Now, if we decide to have an Agent node as well as a theme node in
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the prelexical structure underlying sentence 13), such an under-
lying structure would consist of having ·the theme node and the
Agent node dominating noun phrases that have the same referent.
However, having an independent Agent node is necessary in sentence
14). If we set up the Agent and theme for this use of slide as
having the same referent we get
15) John slid himself to the tree.
Consequently. both sentence 13) and sentence 15) will have come from
identical prelexical structures. In 13) ~he lexical specifica-
tions would be such that it is required for the subject to be the
theme. In 15) the lexical specification wou~d be such as to
require that the sUbject be a pnre Agent. Thus the use of slide
in 13) would be the same as that for float, except for the ideo-
syncratic specific~tions of the· kind of motion involved. We may
indicate these specifications by A, so that we would have in the
lexicon:
L-2).
V, Motional
/slide/ in env Positional, A
This as previously said indicates that the subject is a theme that
mayor may not be an Agent as well. We may assume this to mean
that the lexic~l item becomes afixed below the V only in the tree
of Ex-I). The Agent mayor may not be present. Thus specifically
for sentence 13) we have· the tree developed into:
Ex-2)
s
Agent
I
NP
John
Theme Verb P
I l r--.........~
NP V Pp NP
John slid down the hill.
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L-4)
the tree.John toslidJohn
Ex-3)
/slide/ in env (Agent) V, Motional
Positional A
L-3)
The point of going through this has been to show that sen-
tion. For sentence 15) we will have the lexical specification
V, Motional
/slide/ in env Agent Positional' A
string. ·If we assume tha t we ought to have a node for the Agent in
either obligatorily deleted or obligatorily incorporated in the
then this node will be the same as that in which the subject is
tences 13) and 15) will come from the same underlying prelexical
Agent alone. Thus given a verb such as slide that can be used
both as having. an Agent subject and as having a theme subject, and
the verb. Thus for 15) we would have for the generated string:
Which of course becomes 'John slid himself to the tree.
We assume that this use of slide with a.subject that 'is purely an
We may assume that if the Age~t is present in this case it is
verb. However, it will have been there for the semantic interpreta-
sentences 'in which the subject is theme .and interpreted as Agent,
mean that the subject is an Agent alone and the theme appears after
breviate using parentheses to obtain the lexical entry for slide:
If an Agent is present as specified above, we interpret this to
there are. many such verbs, the use with Agent alone as subject,
. Agent has the same verbal specifications. Consequently we can ab-
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and the theme reflexivized would come from the same source as the
use wi t'h theme as subject ,interpreted as Agent. Consequently
sentences 13) and 15) would come from the same source in the
prelexical structure. If we fix the environmertt so that sentence
13) could only be interpreted as having an Agent subject then we
would have to predict that we would have identical meanings.
Compar~ the sentences:
16) John slid to first 'base in· order to avoid being tagged out II
17) John slid himself to first base in order to avoid
being tagged out.
The resolution of the problem whether or not we, should base
the difference between theme subjects that are optionally Agent
on a difference· in the lexicon only or on a difference in the pre-
lexical struct~reas well depends crucially on answering whether
or not the above two sentences are identical in meaning. If there
is a distinction in the prelexical structure then the above will
be the same. If there is a distinction in the marking than the
above may be different. They will be different because they would
then have different histories in their generation. The second
one would have begun with an Agent node which the first did not .',
·The first would be marked as Age,ntive by later interpretive rules.
Hence if they should mean the same, and if this is the gene~al
case, then ~djus~ing the marking so as to indicate this fact would
be a somewhat superfluous if not ad hoc procedure in the light of
the possibility of starting with the Agent node iti the first place.'
It seems to me that I could find no clear cises in which there
was a difference, except in cases in which the explanation for
the difference was possible. For example the sentences:
18) The bird flew into the cage ~n order to get some food.
19) 'The bird flew itself into the cage in order to get some
food. ,
"\1
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may be sornewh~t different o In the second sentence one gets the
feeling that the bird is using its body as a mechanical object.
This is so because the causative use of the word.fly requires
that the theme be treated as if it were an inanimate object, snch
as kite, or implies flight by means of an automotive vehicle such
.as airp lane. We can say
20) John flew the kite over our heads.
21) The pilot flew the passengers over the cities.
in which the theme is treated as nonAnimate. Consequen~ly
sentence 19) is actually deviant to which some interpretation
has been gi~en. Due to this difference the lexirial entry
corresponding to the .causative 'use of fly will have to be especially
marked for this semantic quality. There is not such marking
necessary for the noncausative form. We can say 'the bird flew'
as well as 'the airplane flew'. Consequently, due to this dif-
ference we cannot make the ~implification in the lexicon as in
L-4). The two sentences, while being derived both with an ~gent
node, will be marked differently according to certain ideosyncratic
features,' which account for the difference.
There are other instances in which the subject can be a theme
or an Agent but for which the reflexivized causative doesn't mean
the same as the one with the.theme as subject interpreted as Agent.
But in these cases as well J it appears that the ideosyncratic
nature of the intransitive verb and the causative are different
themselves. Thus we may have walk.
22) John walked himself around the block.
23) John walked around the block.
The first sentence, if acceptable, is probably the same use as in
a sentence such as
----Q;
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24) John walked the dog around the b~ock.
It is clear that John led the dog in some sense. However,the other
simple causatives'do not gain this meaning: the sentence
25) John moved the train along the track.
may mean that he effected this ac~ion by giving a signal. With
walk this i.5 unlikely. The causative means something like 'take for
a walk'. Hence this difference in meaning between the causative·
and theme iS'reflected in the difference between 'John walked' and
'John walked himself'.
Another difficulty is with drop. If one accepts 'drop oneself'
as English then "there is certainly a difference between the two
sentences:
26) John dropped himself into the pool.
27) ·Jobn dropped into the pool.
The first is a permissive Agent, meaning 'let fall'. The second,
however, . cannot be an Agent at all. Thus we cannot say:
28) *John dropped into the pool in order to find the
treasure at the bottom. '
This pecu11a~lty means that we must mark the non-causative form as
being. nonAgent obligatorily. Hence we W041d have for this part of
L-5)
/drop/ in env
{~-Agentl
1P-Agent5
V, Motional
Positional
I
I
It is not sufficient to mark simply optional P-Agent. If there is
no P-Agent the senten~e cannot be Agentive at all which must be
marked. Hence we use .brackets to indicate the option.
Compare also 'the following:
29) John moved .himself off of the chair because he wanted to
become more comfortable.
30) John moved off of the· chair b~cause he wanted to become
more comfortable.
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31) John rolled himself over the hill in a barrel in order to
impress people.
These seem to be the same.
compare the sentences:
to indicate in the second sentences of the pairs that there is a
John rolled over the hill in a barrel in order to
impress people.
John floated himself into the mill by u;:;ing a barge.
John floated into the mill by using a barge.
Agent subject, which would make a sifference.
35) John repelled the dragon from himself by uttering the
magic word.
33)
34)
32)
38) The spider attracted insects to it by discharging an
odorous gas as they flew by.
37) The spider attracted insects to itself by discharging
an odorous gas as they flew by.
36) John repelled the dragon from him by uttering the magic
word.
With reflexivization the subject is always an Agent. In these it is
necessary to have the reduplicated prepositional phr~se in order
prepositional phrase in the subject. Otherwise it may be a prirely
Repel optionally incorporated a from-prepositional phrase in
the subject, which, just as the theme ,in the above cases, may have
the interpretation of being an Agent if Animate. When there is not
a from-phrase in the subject the subject is purely Agent and the
from-phrase may appear in the environment so that reflexivization of
the object of the from-phrase will give us sentences such as above.
The same story is true for attract with the ~reposition to. Thus
I
One possible difference between the pairs is the possibility of
emphasizing the reflexivized nounphrase in the sentence in which it
appears. Thus such a sentence can be used in ways in which the
sentence with the theme or prepositional phrase incorporated in the
subje~t cannot. For example, in contr~stive situations, we
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would have to use the reflexivized for~: we have
39) John didn't float Bill into the mill ,by ,using
a barge.
Rather he floated himself into the mill.
preferable to
40) John didn't float Bill into the mill by using a birge.
Rather he himself floated into the mill.
In contrasts with even we have
41) John hid Bill in the closet, and even hid himself there.
42) John hid Bill in the cl,oset and even he himself hid there.
Also, in answer to a question such as "who did Bill hide in the
closet I , we are not likely to have 'Bill himself hid in the closet' ,
but rather 'Bill hid himself in the closet'. If one contemplates
on this, it may become evident that the information conveyed in
both of these answers is the same, regarding the event in the outside
·world. The first reply doesn't seem like a reply t~ the particular
question given, however. The particular question given interrogates
the theme, inquiring as to which member of a whole range of objects
that theme belongs to. In the first reply, however, the set of
possibilities is reduced to one, namely the same as the subject.
The construction of .the sentence 4emands that the Agent and theme
be identical. Consequently the answer does not indicate which
member of a set of possibili ties actually participate'd in the action.
In order for the theme to be seen as a particular member of a set
of possibili ties it must syntactica"lly be free to exhibi t .the full
set ·of possibilities. But this is not possible in the first reply
Since there is the requirement for this construction that the
theme be the same as the Agent, which requirement is not in the
question.
The difficulty then can be attributed to ,the constraints on
the possibilities due to syntactic construction. This sort of
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thing occurs elsewhere. The sentences
43) John considers ,Bill to be a fool.
44) John considers Bill a foOl.
are synonymous and we would want to derive the lat~er f"rom the first
by deleting beo' However, the first can be used in a cbntrast such
as :'
45) John considers Bill to resemble a fool.
whereas the latter cannot be:
46) *John considers Bill to resemble a fool but Mike
considers Bill a fool.
'47) John considers Bill to resemble a fool but Mike
considers Bill to be a fool.
We need'a double contrast overtly expressed.
A similar thing may be seen to occur in the pair:
48) Who did John give money to?
John gave money to some organization.
49) *Who did John give money to?
John gave money_
In the second pair, althoug~ the sentence by itself implies that
he gave money to some organization; it cannot be used to answer the
question, because in the-ariswer the syntactic form does not permit
the range of possibilities implied in the question~
Without any clear evidence to the contrary we shall assume that
the two forms in question do have the same meaning in the referential
sense which we require. We will say therefore that this is evid-ence
for,assuming that there exists an Agent node in all cases, even ·those
in which ~he subject is optionally interpretable as such.
Other evidence for this is intthe syntactic occurrences that
become manifest with 'Agent 'and not with nonAgent forms, independent
of whether the subject is obligatorily Agent or whether it has been
tinterpreted' as such. Thus instrument~phrases occur with both.
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50) John rotated with a chain.
51) John rotated the platform ·with a chain.
) John flQated with water wings.
) John floated the baby with water wings.
52) John acquired the book with coercion.
53) John fetched the water with a pail.
Acquire is optionally Agentive, which can be seen by the possibility
of having the instrument phrase above, but the possibility of .having
also a bec~use clause indicating the reason for the action as
distinct from the purpose the Agent. Fetch must be Agentive.
54) John acquired the money because comeone wished to honor
him.
But in this sentence
55) John fetched the money because someone wished to honor him.
We must force quite a different meaning.
But in the absence of any' notion of Agent the instrument phrase
is not possible. Consequently we do not ordinarily have.sentences
such as the following:
56) *Bl11 dropped from the plain with a release mechanism.
57) *The water f,lowed wi th locks.
58) *The tiood coursed through his veins with a heart pump.
However, if we conceive of the act~ons as having an Agent, unexpressed,
then even if the subject of the sentence is not an Agent, we can
have an instrume~t phrase. In these instances the subject is not
the one using the instrument, but some Animate entity unexpressed.
Thus even the above sentences can be construed in this sense given
the proper context.
59) Nothing could at first be found that would effectively
drop Bill with his parachute over the correct are~. .
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Finally a release mechanism was invented with which Bill
dropped from the plain correctly.
60) The water finally flowed smoothly with a proper arrange-
ment of locks.
Such a thing as this is readily possible with verbs used with themes
as subject ,but which may also be used with a solely Agent subject:
61) The wheel rotated with a stick.
62) The piano.roll'ed easily with wheels.
But we can have a similar construction with verbs which cannot be
used in the causative sense with a subject solely, Agent. This is the
case with flow above. We may also- have this with~, go, die:
63) The nail came away from the wall with the back of a hammer.
64) John finally went through the slightly too small hole with
a shove. .
65) Rasputin finally died with a sufficiently large dose of
cyanide.
However, for verbs with the theme as subject whirih are obligator-
ily an Agent as well, such as swim, walk, gallop, dive, etc., it
is not possible to have an instrument phrase which implies an Age,nt
unexpressed. The instrument phrase must refer to the subject of
the sentence which must be Agent. In the sentence
66) John dove into the ocean with a push.
it must mean that John himself made the push, if conceivable. Simi-
larly consider the following:
67) The child finally swam with water wings.
If the child is considered the Agent of the action, then it is not
possible to construe the above instrufuent phrase as being in connec-
tion with some unexpressed Agent, as it is when' the subject is not
Agent.
This last fact could be due to the impossibility of" generating
in the prelexical structure more than one Agent for a string, so
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that if the theme subject is obligatorily Agent, the Agent could not
also be someone else, albeit unexpressed.
The fact that we can have an instrument phrase only if the
subject 'is Agent or if an Agent is implied suggests that~;.. i t always
be genera~ed with an Agent node, of which we have but one ~er·sentence.
The possibility of having an instrument phrase even when the
subject is not Agent, but implying some other Agent, may' mean that
there exists a node which dominates both the instrument phrase and
the Agent phr~se. Then we could have either of these being option-
ally expressed. This would imply ·that a sentence whichdoesn' t ha·ve
an Agent or an instrument phrase may nevertheless be interpreted
as having some Agent unexpressed. This indeed is the case, for
example, in the sentence we may have an Agent implied.
68) The nail came away from the wall.
69) The wheel rotated. (by itself or with the help of
som'eone. )
Related to this is the possibility to have t~e instrument phraSe
incorporated in the subject position. It is possible for the
instrument phrase to substitute for the Agent in causative sentences:
70) Poison finally killed Rasputin.
71) A stick rotated the wheel, easily.
72) Wheels effectively rolled the piano out the door.
Also, it is pqssible for the instrument phrase t'osubsti tute for an
.Agent subject in which we have a to or a from ~hrase incorporated
ordinarily.
73) John bought the book with sufficient money_
74) Sufficient money bought the book.
75) John sold the book with a· l~ttle persuasion.
76) A little persuasion sold the book.
-1
I
I
I
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But we do not have either of the following, as would be expected~
77} *John sold the book with money.
78) *Money ·so·ld the book.
The instrument in the subject and as an adverb have the same
occurrence restrictions.
However, if the theme is the subject which is also an Agent,
the instrument phrase may not replace it:
79) John walked into the room with a cane.
80) *A cane walked in the room;
Of course if ·the verb is in use as a causative this is possible as
already noted. Butt·he above-is impossible because there must always
be a theme somewhere in the sentence. However, unlike the to
or f~om-phrase the preposi tion of which is sa,id to be incorporated
in the verb, for the theme we specify no incorporation. Hence,
a simple extension of the incorporation allows the whole to or
from phrase to be entirely incorporated when an instrument is to be
incorporated 4) To specify that in these instanG~~~. the theme_ is
incorporated would be a much, greater extension.
A verb such as flow which cannot be used as a causative,
cannot have an instrument in the subject:
81) *A proper arrangement Of locks finally flowed smoothly.
Nor can we have either
82) *John flowed the water with a proper arrangement of locks.
or
83) *A proper arrangement of locks flowed the water easily.
The possibility of an Agent alone in the subject that is, a causative,
is necessary in order to 'have the instrument phrase in the subject.
The node that we have decided might dominate both the Agent
and the instrument phrase is then the element tha~ is specified
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as the subject of a causative. We will call.this node ~gt.
Since. Agt may dominate. both permisSive and causative Agents we have
the rule:
R-l)
the' instrumen t phrase, then we have sen tences in which. the subj ect
is not Agent but some Agent is implied.
(Agt) ... Events -.-,
R-2)
Agt ~ ~c.-Agent1 + Inst
t·p-Agent)
We wi.II now become more specific eo
If the subject may be s~lely Agent, as in a causative, then
the unmarked situation, specifying only Agt. If we have P-Agent,
then we would have to mark Agt especially'for this. This is
..... -.~ .
a sentence which has no Agent in the subject as nevertheless having
some Agent unexpressed. If we choose Agt but subsequently only chose
it will be marked as having the possibility of a subject being
tabe generated by the initial symbol S which has the following
Agt instead of C-Agent. This can correspond to the case unmarked
as to whether or not we have C~Agent or P-Agent. Since C-Agent is
note that having generated Agt but having chosen the option. of having
no further expansion corresponds to the possibility of interpreting
Agent.
much more common, we express the generality of this by having this
one, 6r neither of the elements. We might then consider a sentence
Here Inst stands for the instrument phrase. We may have both,
another reason for a~suming the existence of a higher node than
expansion:
This rule must precede the rul,es in 6.1 which expands Eyent. We .
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For a verb with a subject that must be Agent only, such as
propel we will write the following in the lexicon omitting detai.ls:
L-6)
/propel/ in env Agt V
The node Agt may dominate therefore C-Agent, C-Agent and Inst, or
just Inst. We do not intend that the lexical entry should permit
the expansion to have P-Agent, as this would be a case of further
marking. If we only have generated C-Agent, then'the lexical replade-
mentis straight forward. Also, if we have only generated an
ins~rument phrase without C-Agent the replacement is straight forward.
If we have just· C-Agent, then the verb will incorporate the marker
that specifies it, leaving the noun phrase to tbe l~ft of the marker
incorporat~d in the verb o If we have Inst, we have a prepositional
phrase with some form of with. We can conceive of the with then
being incorporated as well, just as with all our incorporation in
subject position, leaving its object to the left of the verb.
However, if" we have generated both C-Agent and lost,. we will have
to stipulate that·it is a feature of the system not to incorporate
both. We will say that the instrument phrase may be moved
optionally at all times to a later part of the sentence, out of the
subject. If both Inst and Agent are present the procedure will
block unless the lost has mov~d. The Agent cannot move because
it will also be a feature of the system that C-Agent and P-Agent
only exist in the subject. The generation will block if neither
Agent rior Instrument is generated since the lexical entry' specifies
that the subject be some Agt. The: procedure will block for the
same reason if we had generated in. the pre lexical structure only
Inst and not C-Agent, and then performed the option of moving the
Instrument phrase to a later part of the sentence leaving nothing
that can exist in subject position for this lexical entry.
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Con-
sequently we have the following possibilities and impossibilitieS
predic.ted regula~ly simply by having the above lexical, entry:
84) John propelled the missile forward.
85) John propelled the missile forward with gasoline ..
86) Gasoline propelled the missile forward.
87) *The missile propelled forward.
88) *The missile propelled forward with gasoline.
A similar circumstance to this is the case in which we have
optionally ~ theme or a pure Agent as subject, for example roll.
The lexical entry for roll, omitting particulars would be
L-7)
IroII/ in env (Agt) V
If we generate no ~gt then we choose· the option without Agt for this
lexical entry, giving a sentence such as
89) The ball rolled into the room.
Which we take to imply that there was no Animate ent,i ty effecting
the action. If we generate Agt but expand it no further then the
above sentence suffices with th~ idea that someone effected the
action. If we choose to generate only Inst, then having the optiori
of moving it forward in the sentence, we would have:
90) The ball rolled into the room with a properly placed shove.
This is permitted ~ince the 'subject may be theme. However, it may
also be Agt, so that the Inst may 'stay in the subject position
'yielding:
91) A properly placed shove rolled· the ball into the roo~.
Since the subject may be Agt, if we had generated C-Agent·alone, or
C-Agent with Inst,the Inst being ,manifested obligatorily in 'a later
part of the sentence, we would have respectively:
." )
-~I~~r1l'm'l1'l'f'IrlffiT~:-r?l~ ..... ,--_.,- m' .. _ •. _._._.~-,---=_.._,~--,;~"l
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92) John rolled the ball into the room.
) John rolled ~he ball into the room with a properly
placed shove.
In addition it is possible to have, the theme in the subject and h~ve
generated a C-Agent, or C-Agent with Inst. In the first case we
would get
93) John rolled into the room.
in the sense that John is an Agent of the action as well 'as the
theme. For this the lexical entry is satisfied by choosing the option
without Agt specified. We understand this to allow the verb to be
used when the subject is theme, but in which an Agent is present as
well. We shall formalize exactly oOI:;'whatsort of structure the
verb is being mapped in Section 1.30 If we generate both Agent and
Inst the Inst must occur later in the sentence so that we have
94) John rolled into the room with ari effective push.
As noted previously, we do not have
95) *An effective push rolled into the room.
One might try to generate this by.having generated only Inst, which
would occupy the position of Agt. However, the theme must also be
(
present as subject, and it cannot be incorporated. Hence this attempt
will block, as the lexical entry specifies that the subject is a
theme. Of course we can have John being the theme but not the Agent,
and then have ~he subject be an instrument, in the causative pattern:
96) An effective push rolled John into the room.
Sentence 92) above is ambiguous between the senses that John is an
Agent of the action and the instrument phrase being attributed
to him, and the sense that John is only the theme and ·an unexpressed
Agent is correlated to the instrument phras·e. This sentence is then
of the sa~e form as '87), except that th~ theme is Animate.
---- ~~-~~
j
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Verbs' such as flow, stream, course, migrate, step, str·ut,
crawl, dart, etc., are not usable as causatives but must have the theme
as, subject. Hence we have for these:
L-8)
/flow/ in anv V
This implies tnt the subject must be a theme, and may be Agent as
well·if Animate. For some of the above the subject is obligatorily
Animate, and for others it is obligatorily not Animate. The
question as to whether an obligatory ~~imatesubject is due to it
being an obligatory Agent or whether it itself is the requirement
we would have for the lexical structure, omitting details
. them as obliga.tory Agent but rather as obligatory Animate. It also
But' we cannot say:
vTO/acquirej in env
L-9)
98) John resented stepping behind the rest of the,people.
97) John ignored stepping into the cold water.
99) *John ignored making himself step into the cold water.
100) *John resented pursuing the rest of the people.
take nonAgent forms:
seems that some of the verbs above are never Agent because the
Acquire is a verb which has a subject derived from to-phrase
and may be either Agent or nonAgent, the unmarked ease. Consequently
Consequently it seems that for a number of verbs we should not mark
subject cannot be an Animate noun, not even one referring to a
should be discussed. For example, step can be used as a nonAgent·
verb. Thus step can be used in the complement of verbs which only
solid, such as flow.
which implies that the subject is the object of TO. Thus we may have
',-
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101) John acquired the book from Bill.
which m~y or may not be Agent. If we generate Agt, th~n if we
generated both Agent and Inst we might have
102) John a6quiredthe book from Bill with money.
in the sense th~~ John himself paid the money, since the Agent and
theme must be identical. However, if we had generated only lnst the
above would be the outcome of having transposed the lost to a later
part of the sentence; implying that someone other than John paid
the money, and that John was entirely passive. If we had in this case
not mbved the Instrument phrase out of the Agt node to a later part
of the sentence, then we could have
(d) Money acquired the book.from Bill.
The to-phrase must be incorporated, since it cannot be expressed.
103) *Money acquired the book to John from Bill.
In
104) Money acquired John a book from Bill.
we have a for-phrase in which the prepositionh~a(s been de.Ie·ted.
105) Money acquired a book~for John from Bill.
In order to specify that if we have an Agt the entire noun phrase
may be incorporated we could write for acquire:
L-IO)
vTO,NP)/acquire/ in env
Note that the specificatio~ Agt when not underlined indicates that
the subject is something besides being Agt. It is. not incorporated
in the verb but precedes the verb, more or less as a sentence adverb.
After the requirement that the subject, whether from the theme of
some prepositional phrase, be identical to the Agent noun phrase
takes effort, the theme or the object of the preposition will become
deleted due to this identity. Since it appears to be a,regular
phenomenon that with a subject derived from a to or a from phrase
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we can have an Instrument sUbject, we can perhaps allow the
deletion of the object of the. preposition to extend to these cir-
cumstances, instead of the above·. When the theme. is subject there
can be no deletion, however.
The essential thing is to show that the instrument phrase is
associated with the Agent ~nd that it is efficacious to have a
node, e.g., Agt, which dominates them both. This is due to the
fact that they ooncur and the fact that given a verb which mani-
fests an Agent in the sUbject, the instrument may also be in the
sUbject. Hence naming the Agt as the subject for such verbs is
all that is necessary. There is difficulty for this only when the
sUbject is derived from a prepositional phrase, in which we should
expect that the maint~nance of the Agt in the subject position
would be prevented.
Similarly we have seen that in order that occurs with the
Agent node~ This is associated with Age~t and not Agt since it
doesn't occur ,when the subject is an instrument:
106) *A shove rqlled John down the falls in order to
surprise the people.
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9.2 The Nature of , the Agent Node
The nature of the Agent node will now be discussed. One
possibility that must be considered is that Agent in the prelexical
structure is actually the subject of some verb such as cause.. That
is, the following sets of sentences will have simil~r underlying
forms:
1) John caused the ball to roll down ~he hill.
2) John rolled the ball down the hill.
3) John caused himself to slide to first base in order to
avoid bei~g tagged out.
4) John s.lid himself. to first base in order to avoid being
'tagged out.
5) John slid to first base in order. to avoid being tagged out.
6) John caused Bill to believe that it would snow.
7) John convinced Bill that it would snow.
8) John caused Bill to die.
'9)' John killed Bill.
We would of course also posit some underlying verb such as let
for the permissive agents. However, note that according to our
s}'S:em', this would solve no problems whatsoev~ since we wquld'
subsequently have to ask of what nature the subjects of cause and let,
or their equivalents, are. We decided previously that these subjec~s
were puniy Agent, ei ther P-Agent or C-Agent •. Hence the question
would revolve back on itself.
Let us assume, however, tha t we could set u'p cause and let
or some similar verb in the prelexical structure as unique unanalyzed
verbs. The two types of. Agent would be the subjects of these verbs
whereas the rest of the sentence would be some sort of complements
to them. It would not be clear, however, how this would differ
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from assuming that the Agents were simply nodes as generated above
in 9.1. In facti there doesn't ,seem to be any advantage to saying
that a verb $uch as cause or let underlies these sentences unless
.such verbs could be constructed without the use of-the notion Agent.
It might for example be possible to relate these underlying verbs to
~ and remain, the Motional and the Durational, so that the equi-
valences with not could be understood in the same light. For
example, our underlying causative verb might give the interpretation
of ty causes X' as 'X.come from Y·. Similarly we could use the
Durative for let and have for 'Y lets X', 'X remains from yr. Then
the relation with not follows immediately from that between the
Motional and Durational. Note' also tha"t associating the C=Agent
with the Motional and P-Agent with the Durational has the advantage
that there can be the same explanation for the fact that both the
Motional and the C-Agent are the more common over the Durational
and the P-Agent. However, "we do not wish to go into this formally'
as it exceeds the depth into which we wish to explore.
If we had a verb in the pre lexical structure for P~Agent and
C-Agnet, such that the string was generated by ordinary embedding of
sentences into the complement of the verb, then it would be somewhat
arbitrary for there to be permitted no more than single embedding of
such verbs for a given lexical item. For example we never have the
need for the lexical structure of some verb to include 'let Bill
cause John to ••• •• This limitation could be due to properties of
the lexicon so that such a string in the pre lexical structure wouM
block, there being no suitable lexical item to fit the string. Yet
this gives us superfluous machinery. If we had such a verb we would
probably want to generate it with its complement consisting of a
non-causative, sentence, i.e., just them, verb, and prepositional
phrases, immediately wi th consti t:21ent structure rules.
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This 'would automatically ,set the limitation desired. However,
·this brings us much closer to assumIng.we merely have Agent nodes in
the pre lexical structure generated by consti·tuent struc.t.ure rules.
;
Another special limitation there would be on such an ubder-
lying verb is the possibility of relexivization after a causative verb,.
but not for a member in ·the clause embedded in the complement of
cause •
.10) John caused the ball to roll to him.
11) *John caused the ball to roll to himself.
12) *John rolled the ball to him. (toward John)
13) John rolled the ball to himself.
This limitation could be handled by assuming reflexivization occurred
after these sentences were e~bedded. But the restrictionsthat
reflexivization occurs only within one clause suggests that it
might ordinarily apply before an embedded sentence is made a part
of and indistinguishable from the main clause. Hence we would be
setting up our basic verb as necessarily an intrisic.. part o.f th'e
would-be embedded clause. Again this approaches setting up the
C-Agent and P-Agent as nodes from the start, generating them directly
in the constituent structure.
There is in fact further evidence indicating the nature of these
nodes. For example, we have the causative - noncausativ~ pair:
14) John killed Bill.
15) Bill died.
But we also have
16) Bill died from pneumonia.
17) Pneumonia killed Bill.
This may indicate that the from Bill is a possib~lity other than
P-Agent and C-Agent that is generated under Agt. This would explain
why we use the causative verb kill if this phrase shoDld be in the
subject. In other words, if all we were to do was specify that
kill has a SUbject that is purely Agt then this would explain its
subject as C-Agent as well as its subject as the object of the
preposition above. Die would be specified as nonAgt. The difference
between C-Agent and the prepositional phrase above is in their .
objects and in the fact that C-Agent must be in~ the SUbject. It
would be incorrect to say that the time when it is not in the subject
is the passive sentence, because passive sentences can readily be
formed from sentences in which the·subject is nonAgent:
18) The book was lost by Bill.
The causative phrase with from occurs with most verbs, always
indicating an abstract cause:
19) The ball rolled off the tape from loss of adhesion.
20) Loss of adhesion rolled the ball off'the tape.
21) The metal flowed from its being so hot.
22) *The metal's being so hotfiowed it.
23) The ball dropped Off the ceiling from loss of adhesion.
24) Loss of adhesion dropped the ball off the ceiling.
25) The weather let us get the work done on time.
26) The decrease in crops for·ced us to ea t more conservatively.
Thus we· see that the possibility of having an abstract causative
subject has some of the same properties as that of the instrument
subject, in that, if we cannot have an Agent subject we cannot have
either an instrument subject or the abstract causative subject. We
see also that theccausative from can be used instead of P-Agent
as well as instead of C-Agent for the subject. Also·we note as for
flow above (and die, .previously) that the presence of the causative
I
III
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, from in the environment does not depend on there being an Agent
in the subject or even being implied. In fact, if an Agent is in'
the subject we cannot have the cal.;lsative'from in the environment.
27) *John killed Bi,Il from pneumonia.
28) *John forced us to eat more conservatively from decreasing
-our wages.
29) *John dropped the ball from lessening its adhesion.
If we construe such abstract clauses as instruments, with by, we
can have both:
30) John forced us to eat more conse~vatively by devreasing
our wages.
31) John dropped the ball by lessening its adhesion.
Consequently i t appears,:~·~tha t' the causative from, is mutually
exclusive with the permissive Agent and the causative Agent. We
shall then 'modify the rule in 9.1 to the following:
R-l)
Ag,t .-,. ( ( P-A,g.. en. t ~(Inst)) P-Agent
IFR ottt";· , NP ,
Note that we can have an instrument phrase with a causative, from,
but it is necessarily abstract, due to semantic restrictions:
·32) Pneu~onia killed ,Bill by choking him.
33) The weather let 'us get our work 'done on time by forcing
us to stay in doors.
Note also that it is not necessary for the causative from to be in
the subject in order for this instrument phrase to appear:
34) Bill died from pneumonia' by its choking him.
35) The metal flowed from its being so hot by becoming melted.
Consequently, since the decision to use with or by depends on the
concrete or abstract nature of the object of the preposition, we
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need only specify that the preposition is some nonMotional form.
the node Inst can be said to occur with all the types, semantic
restrictions being effected by interpretive rules.
The C-Agent, P~Agent, and causative from are then all mutually
exclusive with eac~ other. This suggests that the C-Agent and P-Agent
m~ght al~o be considered a prepositional phrase. Then all thre~
would be on the order of some sort of sentence adverb, with the
restriction that if the object of the preposit~on were Animate
it must occur only in subject position.
In fact we have seen other evidence to, assume that a preposition
under lies Agent, and in fact, tha t this preposi tion should be from.
We noted in section 7.5,' that if we added a for-phrase to a sentence,
if the subject was derived from a to-phrase th,en the object offo"r
goes from the subject; on the other hand if the subject is derived
from a from-phrase, then the object of for goes to the subject.
However, this was complicated by the fact that if a verb is also
Agent, then the object of for could also be construed as going to
the subject. This fact itself can nbw be explained by assuming that
the :C-Agent and P-Agent are objects of a prepositional phrase,
namely of from.
Another reason for assuming a preposition such as from in the
subject is the fact that the Agent subject always causes the verb
to be active, rather th~n stative. ,The progressive is always possible.
We noted that it is the case that Motion~l verbs are also active.
Since from appears with Motional verbs this may explain why the
Agent takes progress~ve. Note that the instrument, when in ~e subject,
doesn't take the progressive. The instrument phrase has a nonMoti6nal
preposition.
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36) John is killing Bill with the gun.
~7) *The gun is killing Bill.
But when the causative from is in the, subject we cab have progressive:
38) Pneumonia is killing Bill.
Our paraphrases 'with from for cause and let also make somewhat
more sense now. It might be possible to consider a C-Agent on a
still deeper level as having a subject derived from a from-phrase,
a Motional verb, and as theme a construction itself 'consisting of a
theme, verb, and prepositional phrase~. Similarly, the P-Agent could
f
be considered an elaboration of·the same essential structure one
inside another. However, i,f this were in fact the t:eali ty we woul!
wonder why in the subject of the larger sentence which~repres~nts
the phenomena of Agent we could only have the preposition from
and. not to. Having to would more or less complete the patte·rn.
who is making the obligation, the object of the from for the
C-Agent'. Similarly the object of to might also be the person per-
mitted rather than theP-Agent. In this light we might consider
the models must and ma.y to have subjects in an embedding sentence
derived from a to-phrase. Informally 'John must go' might be
'That John go will remain to John,' and 'John may go' might· be
'That John go will come to John'. That is, if we could specify the
distinction between may and must in the same way that we may dis-
tinguish between P-Agent and C-Agent, then we would also explain
how logically we have MUST NOT = NOT MAY, by the same relation
between the Durational and the Motional. Note that if'must has
a positive preposition in its subject and: is nonMotional then we
could understand how have can be used in this sense. This use of
have is probably not accidental since have got may be used in its
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We intend to show here that there are considerable possibilities
stead, just as for normal have:
(Inst)Agt --\ (SC-FROMl... NPl
1P-FROM~ ~
R-2)
39) John has to.~uy the meat.
We shall be content to settle with analyzing the Agent subject
43) John may go to the movies for a dollar.
40) John has a book.
41) John has got to buy the meat.
42) JOhn's got a book.
44) John may give Bill a book for a dollar.
45) John must inherit the m~ney or go poor.
then we have' the causativg from. We must distinguish between the
to go with the give so that the money goes to John. Also, in order
that can occur with'must as well as forms with Agt:
sentenc~ with the princ~ple verb. Hence we may write as the final
permissive and the causative to do with a verb whose theme is the
form of rule R-l).
for deeper analysis. However, a formal representation of this
as being generated from a from-prepositional phrase. If the object
is Animate then we have either C-Agent or P-Agent. If abstract
will not be attempted.
The· last of these is am~iguous in the sense that we· may interpret the for
Furthermore, in the sense of may which means that the subject is
permitted to do something just as we might have a to-phrase in the
subject, so if we add a for-phrase,the object of the for-phrase
goes from the subject.
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9.3 Formalization of .the Mapping of Prelexical Strings into
Syntactic Form for the Agentive Verb
We will now consider whether the formal means by which the
pre lexical structure may be put into .a form suitable for the mapping'
of the lexical items on it. We have seen in previous sections that
the prelexical structure will generate a tree for the mapping of
nonAgent forms. We now, for example, can generate a tree as follows,
by rules given in 6.1, 9.1, and 4.2:
Ex-I)
Agt
!\, .
1\
I \
FROM-C NP 1
Event
. /~~""-'I'''''_~~
,,"-, ...............~
Them~ Qualifier
I /'"I Verb P
I ! ~~----~,
NP2 V,Motional FROM NP3 to NP4
If we ·had generated Agt as above, then we might have a structure
that underlies a verb such as p~opel whose subject is Agent only.
Note that we now have the Agent expressed as the object of a
preposition and we may say that his preposition is incorporated' to
the left ·of the verb. In addi tion, however, we must get the theme
into position after th~ verb. Again we can consider there to be a
reversal between two elements. This time it is between the verb
and the theme yielding the structure
-
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Ex-2)
s
.-"',_.,o~,~".",."'~'-"" ......~--"._-- ...........,._,__,~..,,~
Agt Event
.......;r",.....".
",pJ'//" QUili,f~r,
.-..',-.' - .I/'~
Verb Theme ,. P
l i ;,.I ) A,-~--;-
NPI ,FROM-C V,~otional NP2 FROM NP3 TO NP4
Ipr'opel/
The tr~nsformation which effects this is formally
R-I) Theme V
1 2 9 {2j 2+1
It can be seen that the above transformation is actually a part of
the one given, previously (6.2 and· 7.3), and it is possible to
consider it a special case of the previous in which the prepositional
phrase (NOT) Prep may be nil,~. That is we may write:
R-2)
Theme
1
v <. Qualifier
2 3
>tNO:) pr~p~ ~
4 ::;) 4 2 1+3
Once again we state that this postposing of the theme and
preposing of some other element (or 0) costs nothing in a ·grammar,
except the statement that it occurs for a particular word. We consider
the above formalizations to be' an intrinsic part of all grammars,
their form conditioned b~ the lexical entries and the prelexical
structure itself.
Consequently we see that ~ven a lexibal entry for propel such as
L-l) .
!pItope],,/ in env FROM-C V, Motional
we automatically imply that a transformation such as that above
has occurred. If it was any other, than the correct one, the V
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will not be directly in front of th~ preposition and the procedure
will block.
We have noted above that the 81 tua,tion in which the sUbject may
be interpreted as an Agent or not is the unmarked situation, because
of its commonality. It is also the unma~ked situation on"the basis
of whether or not any rearrangements of the underlying ,structure
has occurred. The initial position in which the Agent node has been
genemted may be'considered as its position in these circumstances,
whether or not the theme has metamorphosized with'some other element.
That is, ordinarily we will consider the Agent nods not to move.
If it exists it is manifest in the subject position.
When it is present in the conditions we will consider the theme
or whatever rio~n phrase happens to be positioned before the verb to
be deleted.' There will be the requirement."for this deletion that
,they be identical. This will be a transformation of the sort:
R-3)
NP + FROM NP
123 9 1
Boolean Condition: 1=3
There may be other formal means of treating this, although I know
of no way to decide between them.
We may make all of these transformati6ns optional. If they do
not apply the procedure may block.
Thus for a verb such as go we" have the simplest of entries,
merely
L-2)
/go/ in env V,'Motional
This will imply that we have the theme unmoved before the verb and
that if there is an Agent, again nothing will happen except the
deletion rule demanding the identity of the theme and the Agent
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nounphrase. If they were not equal or the option was taken of not
applying the transformation the procedure ;.~"i·ll block, since the
above lexical entry· indicates that there is a simple noun in subject
position, like the theme~
For words like acquire that have a subject derived from a
to-p.hrase we will have exact.Iy the same· procedure. The lexical
~ntry will indicate that a reversal has taken place between the
theme and a to-phr.ase. The Agt may be present or not. If it isn't
nothing happens and the replacement occurs normally. If Agent
is present there are the same restrictions that· the Agent noun
phrase and the no~n following ~t, either the theme or the object
of some prepositional phrase, be identical, followed by the appro-
priate deletions. Then·the replacement follows as if the Agent were
the object of the preposition in preverbal position, the trees
having a similar structure. In suchan instance we would have
acquire mapped onto the following tree:
Ex-3)
s
~~'" ------......."--.,-
Agt· EvenL .
!. -----Qualifi·er
. " ~~~-----------Prep-,-~-VerD Theme ~'~r
/"', ( , ~p
NP TO Motional NP FROM O"NP
/acquire/
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Whenever we have a subject obligatorily Ag-ent as well as
respectively:
or buy, whose subject "is derived from a to-phrase, we write,
as for example dodge, whose subject is theme and obligatory Agertt,
FROM-C y, Motional/dodge/ in enV
L-3)
being theme or the object of Some prelexical prepositional phrase,
L-4)
/buy/ in env FROM-C TO V, Motional
Previously we have written C-Agent instead of the preposition.
However, we assu~e that the Agent is a prepositional phrase. The
important thing to note is that we. do not consider ,the preposition.
belonging to the Agent in these circumstances as incorporated, but
rather as deleted. When we wri~e FROM-C V, Motional we mean that
the subject is Agent only. In these circumstances we consider the
causative preposition to be incorporated.
L-4)
/inherit/ in env FROM-~ TO V, Motional
which indicates this fact as an ad hoc restriction for this verb.
An optional rule will lift instrument phrases and the causative
from-phrase out of Agt to the front of the sentence:
R-4)
(FROM NP, Abstract?l Inst :J Event
1 2 7' 2+1
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9.4 Formalization of Optionally Agentive Verbs
For the many cases in which a'verb may.be used. in several"
'different ways we use the convention of parentheses in the lexicon
to indicate these options. For example, we do not say that such sent-
ence pairs as
1) John rolled the ball to the house.
2) The ball rolled to the house.
are related by some transformation applying after the lexical
entries are set in, generating the latter as perhaps a subjectless
sentence and then preposing the object, ball to subject position.
Rather, we ~enerate prelexical strings, some of which will correspond
to one sentence above, some to the other. The fact that both
structures can be used for roll is marked as an option in the
lexicon by using parentheses. Thus we abbreviate the above possi-
bilities by writing simply:
L-l)
Iroll/ in env (FROM-C) V, Motional-
Without the parentheses we have the form with theme as subject that
mayor may not be an Agent. With the parentheses we obliga-
torily incorporate as causative preposition, ·thereby indicating that
the above word may be. used as a causative.
This system seems preferable to assuming transformations
applying for particular words. Whatever transformations have
applied we have considered systematic on a pre lexical level, and
therefore the only cost is the statement in the lexicon of the
possibi'lity that roll has an Agent subject. By this means, we
also include in the lexical entry the relevant semantic information
about the word, that i:nformation which imaediately reflects its
syntactic use.
_---__----IIIIlIIIIiII. I
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The existence of such pairs of words whereby one is causative
and the other not, but whereby both have the same sense" otherwise,
is favored by the possibility to make savings in the lexicon by
listing them together. Thus we have s"uch ptirs as ki II-die,
raise-rise, persuade-intend, convince-believe. If convince is
precisely a causative of believe, then marking all the properties
they have in common by B we>have:
L-2)
/believe/ in env
/convince/ in env FROM-
V, B
An interesting case of optionality is the following:
L-3)
V,Motional
Ise III in env ~ROM-C'~. Possessional
Sell can be used with the theme as subject, in which case the
subject is not Agent. Hence we have parentheses around the FROM-C
and the possessional FROM. Thus we have
1) Milk sold well yesterday.
2) Stamps were selling from one person to another.
The use of sell seems to be like that of trade. We wish to point
out however that the semantic sense of selling, involving trade by
money, is preserved in "this~nse. There seems to be some diffi-
cuIty, "however, in using this sell in exactly referential sense,
as can the more usual sense of sell. We cannot have
3) *That jacket sold from John yesterday to Bill.·
Other examples of optionali ty have been g"iven -in the text.
4
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